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INTRODUCTION 
The New School Abbotsholme, Derbyshire, A Modem Public School, on 
approved and original lines, for boys of the Directing Classes. Headmaster: 
Cecil Reddie, Fettes College; B. Sc. Edinburgh 1882; Ph. D. (magna cum 
laude) Göttingen 1884; Fettes Exhibitioner 1878; Hope Prize Scholar Edin-
burgh 1880; Lecturer on Chemistry at Fettes College 1885-1887; Assistant 
Master at Clifton College 1887-1888; Lecturer on the Scottish University 
Extension 1888; Headmaster of Abbotsholme since 1889. 
This description of school and headmaster can be found on the title-page of 
the 1910 School prospectus. Immediately a number of questions arise. What 
sort of school was a New School; how far was it modem; what were its educa-
tional principles and were they really original; what school population is meant 
by boys of the Directing Classes; and above all, who was this Cecil Reddie, who 
introduced himself so elaborately to the reader? 
This last question is partially answered in a recent work on unorthodoxy in 
education when the writer says: "If any one man should be named as the origi-
nator of the twentieth-century innovation in English education it is Cecil Red-
die, the founder of Abbotsholme, bu t . . . he has seldom been given this recogni-
tion in England." * 
Nor abroad, one is inclined to add. That is the raison d'être of this study, the 
thesis of which is that Dr. Reddie was an educational pioneer who, by founding 
Abbotsholme, became the father of the international New School Movement. 
Starting from a position of protest against Victorian Public Schools, he became 
the progenitor of what is often termed Progressive Education. His aim was "to 
help, in a humble comer, the creation of a nobler Englishman, to organise a 
nobler Engjish-speaking Empire, to aid the Ascent of Man."2 As Dr. Reddie 
saw it, the only way to realise this grand ideal was by creating a New School, 
where a New Man would be educated. A radical reformation in education 
would bring about a renaissance of nation, empire, even mankind. 
This biting critic of Britain and Things British, - this indefatigable fighter 
against the very powerful social and educational influence of that unique insti-
tution, the Public School, - this proud creator of an innovating school, Abbots-
holme, - this headstrong franc-tireur in the green pastures of education, has 
1
 STEWART, W.: The Educational Innovators, II, London 1968, p. 243. 
2
 REDDIE, C: Abbotsholme, London 1900, p. X. Referred to hereafter as: Abbotsholme. 
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been very much neglected. He is truly a forgotten pioneer and the principal 
reason for this was Cecil Reddie himself. 
From the biographical first chapter he will emerge as a single-minded mon-
arch who ruled over his microcosm Abbotsholme with an iron hand; a doctri-
naire, undemocratic, proud despot who wanted to direct everything, dominate 
everybody; an autocratic egotist who had too great a faith in centralisation. 
When he left the school in 1927, Abbotsholme had no more than two pupils 
and ruin stared the school in the face. 
A failure? Yes. A second-rate figure? By no means. Cecil Reddie has largely 
fallen into oblivion because his is the proverbial case of the wrong man with the 
right ideas. His rigid character, his lack of tact and diplomacy, his imperious 
cast of mind prevented him from becoming a well-loved educational preacher. 
His way of expressing ideas provoked negative reactions. Too many people 
who struck up a superficial and occasional acquaintance with him dismissed 
him as an unsympathetic figure, an inconsistent teacher-innovator who did not 
practise what he preached, a dangerous unpatriotic crank who was not worth 
listening to. 
In this way the good was rejected with the bad. Apart from the fact that one 
should not make Reddie out worse than he is, and in Chapter I it will be seen 
that the medal of his personality had another much more attractive side, one 
should be careful not to identify the man and his ideas. Reddie's ideas should 
not be embalmed because of their originator's personality; they still have cur-
rent use and value. His views on religion and moral education, sexual instruc-
tion, co-operation instead of competition, understanding instead of cramming, 
the doubtful value of book-learning, curricular reform, the Public School fetish 
of games, and the importance of manual work - to mention only some of the 
educational ideas which will be discussed in this study - these views are still 
relevant to anyone who thinks about education and instruction. 
Many people consider what is past dead and obsolescent, something that was 
useful at the time but that should be relegated to dusty archives and the atten-
tion of unpractical, unworldly hisorians. Such a caricature should be rejected, 
not out of mere reverence for the past, not out of uncritical and blind admira-
tion for Reddie and what he stood for, but because he can contribute important 
elements to modem educational discourse. Because his ideas and ideals are still 
part of our educational discussions they are meaningful material. This convic-
tion of unpractical, unworldly historians. Such a caricature should be rejected, 
holme, the outcome of which is this study. 
An attempt to inflate an unsuccessful, provincial, cranky English pedagogue 
not worth reconsidering? No. A serious effort to let Reddie appear before the 
footlights? Yes, because it is deserved by a man whom Ferrière called "Grand 
fondateur des Ecoles Nouvelles."3 Coming from the founder of the Interna-
tional Bureau of New Schools, this tribute may indicate at the outset Reddie's 
3
 FERRIÈRE, Α.: Projet d'Education Nouvelle, Saint-Blaise 1909, (presentation inscription). 
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place in the New School Movement, a place which will be further justified in 
Chapters IV and V. 
As far as possible Reddie will be allowed to speak for himself. At first sight 
this may seem open to criticism. To put it bluntly, how far can one trust a man 
when he puts pen to paper? Too many writers of memoirs, politicians and 
journalists argue thus: If my views are to be published they had better be the 
sort of things the public likes to hear. The result of this attitude was well de-
scribed in an article in the T.L.S.: "Frankness gives way to performance, posi-
üveness to qualification. The effect on the wider audience is more important 
than the objective disposal of business."4 
In Chapter III of this study a number of Reddie's publications will provide 
a theoretical foundation for his practical work. To read the descriptions of, and 
the quotations from these works is to be convinced that it is no mealy-mouthed 
flatterer who can call his own country "that cesspit and madhouse England" 
(p. 40), "where intellect is despised, where everything is run by emotion . . . a 
country where there is next door to no teaching calculated to stimulate the 
intelligence and to increase the knowledge." (Sermon 17 June 1923). When 
Reddie is speaking about his countrymen the pages of his sermons are peppered 
with such epithets as lazy, ignorant, materialistic, uninterested, pampered, un-
dignified, amateurish. This is not a man whose public utterances cannot be 
trusted for fear that he is beating about the bush or flattering his readers. 
After having justified the object and method of our study we will conclude 
with a short survey of its contents. 
In his authoritative History oí the English People in the Nineteenth Century 
Halévy says: 'The Englishman growing to maturity in the eighteen-seventies 
or eighties found himself living in a vital world of thoughts with many move-
ments and influences stimulating his mind."6 Hence the biographical first 
Chapter opens with a section on the late Victorian historical background and 
Chapter II is devoted to a discussion of the influences which determined Cecil 
Reddie's life and ideas. Chapter ΠΙ gives an exposition of his philosophy of 
education, and in Chapter IV it will be seen if, how, and how far he put his 
theory into practice. Chapter V places Reddie and Abbotsholme in the context 
of the New School Movement and Chapter VI sums up the man and his work. 
We wish to record our gratitude for the help received from The Netherlands 
Organisation for the Advancement of Pure Research; David Snell B.Sc. and 
Giles Heroo, M.A. (Oxon.), headmaster and second master of Abbotsholme; 
the staff of the Reading Room of the British Museum; Miss D. Jepson, super­
intendent of the Curzon Street Library of the Department of Education and 
Science; F. W. Guy Hamilton, M.A. (Oxon.), F.S.A., for linguistic advice. 
* ANON.: What they really said, in: The Times Literary Supplement, 28 Augnst 1969, 
p. 952. 
β
 HALÉVY, E.: A History of the English People in the Nineteenth Century, IV, London 
1961, p. 435. 
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CHAPTER I 
LIFE AND PERSONALITY 
Section 1: The Age 
In the Ewing Lectures, delivered at the University of California in 1967, 
Professor Daiches wonders "how far a man's deepest attitudes are related to 
the spirit of the age and how far they are essentially a matter of individual tem­
perament."1 
This rhetorical question does not require a quantitative answer. The fact, 
however, that in this chapter one section is devoted to the spirit of the age and 
seven to the development of Reddie's personality, does not mean that we 
underrate the great influence of history on т а л . Dilthey exaggerated when he 
said: "Was der Mensch ist, sagt ihm nur die Geschichte." Man is not comple­
tely conditioned by history.2 But, on the other hand, it is true that without any 
knowledge of history our understanding of man, his nature, his self-concept and 
his life, is very limited.3 A right understanding of Reddie and his life-work 
requires insight into the general climate of ideas of his time and the great 
problems that occupied the minds of his contemporaries. 
His formative years co-incided with the last decades of the Victorian Era. 
According to Young the term Victorian was coined in the eighteen-fifties; the 
first example he noted was in E. P. Hood's The Age and its Architects, pub­
lished in 1851. Of course it is impossible to reduce such a complex century 
and variegated culture to a common denominator; "When we think of all the 
forces, all the causes, at work in the sixty-three years of her reign; with how 
few of them she was in sympathy, how few she understood; we must find it 
ironically strange that Victoria should, by the accident of a youthful accession 
and a long reign, have been chosen to give her name to an age, to impose an 
illusory show of continuity and uniformity on a tract of time where men and 
manners, science and philosophy, the fabric of social life and its directing 
1
 DAICHES, D.: Some Late Victorian Attitudes, London 1969, p. 74. 
2
 STRASSER, S.: Opvoedingswetenschap en Opvoedingswijsheid, 's Hertogenbosch \9(>5Ζ, 
p. 74: "Het is ondenkbaar dat hij helemaal ondergedompeld is in de stroom der gebeur­
tenissen." 
3
 Ibid.: p. 73: "Zonder de kennis der geschiedenis is ons inzicht in het menselijke . . . een­
zijdig, beperkt, geborneerd, abstract, schematisch." 
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ideas, changed more swiftly perhaps, and more profoundly, than they have 
ever changed in an age not sundered by a political or a religious upheaval."4 
Many people still view the Victorian period as a stable, static unity which 
can be described by a single sweeping formula. This is not so. "Round about 
1870 occurs a watershed in English life."6 In the sixties and seventies we see 
a number of changes which mark off the so-called Late Victorian period from 
the preceding decades. The growing impact of science on religion; the emer­
gence of Socialism; the rise of a new bureaucracy as a result of compulsory 
competitive examinations; greater commercial and political rivalry from Ger­
many and America; religious emancipation at Oxford and Cambridge; the 
Second Reform Bill of 1867, which was a new step forward in the process of 
parliamentary reform; primary education for all; increasingly powerful Trade-
Unionism; professional, social, legal, political and personal emancipation of 
women; the decline of agriculture; the emergence of imperialism as a political 
philosophy; these are some features of the time in which Cecil Reddie grew to 
maturity. In the rich field of Victorian history we have chosen some landmarks 
which are relevant for his work; a necessarily concise and sketchy account will 
contribute to a better understanding of what Abbotsholme's headmaster 
thought, said and did. 
R e l i g i o n : "If we would study the social composition of a nation we must 
begin by studying its religion. And a study of the religion of England must 
obviously begin with the Church of England,"B a church very much perplexed 
by the clash between Faith and Science. The theory of evolution, worked out 
by Lyell, Spencer, Huxley, Darwin, and others, had come to exercise a great 
influence on Victorian thought, an influence which manifested itself in two 
ways. On the one hand we see an optimistic and rather arrogant belief in Prog­
ress, by which was meant the expansion of human power in spiritual, intellec­
tual and material respects, a belief which was further stimulated by important 
scientific discoveries; on the other hand the concept of evolution greatly dis­
turbed the minds of those who believed in a literal interpretation of the Bible. 
And there were many such people in this intensely religious age. They sus­
pected an irreconcilable antithesis between religious truths and the findings of 
science. To put it very bluntly: which was right, the Bible or Darwin? Because 
they could not find an adequate reply to this confusing and unfair question, 
many Victorians lost their belief in dogmatic Christianity, the religion in which 
they had been brought up, and lapsed into scepticism and agnosticism. George 
Eliot pronounced God inconceivable and Immortality unbelievable.7 Others, 
such as Tennyson and Matthew Arnold, clung to a belief in God because they 
4
 YOUNG, G.: Victorian England, Portrait of an Age, London 1960, p. 181. Referred to 
hereafter as: Portrait. 
5
 ENSOR,R.: England 1870-1914, in: The Oxford History of England, London 1936, p. 136. 
β
 HALÉVY: o.e. p. 338. 
7
 DAICHES: o.e. p. 10. 
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felt how much their Uves depended on His existence; Charles Kingsley said: 
"If God were a deceiver I'd go and blow my brains out and be rid of the whole 
thing at once."8 
The states of mind described above affected, though in different degrees, 
Church and Dissent, both Anglicans and Unitarians, Presbyterians, Indepen-
dents, Methodists, Congregationalists, Baptists, Quakers, Protestants and 
Roman Catholics. "It was a time of grave uncertainty, in which it seemed hard 
to find any resting-place between an obscurantism which refused to ask any 
questions, and a rationalism which was hardly willing to admit the possibility 
of any answers." 9 
The Victorian religious predicament explains to a great extent the doubts 
and feelings of alienation from religion that are widespread in nineteenth 
century England. It explains the disillusion with progress, the sense of mel-
ancholy meaninglessness, the anxiety and worry which Humphrey House saw 
as a clue to understanding the Victorians: 'They were not complacent 
compromisers. They were trying to hold together incompatible opposites, and 
they worried because they failed. . . They worried about immortality, they 
worried about sex, they worried about politics and money."10 
What was the response of religious denominations to increasing indifference, 
growing agnosticism or final atheism? "Naturally the religious world took up 
arms to defend positions of dateless antiquity and prestige. Naturally the 
younger generation of scientific men rushed . . . to establish their claim to 
come to any conclusion to which their researches led, regardless of the cos-
mogony and chronology of Genesis, and regardless of the ancient traditions 
of the Church."11 
In this atmosphere of attack and counter-attack we must place the scientist 
Reddie's anti-sectarian, anti-dogmatic views of religion, the central place he 
assigns to religion in his educational system and the way in which he tackled 
the difficult subject of religious instruction. 
M o r a l i t y : If there was no God, if the Church had lost its authoritative 
voice, if tradition had no longer any meaning, if there was nobody and nothing 
to which one could resort for a reply to doubts, anxieties, and worries, then 
one would expect Victorian society to be permissive to the highest degree. 
Nothing is farther from the truth. 
Observers of the age are usually struck by its great respect for morals and 
conventions. Victorian morality, in the sense of right conduct, is usually ex-
plained as a reaction against the licence of the Regency Period, a reaction 
which became an over-reaction through the smothering influence of Victoria 
and Albert's Court and the increasing moral power of Evangelicalism, whose 
8
 DAICHES: o.e. p. 9. 
9
 NEILL, S.: Anglicanism, London 19653, p. 271. 
10
 DAICHES: o.e. pp. 32-33. And about the findings of the new biblical criticism! 
11
 TREVELYAN, G.: English Social History, London 1944, p. 566. 
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anti-hedonism and passion for self-improvement, "put pleasure in the back-
ground."12 As the age proceeded, the voices against the deadening effects of 
too strict a morality and an exaggerated deference to conventions became louder 
and louder, (Matthew Arnold, Carlyle, Browning, the Pre-Raphaelites, Thacke-
ray, George Eliot, Gissing, Shaw and many others can be mentioned), but the 
fact remains that one may find the Victorian temper described as "moralistic, 
heavy with responsibility and anxiety;"13 that moral absolutes and duty were 
considered to be so important that Matthew Arnold thought that three-fourths 
of life consisted of them;14 that Trevelyan describes the seventies and eighties 
as "a period not only of large families but of puritanism in ethical and sexual 
ideas, qualified by the too frequent weakness of human nature in practice;"16 
that the middle-class virtues of sobriety, thrift, piety and hard-work were seen 
as the foundation of national prosperity.18 It was a generation "which desired 
to be instructed, whose interests were predominantly ethical, and which ex-
pected art to be, if not subordinate, at all events directed, to some earnest pur-
pose."" 
It is amazing that this strict morality, accompanied by rigid paternalism and 
absolute authoritarianism could exist side by side with the Liberal philosophy 
of laissez-faire, laissez-aller, and free competition; amazing that the backbone 
of Victorian society was a strongly Evangelical middle-class, which insisted on 
Sunday-observance and Sunday reading of serious books, (Samuel Smiles' Self-
Help probably came into this category), and that this same class, during week-
days, took part in a harassing economic rat-race in which each individual man 
had to answer for his own actions.18 
Writing about Victorian morality inevitably brings in the notion of respect-
ability. "Never I suppose was there a time when people were so willing to be 
shocked, or when the habit of being shocked was so widespread and so com-
mendable."19 The Germans even coined the word "Engländerei" to denote 
puritanism in language and exaggerated delicacy as regards physical love. In 
his Portrait of an Age Young defines Victorian propriety as "super-morality 
of the nerves and the senses, of bodily repulsion and social alarm."20 As con-
stituting factors he mentions physical recoil, the dependence of women on men 
ω
 ENSOK o.e. p. 138. 
1 3
 KLINGOPULOS, G.: Notes on the Victorian Scene, in: The Pelican Guide to English Lit­
erature, vol. 6, Hannondswortb 1958, p. 15. 
1 4
 DAICHES: o.e. p. 89. 
1 6
 TREVELYAN: o.e. p. 563. The phenomenon of a double morality may be explained as a 
male rationalization of this weakness of human nature. 
l e
 READER, W.: Life in Victorian England, London 1964, p. 10. 
1 7
 YOUNG, G.: Victorian Essays, London 1962, p. 129. Referred to hereafter as: Essays. 
1 8
 To have the right feel of the Evangelicals, this passage should be placed in the context 
of Chapel, Exeter Hall, the Clapham Sect, family prayers by the head of the household, 
etc. 
1 9
 YOUNG: Essays, o.e. p. 57. 
2 0
 O.e. p. 24. 
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and the strict domestic discipline resulting from the management of the big 
Victorian families. Kitson Clark explains the phenomenon as "part of the 
history of the battle for refinement and civilization, and above all the better 
protection of women, against the promiscuity, animalism, brutality and gross-
ness which had been common even in the eighteenth century." 21 To enlarge on 
this question would be outside the scope of this study; suffice it to say that the 
obsessional pre-occupation with only one aspect of human nature produced 
much misery, suffering and mental deformation. Morality deteriorated into 
pruriency. This study will show how Reddie tried to cure this evil, and how he 
realised his ideas on moral education and sexual instruction. 
Educa t ion : The following section on Victorian education will concen-
trate on secondary education as this was the field in which Dr. Reddie moved. 
Not much attention will be paid to the Public School, because this uniquely 
British institution will be amply discussed in Chapter II. 
"This report is about the education of English boys and girls aged from 15 
to 18. Most of them are not being educated."23 The quotation is from the 1959 
Crowther Report but is also applicable to the Victorian period, which showed 
a general educational arrears in all age-groups and on all levels. This is illus-
trated by Forster's Elementary Education Act which, as late as 1870, brought 
a primary school within the reach of every English child. It is also borne out 
by Matthew Arnold, one of the great minds of the nineteenth century. The 
key-note of his educational writings is his contempt for his country's system of 
education which he considers the worst in the world. Arnold was an H.M.I. 
(Her Majesty's Inspector) for thirty-five years, so we may take him at his word 
when he states in The Popular Education of France: "Our middle classes are 
nearly the worst educated in the world.23 
In Kitson Clark's The Making of Victorian England, nineteenth century 
neglect of secondary education is called disastrous. "Taking England for what 
she was, the richest and in some ways the most liberal country in Europe, 
compared to what was provided in Prussia, in Switzerland or in France, what 
educational facilities were provided for the mass of the people in England were 
disastrously meagre and poor. . . It seems to be unquestionable that a deter-
mined attack on the problem could have achieved something better for public 
secondary education."24 
Finally, the 1884 Samuelson Report, speaking about secondary schools, 
regretted that the "middle classes are at a great disadvantage compared with 
those of the Continent for want of a sufficient number of such schools."85 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century there had been four kinds of 
secondary schools: the fashionable, expensive Public Schools with their enor-
21
 KITSON CLARK, G.: The Making of Victorian England, London 1966, p. 126. 
22
 ANON.: 1870 and all that, in: The Times Educational Supplement, 1 January 1970, p. 1. 
23
 GRIBBLE, J.: Matthew Arnold, London 1967, p. 52. 
24
 O.e. p. 44. 
25
 1870 and all that: o.e. p. 1. 
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mous social prestige; the old Cathedral and Monastic Schools; the Endowed or 
Free Grammar Schools, many of which were on the decline because the value 
of money had decreased since their foundation so that the original endowments 
were no longer sufficient; finally, the private boarding-schools and the private 
Academies which principally catered for Non-Conformists. Beneath this level 
of secondary education all was chaos; "the rest, the rank and file of the secon-
dary schools, under-staffed by untaught ushers, were turning out, at fifteen or 
so, the boys who were to be the executive of the late Victorian industries and 
professions, and could be fairly described as the worst educated middle class 
in Europe."26 
A new stratum in Victorian society, however, the fast growing professional 
class, made great expansion in the field of secondary education necessary, an 
expansion which mainly took place on the Public School level; section 14 will 
further elaborate this development. For the moment it may suffice to say 
that the first important reform in secondary education was realized in a Public 
School, the Rugby of that great and very influential headmaster, Thomas Ar-
nold. 
Possibly under the influence of critical voices like Thomas and Matthew 
Arnold's, - the increasing competition of America and Germany, - industrial-
isation and the consequent need for a more technical education instead of the 
classical education provided by the Public Schools, —the pressure of the Taun-
ton Commission of 1861 which reviewed the whole system of secondary edu-
cation, - the demand for a better educated electorate because of the wider 
franchise, - and the prevalent belief that ignorance led to vice, - something was 
also done for secondary schools outside the range of Public Schools. Not much 
though, as even as late as in 1899 the amount of public money spent per head 
on Secondary Education was only three farthings.27 No wonder that Trevelyan 
bitterly says: "The state did nothing as yet for Secondary Education."27 
Nothing? A bit too strong perhaps. Under the Endowed Schools Acts of 
1869 and 1874 a number of old, decayed Grammar Schools were re-organised. 
In many places the School Boards, popularly elected under Forster's Education 
Act of 1870, instituted Higher Grade Elementary Schools, to be compared with 
the former Dutch U.L.O. or M.U.L.O. Instruction was given in English, French, 
history, mathematics and physical sciences. However, in 1895 there were only 
sixty Higher Grade Schools outside London, thirty-five of which were in Dur-
ham, York and Lancaster. Twenty-three counties had none at all.28 
In 1894 the Bryce Commission was set up "to consider what were the best 
methods of establishing a well-organised system of secondary education in 
2 8
 YOUNG: Portrait, o.e. p. 89. 
2 7
 TREVELYAN: o.e. p. 581. It should not be forgotten that the Englishman's worship of 
individual freedom was a great difficulty in the way of effective state action. Vide: 
MATTHEW ARNOLD: A French Eton. 
a 8
 READER: o.e. p. 166. 
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England." The country needed such a system because the administration of 
secondary education was terribly confused and confusing. According to Daw-
son and Wall20 five central authorities had a hand in education: the Education 
Department, the Charity Commission, The Science and Art Department, The 
Board of Agriculture and the Admiralty and War Office (for service children). 
The Bryce Commission, which also consulted Reddie, (Vide: Chapter III) 
proposed to institute a central authority under a Minister of Education. In 1899 
the Board of Education was created; Lord Londonderry was its first President, 
R. (later Sir Robert) Morant one of its first Permanent Secretaries. 
After the 1902 Education Act, education advanced rapidly because this act 
created the new Local Educational Authorities, which could not only develop 
all sorts of secondary education but also training colleges, technical colleges 
and adult education. The L.E. A.'s were also allowed to use the rates to help and 
reform the old endowed or free grammar schools. The great Public Schools, 
however, preferred their independence and refused public money. 
This was the background of Reddie's activities as a school-reformer. What 
he thought about the nation's state of education, the privileged position of the 
Public Schools and why he reacted against it, will be seen in Chapters II and 
III. 
Society: What was the Victorian social pyramid like? Over 75% of the 
24-odd million inhabitants of Great Britain belonged to the manual labouring 
class.30 Then came the fast growing middle class which Halévy describes as 
"extremely numerous, extremely powerful, and fully conscious of its powers."31 
The upper class consisted of the nobility and the gentry, mainly to be found in 
rural England and in London. Landed proprietors were the nucleus of this 
class. In 1871 about a quarter of the land in England was owned by 1,200 
persons and about a half by 7,400 people.32 
In the second half of the nineteenth century Britain's population became in-
creasingly urban. In 1851 for the first time more people lived in towns than in 
rural districts. As every visitor to London and the other industrial conurbations 
can see, little was done in the way of urban planning and the Victorian indus-
trial city was a terrible place to live in. The social conditions were often horri-
fying. "It was a picture of a working class stunted and debilitated by a century 
of industrialism. In the 1870s eleven-to twelve-year old boys from the upper 
class public schools were on average five inches taller than boys from industrial 
schools, and at all teen-ages three inches taller than the sons of artisans... 
Ours was a country filled with a stoic mass of those destined to live all their 
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lives on a bare and uncertain subsistence until old age threw them on the scrap-
heap of the Poor Law." 8 3 
We must bear in mind that Hobsbawm is speaking of the industrial and 
agricultural proletariat. The condition of the middle and upper classes was 
different. Of the 200,000 English and Welsh assessments over £. 300 a year 
for income tax under Schedule D (profits of business, the professions and in­
vestments) in 1865-1866, 7,500 were for incomes of over £ 5,000 a year and 
42,000 for incomes of £ 1,000 to S.OOO.34 
One can make an almost endless list of social and cultural features of the 
time, features which Reddie accepted or rejected. Victorian society was com­
petitive, thus offering a parallel to Darwin's struggle for life and survival of the 
fittest; it was materialistic, concerned with money, how to make it, how to keep 
it, and material prosperity, to a great extent based on coal and foreign invest­
ment, was considered a divine reward, a certain test of virtue; it was utilitarian, 
- what was useful was good,36 and Dickens' Mr. Gradgrind could be met in all 
walks of life; it was much influenced by Evangelicalism, which had its bad sides 
such as overstrictness - Matthew Arnold spoke of Hebraism, - exaggerated 
restraint and a certain degree of Podsnap-ish hypocrisy, but which also meant 
an influence for the good, e.g. a real zeal for political and social reform, an 
earnest feeling of social responsibility, a great sense of duty; the energy of the 
Victorians was enormous, Reader calls it their key-quality36 and Ensor speaks 
of "their extraordinary surplus of energy;"37 in spite of their religious doubts 
and fears, the Victorians had much self-confidence, their belief in the future 
strikes us as enviable, though also at times a bit smug, but then it should not be 
forgotten that an unprecedented progress took place in mechanical, medical, 
scientific and even social fields; in the last quarter of the century we observe 
the growth of Imperialism. Queen Victoria had become Empress of India in 
1876; "men felt that the splendid words of Virgil were to be sounded again for 
the British people: Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento."38 Needless 
to say that most Britons interpreted imperialism, popularised by Kipling, as a 
mission of the chosen people, the white man's burden, but that other countries 
considered it exploitation and an illustration of Might is Right. 
As the century drew to a close, however, "the homogeneous England of the 
mid-Victorian decades broke up" 3 9 and the feeling that "the era of her easy 
supremacy was approaching its end"4 0 became stronger and stronger. The 
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increase in population slowed down because the birthrate steadily declined 
after 1870;41 British industrial, commercial, and military strength was chal-
lenged; her rural society gradually dissolved. "Ultimately this decline was a 
moral collapse; though how far it was due to a moral collapse, or how far this 
collapse was itself due to the passing of the essential material conditions of 
British supremacy, is a philosophical problem beyond the judgment of the 
historian."42 
Ensor calls the Nineties "a phase like an adolescence;" ^  it was an unsettled 
period in which there was less vigour, confidence and sense of purpose. Apathy 
and complacency took the place of the earlier Victorian virtues of industry and 
pugnacity. The break between religion and science widened, old certainties 
were slowly crumbling in matters of religion and morals. We observe the erot-
icism of a Swinburne, the decadence of a Wilde and a Beardsley. We see the 
rise of the cheap penny-press, - Reddie called it the Reptile-press - under the 
influence of Stead, Newnes and the Harmsworth Brothers. In the late 1880's 
there was a steep increase in labour unrest: 1886, Black Monday riots; 1887, 
Bloody Sunday at Trafalgar Square; 1888, Annie Besant, already notorious as 
an advocate of birthcontrol, won the "match-girl strike;" 1889, London Dock 
Strike. The Port of London was closed for the first time since 1797. On the 
other hand it was a decade of greater comfort and increase of leisure, more 
mental freedom, humaner manners, fewer taboos and a gradual emancipation 
of women, the poor and the uneducated. 
In 1898 Gladstone died, and when in 1901 Queen Victoria and the Vic-
torian Era were no more, "a doubt had crept into the minds of EngUshmen."44 
A golden age had passed, a new and difficult century was dawning. 
Britain during the last forty years of Queen Victoria's reign. This was the 
country, this was the time, this was the society, this was the climate of ideas, in 
which Cecil Reddie was bom, in which he grew up and which was the matrix of 
his social and educational reform. 
Section 2: Family Background and Childhood: 1858-1872 
In a letter dated 9 September 1920 Reddie wrote: "My father's family origi-
nally came from the West Coast of Ireland and is evidently of Iberian origin, 
41
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which alone can account for the very dark hair and dark eyes found in all 
branches of the family - and other traits such as active imagination and a 
certain gift of the gab. This Irish blood was mixed with Highland Scotch and 
Norse. My mother's father was a mixture of Norse and Angle and my mother's 
mother, bom in Somerset, was a mixture of Cornish and Saxon blood." 4 6 
Cecil Reddie's father was James Reddie (1820-1871), a Scot from near 
Dunfermline in the county of Fife. James' wife was Caroline Susannah Scott 
from Norfolk, where her father, Daniel Scott, owned Ingham Hall and Caistor 
Castle. She bore her husband ten children; Cecil, the sixth, was bom at Fulham 
on 10 October 1858. 
Reddie Senior was the son of a Scottish landowner, John Reddie, of Cuthill 
in Kinrosshire. After reading law in Edinburgh he had worked since 1841 at 
the Admiralty in London, where he rose to the high post of Comptroller of 
Navy Pay. In 1865 he founded the Victoria Institute; in two articles in the Ui-
toxeter Advertiser of 14 January 1925 and 25 Febmary 1925 Cecil Reddie 
wrote: "amongst other people of religious upbringing and pious devotion to the 
church of england was the present writer's father, to meet this fresh assault on 
the sanctuary of religion, my father founded "the victoria institute, or philo­
sophical society of great britain," the object of which was to inquire into the 
validity of the discoveries of natural science in so far as they seemed to conflict 
with the doctrine of so-called "revealed religion." membership was limited to 
people that professed a belief in Christianity . . . my boyhood was passed, there­
fore, in a home where these great questions were being seriously considered, in 
the hope of discovering how the doctrine of religion could be retained in spite of 
the ever-increasing attacks of modem knowledge . . . it will be understood that 
the present writer from earliest youth was deeply stirred by these all important 
questions . . . i have fought all my life to try to discover what is indubitably 
t rae . " 4 6 
In 1865 James Reddie published a book, entitled Current Physical Astrono­
my critically examined and confuted. In the introduction to this work the same 
arrogant tone is noticeable which occasionally spoils his son's writings. " I t 4 7 
refutes mathematically the demonstrations of the foundation proposition upon 
which the theory of Universal Gravitation was rashly accepted as the true inter­
pretation of Keppler's laws of the solar system. . . The third [paper] is the 
book that forced the Astronomer Royal of England . . . to come to the conclu­
sion . . . that the whole question of solar motion in space is at the present time 
in doubt and abeyance." 
On the title page of this book, which is found in the Abbotsholme Archives, 
Cecil Reddie wrote: "did my father in these three papers anticipate prof, ein-
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Stein who, forty years later, first publish48 his views on relativity in 1905? or 
was my father simply ignorant of the natural sciences, or was he not sufficiently 
capable of true mathematical reasoning to understand the conclusion of ortho­
dox scientists?" 
As far as his family background was concerned, Cecil was a product of the 
landed aristocracy. According to Ward 1 9 he inherited from his mother his love 
of the countryside; from his father his deeply religious sentiments, a vivid imag­
ination, his volubility, a great interest in the Navy, and outward characteristics 
such as dark hair and eyes. 
In 1867 his mother died. For four years he was a pupil at Godolphin School, 
Hammersmith, a London day grammar school. The boy lost his father in 1871. 
In the Uttoxeter Advertiser articles he says: "my father's sudden and unex­
pected death left me in the guardianship of my mother's brother, and of a friend 
of my father, the late rev. w. j . irons, d.d." His uncle, F. Scott, took Cecil with 
him to the North, where he attended Birkenhead School. 
In Abbotsholme he describes how he felt: "For us life became early a reality. 
At the age of eleven50 the death of both parents had broken up that which 
nothing can ever fully replace — home and home-ties, which, with soft, silken 
meshes, cast a web of infinite subtlety around the heart. We went to school and 
found ourselves a stranger amid some two hundred boys." 5 1 Cecil remained at 
Birkenhead School for one year. In 1872 he entered Fettes College, Edinburgh, 
the great Scottish Public School, as a foundation scholar. 
Section 3: Public School Pupil: 1872-1878 
Reddie was at Fettes for about six years. His headmaster, A. W. Potts, a 
former Rugby master, later wrote in a testimonial, dated 7 March 1888: "He 
distinguished himself in the classical and mathematical studies of the School, 
and left high in the sixth form. He bore an admirable character in all respects, 
and, though entering fully into the life of the School, was marked by a greater 
thoughtfulness and spirit of enquiry than is usual with boys at School." ю 
In a sermon preached to the youngest Abbotsholmians on 17 June 1923, 
there is a glimpse of the difficult start Cecil had at Fettes. "For the first term 
you were more or less ignored by everybody except the boys who went in the 
same term as yourself . . . at first one suffered the most frightful agonies and 
the whole thing was the height of silly folly." 6 3 
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Young Cecil was a slow developer; very sensitive, he struggled with the 
problems of adolescence and suffered from the lack of sexual instruction. At 
first he felt alone and lost among his fellow-pupils. "The situation for them 
was, for the most part, different from what is was for us. They could look on 
school from the fixed and secure vantage-ground of home: to them school was, 
at most, a second interest. To us, on the contrary, school was home. Trans-
planted, in a moment, from the atmosphere of family life, to the more or less 
rough and selfish atmosphere of school, we were forced to try and find some 
new object with which to allay the hunger of the heart, increased as it was by 
a not unnatural idealisation of the scenes and persons which had vanished."54 
Gradually he felt more at home and in later life he was to recall with grati-
tude the general life of the place.55 
The boy was good at the classical languages, German and mathematics; bad 
at French; throughout his life he had little sympathy for France and the French 
nation. Because of a defect in his eyes he was no cricketer but he did play rugby. 
Abbotsholme was a Rugger School where the headmaster himself played en-
thusiastically until 1910. 
The time spent at this Public School was very important for Cecil Reddie's 
further development At Fettes he found to his cost what it meant to be a 
Public School boy. In a lecture delivered many years later to the London 
Authors' Club he describes his Public School-period as follows: 
"I was educated at three public schools, two in England, one in Scotland; all 
devoted mainly to "classics." I learnt Latin and Greek with a dînèrent pro-
nunciation in each. In two we learnt some English poetry, geography and 
history, in the third practically none of these. In none did we learn to speak or 
write our own tongue. French and German were taught on totally obsolete 
lines, and so we could hardly speak a single word; we had rather more mathe-
matics, including obsolete Euclid; and a little natural science. Our chief intel-
lectual disciplines were Latin and Greek grammar and composition, with 
fragments of Greek and Roman history, but no geography, which would have 
made it all instructive. I left school, close on twenty, (an unusually late age), 
not without some small success, after a happy life, robust in health, but ignorant 
as a child as regards the conditions and developments of my country, and 
knowing nothing of foreign lands, our Colonies, America, and the world gener-
ally. I knew nothing about my own body and mind, nor their stages of develop-
ment; my mind was in a whirl as regards religion, ethics, philosophy, as I vainly 
essayed to co-ordinate the chaotic jumble of the conflicting teaching of chapel, 
classroom and playing-fields. At one time, ancient classical ideas engrossed us; 
at another, that curious mixture of Old and New Testament theology, with the 
timid exegesis necessitated by our religious indecision; the wondrous discussions 
of the boys in dormitory, study or field, stimulated by this jumble of ideas, 
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furnished an interesting commentary on this type of education. Education 
should aim at unity. If it leaves the mind chaotic, it can hardly be com­
mended."5« 
This lecture was Reddie's indictment of the nineteenth century Public 
School. At this type of school the rebel Cecil Reddie was bom; here the founda­
tion was laid for his educational reform; this was the school which he was to 
attack and reject throughout his educational career; here he suffered, rather 
than received, an education which produced "hopeless division and discor­
dance" 6 7 instead of the unity and harmony that he was to aim at in education. 
A second reason why this period in his life was important is that at Fettes 
Reddie first thought of becoming a schoolmaster. He had always had "a bias 
towards idealising not only the absent but the present" ω As a lonely orphan 
at Fettes, "we kept constructing in our imagination an olympus of heroes, built 
out of the most perfect types we found around us, as objects of reverence and 
worship."58 It was a time of heart-sickness, so typical for many adolescents. 
He craved for a living God, a human being in whom the heavenly fire burned. 
Because he failed to find among elders and contemporaries the ideal person he 
sought he turned to the younger generation, "resolved, if it were possible to find 
favourable material, to strive and create in more plastic boyhood the ideal we 
had failed to see incarnate in grown youth." 5 0 He made friends with a younger 
Fettesian. "Our wish to educate him produced in us a passion for knowledge 
unfelt before, that we might have the pleasure of imparting it. And this incident 
really decided the future,... for it was this youngster who, years after, per­
suaded us to attempt to be an educator."60 
In 1878 he received a Trustee's Exhibition of £ 60 a year to be held for 
four years and he entered Edinburgh University. 
Section 4: University Student in Scotland and Germany: 1878-1885 
In Edinburgh Reddie chose medicine because he hoped it would provide a 
link between human life and science. But after his first examination he gave it 
up; medicine was not certain enough to please his desire for certitude, it was 
"too coarse to suit our feelings .. . too material and mechanical to satisfy a 
nature which was travelling fast towards poetry and metaphysics." β 1 He turned 
to chemistry, physics and mathematics. Though he was a good student, - he 
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received the Hope Prize which carried with it the post of assistant to the pro-
fessor of chemistry for one year, - he was not primarily interested in the Uni-
versity curriculum as such. He devoured books hoping in this way to become 
better acquainted with contemporary national life. He was especially interested 
in works on philosophy and religion and it was also at this time that he fell 
under the influence of the writings of Ruskin, Carlyle and Beaconsfield. He met 
James Archibald Campbell, the artist and mystic, "who at this time touched 
with a master-hand the part of our nature which had been most starved or 
crushed at school."62 
In 1882 Reddie took his B.Sc. degree and in the same year the Academic 
Senate elected him Vans Dunlop Scholar in Chemistry and Chemical Pharma-
cy. This made it possible for him to study chemistry for three years in some 
continental university. He chose Göttingen83 where he worked under Prof. 
Hübner. In 1884 he took his doctor's degree, magna cum laude, on a thesis 
with the intriguing title Ueber das Verhalten des Anhydroacetmetaparatoluy-
lendiamins gegen Brom und gegen Salpetersäure. 
This stay in Germany at an impressionable age was not less important for his 
development than the years spent at the Public School. He attended lectures on 
Socialism which "kept alive our interest in Sociology;"84 in Germany he ac-
quired his notorious and excessive devotion to rules, management and organi-
sation; from this time dated his often uncritical admiration for everything Ger-
man. In Abbotsholme he gave an enthusiastic description of the impression 
Germany and German Ufe made on him: 
"In Germany, notwithstanding our English prejudices, we at once observed 
strong evidence of superior intellectual life and social order. First of all the 
instruction in the University was enormously better than it had been at home. 
It was more comprehensive, yet more exact; the language was clearer and the 
reasoning more cogent... Wherever one turned there was method, clearness, 
organisation, and withal general contentment and gemiithlichkeit, which 
powerfully contrasted with the squalid disorder and discontented unrest of 
England. And one contrasted the intellectual freedom and definite knowledge 
of the German with the amateurish vagueness and conventionalism of the 
Briton; and the German loyal recognition of the ascertained conclusions of 
science with the tendency towards sectarian private judgment produced by 
the Briton's narrow horizon, ignorance and insularity. Every day in Germany 
one felt the mind expanding and the fog melting away."88 
It was in Germany that the definitely decided on his future career. Although 
he had finished his university studies with the greatest distinction, a purely 
academic career did not attract him because it was too remote from human life. 
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He did not like the idea of working in a factory either. He tried to find "some-
thing more congenial that would be also really needed by mankind. We had 
vague thoughts of teaching, but to teach for money was repugnant." •* He then 
met again his Fettes friend, whom we mentioned in the preceding section. This 
young man decided him "on embracing the scholastic rather than the academ-
ical career, and with this object [I] was studying the educational methods 
pursued in the German Gymnasien . . . in Göttingen I also made the acquaint-
ance of a large number of the masters and boys of this Institution, and by this 
means got considerable insight into the working and the effects of the German 
system." β τ 
In 1885 he returned to England with his mind made up to become a school­
master. 
Section 5: Schoolmaster: 1885-1889 
Back in Edinburgh he organised a little laboratory, lectured on chemistry 
and gave demonstrations under Patrick Geddes. His own description of this 
time was: " I returned home, and entered the scholastic profession without 
having had an hour's training in i t " 6 8 In the same year he was appointed assis­
tant-master at Fettes, his old Public School. Here he was to stay for two years. 
He tried his hand as a future reformer, e.g. by organising a secret society with 
the Ruskinian name of The Gild of the Laurel; its purpose was to propagate 
better sexual instruction. 
However, rightly or wrongly he felt that Fettes did not give full scope to his 
inclinations, so in 1887 he applied for a position at Clifton College, Bristol. At 
this Public School, founded in 1862 and specialising in systematic scientific 
instruction, he taught chemistry, physics and mathematics. He remained at 
Clifton for only one year, because he realised more and more that he could 
never give concrete form to his ideas for a reformed education so long as he 
remained in a dependent and subordinate position at a Public School. An 
additional reason was revealed in a school sermon delivered on 13 July 1924: 
"it [Clifton] looked like one of our factories with the spinning Jennys whirling 
round, there was not a morsel of time for boy or master from morning to night. 
at the end of the term the masters were almost on the verge of lunacy . . . i saw 
myself the boys' faces twitch with nervous exhaustion and masters almost 
broken with the strain . . . when i left, i did go because i had insomnia." 
In 1888 he applied for the headmastership of St. Dunstan's College in 
London. Fettes' headmaster, A. W. Potts, gave him a good testimonial: "On 
his return from Germany, where he obtained great distinction in Science, Dr. 
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Reddie assisted me for two years in the Science teaching here, did good work 
in the Laboratory, and left it in a much improved condition. His studies and 
attainments would seem to fit him eminently for directing a Modem and Sci­
entific School."βΒ J. M. Wilson, headmaster of Clifton College, supported 
Reddie's application in this way: 
Clifton College, Bristol. 
March 5,1888. 
Dr. Reddie has been at Clifton College for one year. I selected him for the 
post which he now holds, as a teacher of Chemistry and Physics and Mathe­
matics, out of a large number of able candidates, because I was so well satisfied 
as to his knowledge and general ability, and above all of his high character and 
unflinching industry and conscientiousness in work. And I have not been dis­
appointed in these respects. 
He is moreover a most pleasant colleague, with strong social interests, and 
with a personality and character that impresses those who are brought in con­
tact with him. 
You would be perfectly certain, if you appoint him, that you would have to 
deal with an absolutely straightforward man, who would put the interests of 
the school first, and his own nowhere. He has an unusual degree of originality 
in educational views, and has to some extent tested them here and elsewhere. 
It is by my advice that he is seeking some post where he may have greater 
freedom for developing his methods than he can have here, where he is not 
senior in any department, and has to work on fixed lines. 
You would have in him a man who would accept loyally the general aims and 
design laid down by yourselves, but who would require considerable freedom 
in the management of detail. 
It should be added that he is a thoroughly good German scholar, and could 
take the highest work in this department. 
Perhaps it may be thought that he has not had enough experience as a 
master; but a man of 28, with a good deal of experience already gained, makes 
much more out of a year of schoolwork than a man of 23 or 24 fresh from the 
University. I do not think you would find him inexperienced. 
He is very sympathetic and gentle with boys, personally interested in them, 
and attractive to them. I have no doubt that he would be both just and popular. 
I very heartily commend him to the consideration of the Council. 
Yours faithfully, 
James M. Wilson.70 
In spite of these glowing testimonials Reddie did not get the post, but in 
Abbotsholme he wrote some revealing lines: "His cordial recommendation 
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first put the thought into our head, that we might venture ourself to undertake 
a responsibility so grave. We resolved, therefore, to open a school in which our 
dreams and aspirations might, perchance, find fulfilment."71 In this way the 
idea and ideal of The New School, Abbotsholme, was bom. In his article on 
Reddie in the Journal of Education, Wake says: "Reddie was one of those men, 
few in number, who have felt things to be so wrong or misguided in a system or 
institution that there is nothing to be done but to start on one's own, in a clear 
break-away."'72 
In his grand plans to found a new school Reddie was helped by the Socialist 
poet E. Carpenter, the army tutor R. Muirhead and W. Cassels. Reddie pos-
sessed £, 88, Muirhead not much more, but Carpenter persuaded Cassels to 
invest £, 2,000. (Already in the course of the first term Reddie could repay this 
large loan). In 1889 a country-house, named Abbotsholme, was leased. It had 
been empty for six years, but it was not expensive and beautifully situated near 
the river Dove and the village of Rocester, in Derbyshire. According to the 
school magazine "Abbotsholme is named from the Island-Meadow (or Holme), 
on the River Dove, where the Abbot of Rocester Monastery fished out his trout 
and frayling for Friday dinner, all through the Middle Ages." 73 
The story of Reddie's life should be interrupted at this point in order to see 
how far he had travelled on his voyage of educational discovery. In 1889, when 
he opened Abbotsholme, his philosophy of education and plans of reform 
rested on two convictions. 
1. The nineteenth century Public School was a decayed institution. His own 
experiences as a pupil and a master at this school had made him contemptuous 
of its restricted academic curriculum, its neglect of the emotional and physical 
aspects of the pupils' lives, its glorification of competition instead of co-opera-
tion, its old-fashioned teaching-methods, its ineffective religious teaching, 
sexual instruction and physical education, its lack of spontaneous personal 
relationships, and its exaggerated concern with examinations. In Abbotsholme 
he stated that he took the Public School as his negative model because it was 
the school, "with whose life and work we were very intimately acquainted, and 
whose faults we had studied and suffered from, in our own, and in our friend's, 
experiences. And by our own observations and experiments, through many 
years, we had discovered that many boys had, like ourselves, been starved 
where they should have been fed, . . . while we wanted bread, we received too 
often mere stones."74 
At first he had hoped to be able to reform the Public School from within. 
But soon he discovered that he had to make a complete breakaway, that he had 
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to create something altogether new, that he had to offer an alternative, a New 
School. "Our schools, though slowly, have had reluctantly to follow the general 
downward course of our national life . . . they have become steamdriven fac-
tories for turning out by the dozen hastily crammed candidates for examina-
tions."76 
2. His second conviction was that Britain was lagging behind in the race for 
world leadership. His years in Germany had shown him what a modem country 
needed: thoroughness, industry, scientific method, a systematic study of edu-
cational problems, a clear sense of direction, a healthy community-life, disci-
pline and organisation. But all this was absent in his own country. "Under the 
demoralising influence of an unnaturally inflated trade with its deadly con-
comitants, swollen towns, overworked or idle crowds of undisciplined units 
struggling they know not for what, yet never content, the very notions of 
Community and Commonwealth have well-nigh perished." 7S 
What was needed at this crucial moment in the history of Britain was a 
complete re-thinking of the current philosophy of education. Reddie's ideal 
was "to help create a higher type of human being, able to cope with the in-
creasing extent and complexity of modem knowledge and modem life, and 
able by a better development of the affections to seek to develop a more whole-
some type of human society." 7e In other words, the New School Abbotsholme 
was to create a New Man and a New Society. 
This was Reddie's position in 1889. Chapter II of this study will afford 
ampler opportunities to discuss the influences which contributed to his thinking 
on educational and national reform. 
Section 6: Headmaster of Abbotsholme: 1889-1927 
After leasing Abbotsholme, the triumvirate Reddie, Muirhead and Cassels 
(Carpenter had withdrawn in April 1889) drafted an educational manifesto 
which they sent to the parents of their future pupils. This was the first school 
prospectus. (Vide: section 16). When the school started on 1 October 1889 the 
staff consisted of Dr. Reddie, headmaster; R. Muirhead, treasurer, teacher of 
mathematics; W. Cassels who looked after the farm; and J. Badley who taught 
French, English, Latin, history and geography. They were assisted by a house-
keeper and a matron. In 1890 two new masters arrived; W. Pilsbury who left 
Abbotsholme in 1895 and K. Neumann who was a master until 1905, when 
he left for the Landerziehungsheim Haubinda. Such a long stay was quite un-
usual at Abbotsholme; I. Barr, Old-Abbotsholmian, refers in Fijty Years of 
Abbotsholme to "the endless goings and comings of masters."77 
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Very soon disagreement and friction developed within the triumvirate. Muir-
head and Cassels had been mainly interested in the New School because they 
considered it an experiment in practical Socialism, a model agricultural com-
munity on the lines of the Fellowship of the New Life.78 While drawing up the 
first prospectus, however, they discovered to their dismay that Reddie's in-
tentions were quite different; he wanted a school which catered for the Di-
recting Classes, a school for rulers. By the time that he had become headmaster 
of Abbotsholme, his early Socialism had cooled down considerably, while 
theirs was as ardent as ever. Besides, Muirhead and Cassels resented Reddie's 
high-handed treatment and autocratic ways. In the course of the first term 
signs of a growing rift became frequent and before Christmas things had come 
to a head. In a typescript in the Abbotsholme Archives, Dr. G. Lissant Cox, 
one of the most prominent Old Abbotsholmians, gives the following description 
of the final explosion: "A misunderstanding arose with regard to an order by 
CR. about the trap. Cassels and Muirhead resented what was done. A meeting 
was arranged. CR. was informed that Muirhead and Cassels were agreed that 
CR.'s actions could not be accepted and that CR. must consider himself under 
a week's notice to quit. . . CR.'s reply was that he refused to accept such a 
position; if insisted on he would take out the 13 boys he had brought to the 
school and start another in the neighbourhood on the same educational lines. 
He sent word to Kegan Paul"7" to come and see him . . . Cassels and Muirhead 
then caved in and said they would leave at the end of the term if CR. would 
re-imburse them for their share in the venture. Kegan Paul arrived on Trafalgar 
Day and promised to back CR. in the lease etc.; CR. promised to pay out what 
Cassels and Muirhead had put into the school." 
Cassels resigned his post, Muirhead stayed till the end of the second term. 
By Christmas 1889 Reddie was sole master of Abbotsholme. In the thirty-eight 
years of his headship he consistently refused government by committee, which 
may be considered one of the reasons why eventually he failed. 
When Abbotsholme started, there were only 16 pupils. Reddie aimed at 100 
because he feared that too great a school-population would destroy the neces-
sary unity. During his reign the school never reached the 100-mark and as the 
following figures indicate, the numbers of boys fluctuated very much: 1893-47; 
1899-60; 1912-34; 1914-31; autumn 1914-22; 1917-13; 1918-20; 1919-22; 
autumn 1919-44; 1920-47; 1921-28; 1926-8; in 1927, when Reddie resigned, 
there were only 2 pupils left. 
In his Memories and Reflections Badley gives a good impression of the first 
few months. "It was a happy and strenuous time, for our hearts were in the 
work; first of all the necessary preparation and then, when term began, that of 
getting the classes started and the manifold open-air activities in which we all 
took part. It was a many-sided life in which all one's powers were being used 
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for things that every member of the community, old and young alike, felt to be 
worth doing; and the atmosphere of comradeship in all we did gave a sense of 
underlying satisfaction that was soon as much a part of our life as the beauty 
of woodland and river and hills before our eyes."80 
What was to be understood by Badley's "open-air activities"? Reddie's 
article A Pioneer School at Work S1 gives this impressive list: putting in order a 
garden overgrown with weeds and a farmyard buried beneath accumulations of 
rubbish, clearing dingles, trenching, manuring, making and draining a road, 
tarring gates, repairing and painting buildings, laying a pig-sty, making a duck-
pond, working in the fields and in the workshop where the pupils made tables, 
cupboards, diving-boards, duckhouses, boats etc. All this was done in the 
afternoons because the mornings and evenings were reserved for study and 
social activities. 
Reddie himself was of opinion that the first ten years were crucial. 1. Abbots-
holme was an experiment, an educational laboratory, and whether it stood any 
chance in the competitive struggle with other schools had to appear as soon as 
possible. 2. He allowed himself ten years in which he could test his educational 
theories and ideas, ten years of pioneering, ten years of trying and finding his 
way. When in old age he recalled this initial period, he thought that Abbots-
holme had been at its best in 1898; then the period of drawbacks and slow 
decline set in. 
The amount of work which had to be done in the first few years was enor-
mous. The house and grounds had been neglected and Reddie's ideas and 
ideals had to be translated into a curriculum. In 1893 he wrote: "Our first tasks 
had been the organisation of the general life, the discipline of the servants and 
household, the creating, in boys and masters, of the right spirit. The last prob-
lem to attack had been the elaboration of the class-instruction, for this we 
knew would be hardest." ^ 
More and more he felt the lack of a "clear, systematic, philosophic theory, 
to render our concrete, practical, instinctive work a really intellectual power." ^ 
Prof. Findlay, an English Neo-Herbartian who had studied under Wilhelm 
Rein in Jena, suggested a visit to that university and in April 1893 Reddie 
arrived there, intending to stay two nights. "We visited the Uebungsschule . . . 
The impression of that morning can never be effaced from our memory. We 
saw for the first time what teaching was, and for a full fortnight we sat five 
mortal hours, one after the other, and drank in that which is creating modem 
Germany . . . We read diligently the Herbartian theory in the excellent Pädago-
gik im Grundriss by Professor Rein. And, as if by magic, the fog lifted, and we 
saw a new instructional heaven and earth."84 
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Back in England Reddie reorganised the Abbotsholme curriculum and meth-
ods of class-instruction on Jena lines. But he did not follow Herbart slavishly. 
"We do not mean to say that in all respects we regarded the Jena plan as 
superior to our own."86 
In March 1894, through the generous assistance of a friend,96 he bought 
school and estate for £, 12,500. From this moment Abbotsholme was Reddie's 
private property. The 14th of March 1894 was henceforward considered as the 
second foundation of the school and the identification of Reddie and Abbots-
holme became complete. 
In the same year he visited Stuttgart and attended a "Lehrerversammlung" 
with 3,000 German colleagues. Also in 1894 he despatched one of his staff to 
Jena to study under Rein; Reddie himself went to Edinburgh, a visit that is 
memorable because here he first made the acquaintance of E. Demolins, "little 
dreaming... that he meditated incorporating our chance conversation in a 
book."87 
After the holidays The Revised Prospectus was drawn up, (Vide: Section 17) 
and plans were made for rebuilding the School House. During the autumn of 
1894 the architects began their work and in January 1895 the first drafts of the 
drawings were submitted and rejected. A second batch was ready by March but 
was also discarded. Four years passed before the numerous plans could be 
executed. 
The spring of 1895 brought the school a period of bad luck. Many boys and 
masters were attacked by an epidemic of influenza and also Reddie himself 
collapsed. This was the first warning and the first indication that running a 
school as if it was a "one-man-show" put too great a strain upon him. In Ab-
botsholme he admitted that "our own health was for a long time nearly 
broken." 88 A good deal of his time this year was taken up by endless squabbles 
with neighbours over rights-of-way. According to Reddie himself, these claims 
were disposed of "by patience and diplomacy."89 Little is found of these en-
viable qualities in the numerous letters in the Abbotsholme Archives, in which 
Reddie shows himself a quarrelsome and difficult landlord. It was an important 
moment in the young life of the school when in June 1895 H. Courthope Bowen 
M.A. came to inspect it. Section 38 will discuss his enthusiastic report. 
In 1896 Professor Rein, who had been lecturing at Edinburgh and Cam-
bridge, paid the school a visit. In their conversation Reddie complained, with 
little loyalty to his own staff, that it was impossible to find good teachers in 
England. He asked Rein to help him. The result was that in October 1896 Dr. 
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Hermann Lietz arrived, "Oberlehrer" in Rein's university school in Jena. His 
coming to Abbotsholme meant a great intensification of the Herbartian element 
in the school. "He came, therefore, thoroughly trained in the methods so ad-
mirably developed there, to aid us in the work of organising the instruction."00 
The two men got on well together, something very rare with Reddie, and before 
two months were over Lietz had written his Emlohstobba,91 a thinly disguised 
idealized description of Abbotsholme, which had enormously impressed him. 
He remained until 1898 when he left for Germany where he founded the first 
German Landerziehungsheim. 
In 1897 Reddie and his architects had finally reached agreement over the 
plan for the new buildings. "We had of course from the first insisted that only 
an educator could plan an ideal school house, even if only an architect could 
carry his plan to successful realisation."*2 The excavations started in the 
autumn of that year and the foundations were laid in the summer of 1898. This 
new south-west wing with dining-room, kitchen, chapel, dormitory, sickrooms 
and spare bedrooms was officially opened in 1900. This important event was 
henceforward called the third foundation of the school. 
1900 is a fateful year in Reddie's life and Abbotsholme's history. Eleven 
years had passed since the foundation. The school had proved a success; it had 
been written about at home and abroad (S. de Brath, E. Demolins, H. Lietz); 
other schools had been founded on Abbotsholme lines (Bedales, Haubinda, 
etc.); Meadowslea Fore School, a preparatory school from which Abbotsholme 
was to recruit its pupils, had just been created by Mr. and Mrs. Pilsbury, both 
former teachers of Abbotsholme;93 the new buildings were a symbol of success; 
the Reddie portrait by the Hon. John Collier subscribed by parents, masters 
and boys was the symbol of affection and respect. But in 1900 the decline 
began. All sorts of set-backs occurred, Reddie's health broke down several 
times, there was unrest and rebellion among the masters in 1900, 1904 and 
1907; the school was fated from that summer of 1900 "to wander thirty years 
in the wilderness."94 
1900 was the year of the famous Great Row. The Abbotsholme Archives 
contain the following relevant material: A True Story of the 1900 Episode, as 
related by Reddie himself; fragments from Sidney Unwin's diary; a circular 
letter concerning Dr. Reddie's Portrait Fund; a letter by G. Lissant Cox about 
that portrait and the Great Row of 1900; a letter by A. Homer Hawkins, who 
was at the time, like Unwin, a master at Abbotsholme. These sources describe 
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the violent quarrel between Reddie and some of his masters, a clash which 
Ward declares "a tragedy from which Abbotsholme never really recovered."96 
A full treatment of this row is justified because of the interesting light it throws 
on Reddie, his colleagues and life at Abbotsholme at that time. 
As a result of the building operations Reddie was completely overworked; 
in these circumstances the despotic and paranoic sides of his character assumed 
grotesque proportions. In The Truth about a Publisher, Stanley Unwin writes: 
"There is no doubt that the building operations were a terrible strain both upon 
C.R. himself and certain of his staff, to which C.R. himself contributed not a 
little by his idiotic refusal to speak to the foreman builder and his insistence 
upon dealing with the smallest query by correspondence. Every detail was 
taken with tragic seriousness, and even we boys could see that headmaster and 
staff were much "on edge." But we did not foresee that by the last week of 
term, C.R. and one of his staff ^ would be completely unbalanced mentally, 
with disastrous results for the school." 0T 
In his interpretation of the row, forty-nine typewritten pages in the Abbots-
holme Archives, which reads "like something from Strindberg and Chekhov 
with overtones of Kafka and Mauriac and occassional glimpses of Victorian 
farce-melodrama,"98 Reddie admits that he had worked very hard, that he was 
tired, that he might have made tactical mistakes, but he furiously attacks Van 
Eyck, Ellis, Hooper and Unwin, the dissentient masters, whom he accuses of 
seeking self-advancement, fame and material reward. The other side of the 
medal is shown in a letter written by Dr. Priestley Smith to Cecil Reddie in 
October 1900: "You are very gentle, kind and sympathetic on the surface, but 
you are possessed of a will of adamant underneath, and what these men" feel is 
that they have got no scope to do things their own way, you cut them short 
when they come with their suggestions and they go away with a feeling of sickness 
of heart. You give too much time to details and overwhelm yourself with work 
in this manner, instead of detailing it to others. Van Eyck considers that you are 
trying to be like Napoleon and have all your subordinates mere tools to carry 
out your despotic orders."100 Priestley Smith's view of the whole affair is borne 
out by Notes of my visit to Dr. Reddie in October 1900W1 by A. Brooke, who 
had three sons at Abbotsholme. (After the row Brooke took his sons away). 
Sidney Unwin's diary102 of this time is pathetic reading. 17 November 1900: 
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"I have reached a crisis in my life. What may happen in the next few months 
God alone knows. I will try once more to get Dr. R. to see what the state of 
mind of his staff is due to. If he changes, well and good. If not, then goodbye 
Abbotsholme . . . He,103 poor fellow, says life is unendurable here. [Hooper:] 
"What we want here is a new spirit - to go back to 96 and 97, to be treated with 
more confidence, to be allowed more freedom for individual initiative . . . The 
spirit among the fellows104 has changed. They've lost their ideals. It is a 
different place to what it was . . . Everything was sacrificed to the Building. No 
one's individuality was considered . . . . Look at those notices to the staff - so 
potty - discussing all the different ways of spelling "Head Master" and "Your's 
truly". Such trifles when great principles are at stake. This place was once a 
home." [So far Hooper. Unwin goes on.] "To think such devotion, such love as 
existed 3 years ago, before those damned buildings, should have ended in this! 
Cause of it all! Reddie's pride. He never says: I'm wrong. I see you are right. 
I'm sorry. He wants to concentrate everything round himself, and thus prevents 
anyone else having, or taking any responsibility or showing initiative. He com­
plains of want of co-operation, but won't co-operate himself. He won't trust 
people. He kills out in his staff all love. He has no consideration for others, 
where his whims are concerned. He aDows himself to say: It is my right to be 
cantankerous." 
November 1900: "Prof. Gunning10" - Prof, of Education (a Dutchman) has 
written to say he will come over and see C.R. this term if V.E. loe thinks it will 
be of any use. He [Prof. Gunning] owes such a debt of gratitude to the school 
that he is willing to do this . . . Now, picture C.R. refusing to speak to both 
builder and architect. Conducting all the complicated business by correspon­
dence . . . His mind changed every day . . . A whole room was coloured, then 
re-coloured by Hooper, again and again . . . C.R. in 1889 was an idealist, he 
was humble, unselfish (jealous even then and suspicious) but a leader of men 
and a lover of boys - the most Christlike man I have ever met. In 1900 he was 
Egoist, conceited, selfish, inconsiderate, intolerant and cantankerous - just a 
driver - never admitting himself wrong but looking about to see how he could 
put the blame on somebody else. He found it difficult to judge anything on its 
own merits, but always looked first to find some bad motive behind. If it was 
possible for a wrong interpretation to be put on anything he was the man to do 
it He concentrated everything in his own hands and wasted hours over petty 
details, and then talked about his work as "a miracle of organisation," while he 
made true co-operation impossible. The hitch that caused the delay was C.R. 
himself. He could do no wrong! and he refused to speak and wrote letters 
instead. What could have been settled in a minute, took hours. He could trust 
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no one - not even his dearest friends who had been loyal to him for years. 
Undoubtedly he was reaUy unbalanced for a great part of the time; but it might 
all have been so different! When in after years I went to Bedales J.H.B.107 and 
I had a long talk about C.R. and Badley said: "After all, Unwin, there are some 
of us who know what Reddie was, and what we owe to him;" but I can't help 
saying in the same breath, "What a Hell the man has made of his life!" 
Who were these dissentient masters? Frank Ellis had been with Reddie since 
1895; he had taught English, Latin, Greek, history, physics, mathematics and 
had directed work in the workshop; George Hooper came to Abbotsholme in 
1896 and taught English, geometry, drawing and painting; Sidney Unwin had 
been one of the first three boys in 1889, later he became an exceptional head-
boy and in 1895 he had joined the staff; he taught natural sciences, horticulture, 
veterinary hygiene, surveying and he took workshop. Dr. J. G. Van Eyck had 
visited Abbotsholme in 1892;108 he had been Professor of Public Law in Ba-
tavia but since 1898 he was on the Abbotsholme Staff, teaching practically 
every subject that was taught there. We can hardly call this man an admirable 
specimen of the Dutch nation. He was the organiser, treasurer and secretary of 
the fund raised to paint Dr. Reddie's portrait. At the same time he became the 
leader of the unrest among the masters. According to Sidney Unwin's diary it 
is not clear whether Van Eyck eventually resigned or was sacked, "but C.R. 
made him the scape goat. As a matter of fact he - Van Eyck - had nothing 
whatever to do with our leaving! so what C.R. said about his being the cause 
was absolutely untrue." 
Willing or unwilling, Van Eyck left Abbotsholme, owing a large sum to the 
school tailor, but he kept the portrait fund. He saw an opportunity to start a 
rival school within twenty miles of Abbotsholme and with the picture money in 
his hands he got the owners of Hatherton Hall, Stafford, to spend large sums 
on renovating the place for a school to be taken on lease. The School was to be 
called Imperial School, Hatherton Hall, Cannock Chase, Staffordshire. The 
headmaster was to be Van Eyck himself. In his project he was joined by 
Hooper, Ellis and Sidney Unwin.109 The former was sacked by Reddie, the 
latter two were asked to leave, Unwin after a mental breakdown. 
There was said to be one boy enrolled for the first term when Van Eyck was 
served with a writ by a large creditor. As he had spent all the portrait money on 
his grand project he literally bolted out of the back window and fled to France, 
leaving a deficiency of £. 3,400. According to Lissant Cox's letter about the 
Great Row: "The whole affair upset for good some of the original chief sup-
porters of Abbotsholme, both parents and outside well-known educationalists." 
There may have been several reasons why the other dissentient masters 
joined Van Eyck. Two of the most important were, apparently: 
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1. They were hoodwinked by his glib tongue, suave manners and grand proj-
ects. 
2. Their lives at Abbotsholme had become so miserable that they were ob-
sessed by one idea only, namely to leave at all costs. 
In his letter to Lissant Cox, Homer Hawkins gives an excellent summary of 
this whole sad affair which cost Abbotsholme three masters, thirteen boys and 
much goodwill: 
"As you ask for my comments I will say that CR. was in my opinion, a man 
who too rapidly took likings to people without giving himself due time to judge 
them, and was quite unreasonably put out when they did not come up to his 
idealistic view of what they should be - in short he loved most people at first 
sight and suspected them of all sorts of evil when they turned out to be more 
human than he had supposed them. 
He always trusted Van Eyck far more than I should have done, for I do not 
hesitate to say that Van Eyck always struck me as a sycophantic schemer and 
a loose liver with nothing in view but his own ends . . . Ellis, Hooper and Un-
win were I am certain intrinsically honest and well wishing . . . Ellis in particu-
lar was and is a gentleman to the back bone, but if you had worked as those 
three and Neumann and I had worked during the years immediately preceding 
the opening of the new buildings, if you had seen how much more CR. had 
expected of us all than we could efficiently accomplish, how he kept us up 
talking and talking till God knows what hour of the morning about things that 
seemed to me at any rate far less important than sleep, how he madly over-
worked himself and insisted for himself and us all on the minute attention to 
such silly details as ruling out in red ink every printed item in the boys' ac-
counts against which there was no sum of money, or the counting by the boys 
of bricks he had bought by the million and which are usually counted by weight 
- one ton representing so many - if you had felt the nerve strain produced by 
the above individually and collectively, and lastly had realised that each man 
had naturally built hopes for his future and wanted some security of tenure, 
your only wonder would be that nothing worse than a revolution happened. 
If someone had blown out his brains or C.R.'s at that time, I should not have 
been surprised, the tension was as awful as that! 
And then, you who knew the old chap so well, have probably come to the 
conclusion that, though a genius, he was very deficient in worldly wisdom and 
commonsense, not that I have any myself, which is perhaps why he attracted 
me so, but it was a very big factor in this affair... All I know is my own point 
of view in the matter which plainly stated is as follows: - 1 hated Van Eyck -
I loved old Ellis - I thought Hooper expected too much, and I thought Unwin 
an unbalanced enthusiast whose idol was CR. and who did not in the least 
understand him if anyone did . . . 
As for my feelings towards old CR. I admired him, hated him, loved him, 
feared him, and worked like hell for him all at once, but when it came to a clash 
between him and others, I said to myself - This man has taught me a lot, helped 
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me a lot, put some enthusiasm into me and enlarged my life; comparatively 
speaking the other parties to the quarrel have done nothing for me, neither are 
they paying me a screw, so whatever the rights of the thing may be I shall stand 
by C.R. Yours sincerely, 
A. J. Homer Hawkins. 
In the first years of this century Reddie worked under enormous pressure, 
constantly living on the verge of a mental breakdown. 
In 1904 there were signs of a second mutiny. Feelings ran less high than in 
1900, probably because Reddie was very quick to quell the first symptoms of 
unrest and dissension. He drafted a long statement, entitled For the Staff -
Summer Term 1904, from which the following are some characteristic pas-
sages: "It is no good our rowing in the same boat unless we are going to row 
together. Nor is it any use our trying to have two skippers. If any of you think I 
am unfit for my post your course is to resign . . . No Headmaster wants to have 
a subordinate telling him that his particular line of action or his views, and so 
on are wrong . . . The outlook is very much improved and before another term 
or two have passed I expect to have the place crammed. This falling off in 
numbers has no doubt depressed everybody . . . I daresay that some think our 
lack of numbers is due to lack of ability in myself . . . it is better that everybody 
should take some share of the blame . . . it is possible we should have advertised 
more . . . on the other hand, undoubtedly certain failures in public examina-
tions have produced an impression very widely that the work done here was not 
effective . . . It is not a fair inference to suppose that any hitch in our present 
life can be in any particular way due to my own personality. On the contrary, 
I feel tolerably certain that my own personality (though perhaps I should not 
say this) is the chief asset of the school. I find an increasing body of opinion 
coming round to see that the views I have expressed are the right ones . . . What 
I wanted is more faith."110 
In 1906 he visited Russia, but because of ill-health he soon returned. His 
doctors ordered a complete rest and in November he left for the U.S.A., where 
he made a lecture-tour until September 1907. In his absence the school was run 
by Mr. Sikes; when the latter left Abbotsholme in July 1907, Mr. Zair took 
over. 
Reddie visited schools as Hyannis, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco and Chicago. In the account of his travels, Dr. Reddie's Ameri-
can Tour,111 Dewey is not mentioned. Nor does Good refer to any form of 
contact between these reformers.112 From Chicago he went to Toronto Uni-
versity and then back again to Dr. Rumely's New School at La Porte. 
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While Reddie was in America, the storm was gathering again at Abbots-
holme. Two masters informed the parents that Reddie was morally unsuited to 
be Head. They proposed to found a school on Abbotsholme lines at some other 
place, and asked the parents to entrust their sons to them. The parents, how-
ever, did not respond in the way these malcontents had hoped; Colonel B. 
Ward, Mr. S. Slater and Mr. P. Carter came together to examine the charges 
and Reddie was completely exonerated. The two rebellious masters signed a 
statement in which they recanted. This dissension had two results. The number 
of pupils dropped from 56 to 23, which was of course a very unfortunate 
development; much more positive was the initiative taken by Mr. Slater in 
founding a parents' association. Its purpose was to form "a vital body of 
opinion - decided, enthusiastic, and united - determined to advance its113 
interests."114 The first qualification for membership was "interest in Educa-
tion generally, and in Abbotsholme ideals in particular." In 1922 the Abbots-
holme Parents' Association amalgamated with the Old Boys' Club, founded in 
1893; this new Abbotsholme Association took over the school in 1927, thus 
saving it from ruin. 
In August 1914 Reddie's dream of an intellectual and cultural alliance 
between Britain and Germany was cruelly disturbed. His ideal had always been 
to bring together in the New School Movement Britain's best qualities such as 
self-reliance, individual initiative and sportsmanship, with those of Germany, 
thoroughness, method, industry and discipline. Four long war-years would be 
a formidable obstacle to the realisation of this ideal. Because of the relatively 
large number of foreign pupils, Abbotsholme was very vulnerable. The young 
foreigners left immediately and numbers dropped from 39 in the summer of 
1914 to 22 in autumn. Besides, English boys left school for the Army approx-
imately two years earlier than in peace-time. In 1918 Abbotsholme had no 
more than 20 pupils. 
Other problems which confronted Reddie were the provision of food and 
finding adequate teaching and domestic staff. Between 1916 and 1918 he had 
many mistresses on his staff which greatly irritated the bachelor-headmaster. 
Because he always wanted to supervise every detail, the strain rapidly affected 
him. 
G. Dixon, an Old Abbotsholmian and a great friend of Reddie wrote: 
"Always a complex combination of devil and saint, the devil now took com-
mand. His temper was ungovernable. He shouted, stormed and raged. He 
seldom came into class without a cane. Teaching, what there was of it, was 
thrown completely to the winds, and instead we suffered tirades against the 
English, against women and against Public Schools. Only Germany was ex-
tolled although at that very time German bullets were tearing Old Abbots-
holmians to death. His classes became reigns of terror, and rested like a dead 
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weight upon the happiness of the boys. Even bathing was spoilt, with C.R. 
always present, shouting at us to do this and t h a t . . . The freedom and gaiety of 
the school completely disappeared. Instead there was oppression and failure. 
Each term more boys left."115 
When in 1918 the Armistice was signed, Reddie was tired, bitter, disappoint-
ed, broken. The nineteenth of July 1919 was a national holiday in Britain but 
not at Abbotsholme. "This school which is out for National reconstruction, has 
nothing to do with that cesspit and madhouse England."110 Thirty Abbots-
holmians and one master were killed on the Allied side and an unknown num-
ber of its foreign pupils on the enemy side. A very great personal tragedy was 
that Reddie's favourite pupil, whom he had marked out as his successor, Cap-
tain Roderick Bemrose, was killed four days before the Armistice was signed. 
In a sermon delivered on 25 November 1918 Reddie movingly commemorated 
this exceptional boy: 
"I cannot disguise that the personal loss to me has been simply overwhelm-
ing . . . I cannot pretend to remember exactly when I first heard from his father 
that he wished to be a school-master... but I was filled with great joy when I 
heard that, because one of the things that had weighed me down for years has 
been the terrible fear that I should find nobody to carry on this place . . . of all 
the boys that have been here, this was the boy that seemed to me most able to 
carry it on . . . I did not put it into his head, I did not dangle any sort of ex-
pectation about it, but, when I heard from Jiis home that that was his hope, to 
be a schoolmaster, I must say that then I began to put all my hope in his life, 
this precious life. For the last few years that he was here, he was my confident 
in a l l . . . It is not possible, in the time left, to be able to bring up and train any 
boy to carry on this place, and therefore to me it seems as if the natural heir, the 
hope of this school had perished with that life. No one can look into the future 
and see what is going to happen, but I can only tell you this, that I see no signs 
in this country of people taking up education in the right manner . . . it will be 
a very sad thing for me and this place I think, if it fell into the hands of any 
ordinary type who would contrive as soon as possible to obliterate all signs of 
our work here . . . At present I am simply stunned by this loss. I do not know 
what will be the result of this . . . It was very natural to put one's hope on that 
boy. He was so very suitable in so many ways." 
After the war a memorial was erected in the School Chapel, "The Radiant 
Lover," a naked youth stepping forward with outspread arms, a bas-relief of 
William Blake's engraving Glad Day, which also inspired the school-emblem, 
a five pointed star, and the school motto, "Glad Day, Love and Duty." 
In 1918 Reddie was sixty years old and he had to begin all over again. With 
incredible energy, resilience and typical British tenacity he set to work and 
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within two years he had practically doubled the number of boys. He tried to 
make as many foreign contacts as possible. In 1922 he led a group of Abbots-
holme scouts to Scandinavia, in 1923 he received Danish scouts at Abbots-
holme, in 1924 he went to Germany where he visited Wickersdorf, Gebersee, 
Haubinda, Bieberstein and Buchenau and was received as the founder of the 
New School Movement. In Jena he met his old friend, Prof. Rein, again and 
made the acquaintance of Rein's son-in-law and successor, Peter Petersen. 
During his German trip Reddie kept an interesting diary. After his visit to the 
Freie Schulgemeinde, Wickersdorf, he wrote: "He117 referred to me as the 
Gross-Vater of the school and spoke in very generous and warm-hearted terms 
of the help Abbotsholme had been to the whole of the New School Movement 
in Germany."118 With Luserke, Wyneken and Lietz he discussed co-education 
and religious instruction, favourite topics in any conversation with Reddie. 
Unfortunately, the post-war boom did not last long. Because of the many 
war casualties and of the Fisher Education Act of 1919 which refused pension 
to masters in private schools, Reddie could not find adequate masters. He tried 
to turn Abbotsholme into a Public School; £. 6,000 was promised in the first 
month but then followed a collapse in trade and the coal-stoppage and he felt 
he had to wait in hope of better times. Moreover Reddie declined mentally and 
physically. There was hardly any co-operation between headmaster and staff. 
G. Peach, who was a boy at the time, wrote: "CR. seemed totally unable to 
get on with any of them. They consisted of two main types - those who wanted 
to build up a new educational system based on complete freedom of expression 
and those who must needs drown their war memories in drink. C.R. quarrelled 
violently with the former and sacked the latter. It was only from the women 
teachers of whom there were one or two during this period that I learned any-
thing. I think it was largely due to these difficulties that the revival in the 
school's fortune was so short-lived."119 
Since 1919 several schemes had been started to help school and headmaster, 
but in vain. Reddie refused to co-operate, he did not want to give up his abso-
lute authority, Abbotsholme was Reddie and Reddie was Abbotsholme. In a 
sermon addressed to the 19 boys who were left on 6 October 1924 Reddie 
almost admitted defeat: "i presume it must be palpable to everyone that the 
school is not in what might be called a flourishing condition . . . even if we had 
the most excellent programme here, what are we to do when the great thing is 
to pass examinations? . . . in the words of our most distinguished chemist, sir 
William ramsay: "the more examinations passed, the greater the fool pro-
duced". . . when it comes to examinations the parents merely look at the list, 
to see if their boy has placated some ridiculous person in some examination... 
the question for us all is whether we are going to fight for something worth 
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having or whether we are merely going in for popular applause . . . if i want to 
fül this place i have only to use the customary phrases, but i do not want success 
on such terms, i am to find out what the englishman is like, to see how far he is 
worth preserving, and how far he can be improved, i care nothing for what the 
result may be, if we cannot get that, it is not worth while troubling about any-
thing else." 
In 1926 only eight boys were left. Reddie's appeal to leading educationalists 
in the U.S.A. failed and he collapsed completely. He turned for help to his Old 
Boys, the Sons of Abbotsholme. In the Abbotsholme Archives is this draft of 
a letter calling for help, sent to Lytton Strachey in 1926: 
"Please excuse brevity and any faults of expression. The matter is most 
urgent and I am very tired. I am 68 and my strength has begun to give way, so 
that I desire to be relieved of my heavy burden lest I should suddenly col-
lapse . . . As I am dead beat, I am anxious to settle the future of the school 
forthwith . . . Quite apart from the state of England I ought to provide for the 
future of the school as soon as possible, for, in case of my death the death-
duties would be about £ 5,000 . . . I have no means of livelihood apart from 
the school, as all my family property and all the earnings of the school have 
gone to build up the place. As I cannot work much longer, I must either sell 
the place or transfer it to others. . . Altogether I have spent on it about 
£ 50,000. If it could be transferred to a private limited company of Old Boys 
and Friends, the school could be carried on in the old way, and the Old Boys 
would have the satisfaction of preserving their old house. I am willing to hand 
it over to such a company in return for a sum of money sufficient for my 
modest needs. I am advised that, considering my age and the possibility of ill-
health, and medical and nursing expenses, I ought to have at least £. 750 a 
year. I cannot expect to live many years and I do not think the sum named 
extravagant. Anyhow, I am willing to accept it and make the best of it. But, as 
it is impossible to rent a house, I must buy one (for, say, £ 2,000); and I wish 
to have a lump in addition, so that I can publish my memoirs, finish the Abbots-
holme psalter and liturgy, etc. and leave the legacies to those that will be look-
ing after me at the end. My residue I wish to come back to the school as an 
endowment. It is proposed therefore that half the pension, £ 350, should be 
provided by a lump sum of £ 7,500, the other £ 350 coming out of the annual 
income of the school.. . 
I am not asking for money for myself; for , if I sold, I should have more than 
enough to live on. But I am fighting for the school and for the ideals and 
methods that have made it famous all over the world. I desire to hand over the 
whole place and all that it contains, except my private papers, a few books and 
pictures, and the necessary furniture for my new home . . . 
I confidently believe that the sons of Abbotsholme will not let their old home 
perish." 
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At this moment the Abbotsholme Association stepped in and offered its 
help. £- 6,000 was raised on condition that the management of the school 
should be transferred to a council of Old Boys. In October 1926, after difficult 
and almost endless negotiations Reddie appointed a Provisional Council of 
fifteen members, and in November an Executive Council of five. 
The Old Boys persuaded Reddie to meet Colin Sharp, Reader in English at 
St. Stephen's College, Delhi; the first meeting took place in August 1926, the 
second in January 1927. According to Sharp: 
"Abbotsholme School then consisted of Dr. Reddie himself, Miss Gifford, 
his secretary, Miss Ryell, the Matron, a housemaid, a kitchenmaid, a bootboy, 
a gardener and a boy, a bailiff and boy on the farm, no teaching staff, and two 
boys only in the school, one at first away with a cold. Dr. Reddie, ill, broken-
hearted, but full of pluck, most charming in his speech, but bitter towards the 
world that had not recognized and accepted his message, impressed me as an 
outstanding and delightful man. Nightly he never stopped talking from 6 p.m. 
to 2 a.m.; but when not riding his particular hobbies of "Moshe," sex, the 
inferiority of women, and the putrid English character, he talked with humour, 
decisiveness, and a delicacy of sympathy and artistry which provoked a quick 
and deep affection. 
Cash must have been sadly lacking. Most of the rooms in the school were 
locked. The windows of the rooms in front had their blinds pulled down. It was 
a cold January, with snow and fog for six weeks, but the only fires in the house 
were in his study. Miss Gifford's office, the kitchen, and boiler; his constant 
refusal to spend money on himself would, I believe, have resulted in his having 
no fire, even in the study, had he not repeatedly been attacked by lumbago. 
The study, heaped with papers and decorated with keyboards and notices, had 
two armchairs, one with broken springs. Either the latter, or a deal chest 
packed with elaborate charts and timetables, was the seat of honour for the 
listener in his nightly talks. And woe betide you if your attention strayed! He 
would shoot out the question "Where was I???"1»5 
In March 1927 Reddie accepted Colin Sharp as his successor. A private 
limited company of Old Abbotsholmians was formed to take over the school. 
The terms of transfer were a cash payment of £ 5,500; an annuity of £. 400; 
700 ordinary and 20 deferred shares of £ 5 each in the company. The only 
condition was, "not to stay on in the school, but be welcome for occasional 
visits."121 
Reddie resigned and became Emeritus Warden of Abbotsholme School Ltd. 
On 20 July 1927 Abbotsholme was no longer his private property but was 
henceforth owned by a company of former pupils. Reddie's life-long friend, 
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Prof. Findlay, was the first chairman of the Council, and he paid Reddie a well-
deserved tribute when he wrote: "Colin Sharp rescued Abbotsholme, because 
he saw that the game was worth the candle in the highest sense, that the loss to 
secondary education would be poignant if this flickering flame were suffered 
to expire."122 
Section 7: A Prophet's Evening of Life: 1927-1932 
W. H. Auden describes the experience of growing old and being old in these 
moving lines: 
"The mortifying in the bed, 
Powers wanting day by day 
while the courage ebbs away . . . 
Colleagues' deprecating cough 
And the praises falling off." 
This must have been the atmosphere of Reddie's last years which he passed 
in Hertfordshire, at 1 High Oaks Road, Welwyn Garden City, one of the first 
Garden City Communities (Vide: Section 11). 
He was too intelligent not to feel that he and his school went different ways. 
Unlike the unmarried, authoritarian patriarch Cecil Reddie, who governed his 
microcosmos with an iron hand, and with innumerable rules and regulations, 
Colin Sharp, the family man, was much more flexible; he allowed masters and 
boys more chances of self-expression and under him Abbotsholme developed 
into a many-sided community. 
Reddie was well known all over the world, especially in Germany, but like 
most prophets, he was without honour in his own country. He was considered 
an eccentric, headstrong fanatic, a second Houston Chamberlain who always 
denigrated his native land. 
The truth of Ward's words is very doubtful: "We may picture these five 
years of retirement as among the happiest in Reddie's life."123 From the char-
actersketch in the next section it will appear that Reddie was not the sort of 
person to enjoy retirement when the result of thirty-eight years of hard and 
thankless work was a bankrupt school with two pupils. After a life of intense 
activity he could not while away his time in an easy chair. He invited Old 
Abbotsholmians and made long walks and cycling-tours with them. In the 
evenings he played on his organ the Gregorian music which he had introduced 
at Abbotsholme. He began work on his memoirs but the material was too 
voluminous and except for making notes he did not do more in this direction. 
Nevertheless, on New Year's Day 1932 he wrote in his diary: "CR. must 
seriously settle down to his memoirs this year."124 
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His ever-active mind ranged over the many subjects that had always inter-
ested him but for which he had never been able to find time; philosophy, sociol-
ogy, psychology, the occult, history, the question of the authorship of Shake-
speare's plays, die historicity of Jesus Christ 
The end was sudden and unexpected. "He was just beginning to come back 
into personal contact with members of the School Council after his feeling of 
estrangement, owing to the strain of the negotiations in 1926-1927."12S In 
January 1932 he fell ill. He was operated on but complications set in and he 
died on 6 February. His ex-pupil and the executor of his will, G. Dixon, was 
with him in his last moments and he wrote afterwards: "I was losing an often 
provocative but always stimulating and exciting friend."126 
Dr. Cecil Reddie was buried at Abbot's Nook, overlooking his little king-
dom. The funeral service was conducted by the Rev. C. Cowland Cooper who 
left this description of it: 
"Over snow-clad roads, through a whirl of snow, the hearse arrived from 
London, where Cecil Reddie died, a man who, at the age of 73 preferred prob-
able death to crippled life; a man who, by the power of his affection for boys, 
had living sons all over the world; by the power of his hates and freedom from 
convention had perhaps as many detractors; and by the power of his tenacity 
and initiative, was and must remain a radiating centre of force to influence the 
training of boyhood. 
In the School Chapel he lay, two of his Old Boys standing at head and at 
foot, the old school flag over him. Above him, among flowers and wreaths, 
"The Radiant Lover" stretched out his arms, the symbol of all those through 
the ages whose stature increased by self-giving to mankind, and of those who 
followed the Christ and learned from him, there represented in a noble marble 
figure, which Blake drew and named "Glad Day." Beneath, lay the pentagram 
of the school crest with roses at the centre, symbol of his ideal of balanced char-
acter and heart. Around, the carved heads of heroes looked down from the 
stone corbels of the roof beams - men chosen by Cecil Reddie in the building 
of his chapel for their appeal to youth. 
"Though after my death, worms destroy this body, yet . . . I shall see God." 
The great crescendo of the singers and the organ carry the mind from the bier 
to the altar-piece, while throughout the service older boys in the school slip 
forward and take in tum their few minutes' watch by the bier. 
During the Dead March, as all stood silent, the teaching staff shouldered the 
coffin and bore it out 
Outside the chapel waited the farm-cart, drawn by two draught-horses. Red-
die believed in simplicity of life, and that farm life and labour were a necessary 
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environment and experience for the growing adolescent boy. Behind followed 
the relatives, the Old Boys, the School, and the neighbours, round the road for 
a mile and a half, through a wild snow-blizzard to the top of the hill. From the 
road his Old Boys and his successor bore him across Sheep Close to where in a 
bush-ringed hollow lay the green-clad open grave. 
The age-long words of pathos and prayer and a petition for quiet resting in 
this place sounded through the wind and flurry of snow. - It was characteristic 
of the family unity of the School that the School Council had invited the same 
Old Abbotsholmian to take the service whom Dr. Reddie himself had, unknown 
to all, privately asked to do so. - Then the quiet hymn was sung in harmonies: 
"Now the labourer's task is o'er, Father in Thy gracious keeping, leave we now 
Thy servant sleeping."12T 
Mr. Bernard Unwin, once a boy and a prefect, in 1932 a member of the staff, 
always a friend, spoke the last farewell words: 
"We are gathered together here, on a favourite spot which our founder, Cecil 
Reddie, chose for his last resting-place. We now say farewell to one of Eng­
land's pioneers - a man with a vision, which he followed fearlessly and faith­
fully, a vision which he related directly to life, and so helped both England and 
the world. He gave us a revelation of the possibilities of life, and there are 
many boys of all generations of this School, and men and women in many 
countries of the world, who can bear witness of their personal debt to him. The 
last verse of the School Song sums up his message to humanity: "By love we 
can reach out to all men - for love is of God." Here, then, shall he lie near his 
beloved home, his spirit "still loftier than the world suspects" - free to hover 
over ground his feet so often trod." 1 2 8 
Section 8: Cecil Reddie: A Bundle of Contradictions 
When one studies descriptions of Reddie's personality, as given by contem­
poraries, one feels overcome by a sense of helplessness. How can one give a fair 
and convincing impression of such a complex and contradictory character? 
We think that his former pupil and later his friend, G. Dixon, succeeded very 
well: 
"There were so many C.R.'s . . . A complex personality, but always a per­
sonality, it has been well said of him. He bristled with inconsistencies. A be­
liever in love, friendship and co-operation as the mainspring of life, yet im­
patient, intolerant, even ruthless towards those who opposed him. The creator 
of the school war-memorial, the "Radiant Lover," radiating love from every 
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inch of his body, yet the man who at one period ordered boys to be publicly 
flogged. Convinced of the importance of human individuality and independence 
of thought, but an imperious autocrat who sought to crush all resistance to his 
will, both inside and outside the school. A realist who dabbled in the occult 
and stressed the value of the symbol. Unsentimental, almost to the point of 
indifference, yet capable of deep and lasting affection for boys to whom he 
devoted his life, and also for a few specially favoured women. An ascetic who 
loved flowers, the colour of wine in a wineglass, and was never without an 
abominable cigar - such were some of the complexities of his nature . . . He 
created it.129 He was more than its headmaster, he was its king. With absolute 
and unquestioned authority he ruled his tiny kingdom... It was his and his 
alone. He possessed it passionately. So strong was his sense of possession that 
after he had paid off the last instalment of the mortgage on the property he 
went out and rolled on the grass with joy. It was this feeling that turned the 
young Socialist of the eighties into the Conservative landlord of the nineteen 
hundreds, and it was this which made the last tragic negotiations for the sale 
of the place to the Council in 1927 so difficult. To part with his beloved prop-
erty or to watch it drop into decay before his eyes was the bitter alternative 
which faced him in later life. 
Some such end was inevitable. Such a despiser of compromise could never 
have brought the school to a state of settled security. His whole life has been a 
battle which could only end in victory or defeat. There could be no truce. 
Opposition was a necessity to him. If it did not exist, he invented it, in the staff, 
the parents, the neighbours, the Council, the educational authorities, the public 
schools and generally in England and the English. Always storming some im-
pregnable position, he was like a Scottish Don Quixote whose windmills were 
powerful neighbours, local authorities, and Government Departments. 
In the end they broke him, but he never realised it. In his lonely retirement at 
Welwyn his constant resolve was to take up the challenge again in the form of 
writing his memoirs . . . He never wrote a word; and he never reahsed that 
many of the ideas which his memoirs would have contained and to which in the 
early days there had been great opposition had become generally accepted and 
incorporated in our educational system."130 
Chapter IV of Unwin's The Truth about a Publisher, is entitled Abbotsholme 
School. Stanley Unwin was the sixth member of the well-known family who 
went to the school, so "we had as a family extensive experience of Dr. Reddie's 
virtues as well as of his weaknesses and idiosyncrasies."131 This is Unwin's opin-
ion: "At his best he was quite exceptionally good... I should describe him as 
both a genius and a crank... Dr. Reddie's influence was intense... although 
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personally I owe Dr. Reddie (or CR. as we called him) quite a lo t . . . there were 
others upon whom his almost hypnotic influence proved disastrous."132 
John Badley, one of the first masters at Abbotsholme and in 1893 the 
founder of Bedales, also refers to Reddie's genius and enormous personal in-
fluence which he calls magnetism. "In the course of life we come into touch 
with some of whom we feel that they have about them something of that which 
we call genius. Of these Cecil Reddie was one . . . he gave an instant impres-
sion of a strong and attractive personality.. . The "New School Movement" 
of which he was the acknowledged originator, spreading as it did to many 
countries, was proof of his influence as an educational reformer. As to his 
personal influence, there were few boys who did not at once feel the magnetism 
that he exerted and receive a strong impress from i t Like other traits of a 
masterful character, this had its dangers. Reddie was the most striking example 
known to me of the teacher whose personality so completely dominates and 
moulds his pupils that, for the time at any rate, they are apt to lose their own 
habits."133 
In 1894 Edmond Demolins first met Reddie who then made this impression: 
"Avez-vous quelquefois essayé de vous représenter un pionnier, un squatter 
dans le Far-West? Quant à moi, je ne me le figure pas autrement que le docteur 
Cecil Reddie. Grand, mince, solidement musclé, remarquablement taillé pour 
tous les sports qui exigent de l'agilité, de la souplesse, de l'énergie, et avec tout 
cela, un costume qui complète bien la physionomie, le costume du touriste 
Angjais: blouse en drap gris avec ceinture dessinant la taille, culottes courtes, 
gros bas de laine repliés au dessous des genoux, solide paire de chaussures, 
enfin, sur la tête, un béret. Je donne ces détails parce que ce type de directeur 
me semble être l'image vivante du type d'école que je vais vous décrire: 
l'homme est bien la représentation exacte de l'oeuvre."134 
When Reddie died an anonymous member of the Abbotsholme School 
Council drew the following portrait: "For those who never knew him, he was 
tall, slim, dark and very masculine. Humorous, masterful, and exacting, he had 
very highly developed that attribute of genius which consists in taking infinite 
pains. Quite fearless in the expression of his emotions and views, he inspired 
great devotion and equally grçat hate by his detractors. Endowed with a mind 
of great originality and a retentive memory, loving detail and with unlimited 
energy, he never suffered fools gladly, but no one on occasion could be more 
kind. His life interest was, of course, in boys. He ruled them severely by meth-
ods of a bygone age, but he taught them ideals and devoted to them his whole 
life."136 
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A good appreciation of Reddie was written by Prof. J. Findlay, leading 
British educationalist, and great propagandist for Herbart: 
" I first met him in 1890, absorbed in founding a 'New School,' which was to 
herald a glad day, at least for boys of the 'directing classes,' who must be cher­
ished and disciplined to take the lead in a new Reformation. Labour was cer­
tainly part of his creed, but he applied it to himself, on his farm, his football 
field, his beloved River Dove; his boys had to work, however wealthy their 
fathers might be. But for Labour or Liberal politics, as these parties loomed 
large on the horizon, he had no use; and that is one reason why men of great 
public influence in progressive educational movements left Reddie of Abbots-
holme out of their reckoning. 
But outside England a truer estimate was formed . . . Reddie was really the 
pioneer of important movements both in France and Germany, as well as in the 
United States, where at one time he was a very welcome platform speaker. Yet 
his genius did not lie either in writing or talking about education. He was one 
of the true brand among the actual reformers who work with and for children, 
his mission was to help boys, and his chosen field was the boy from fourteen to 
eighteen, the young adolescent. In some ways, Reddie never grew up, he never 
married, but all his life, as I picture him, he was the Sixth Form prefect, head-
boy, immeasurably enlarged by his travels and studies, but always inspired by 
passion both to control and to help the youngsters." ^ 6 
In his introduction to Ward's biography Reddie of Abbotsholme, Prof. Find-
lay called Reddie a fighter by temperament and habit, a man of great energy, 
industry, intensity of purpose, sense of mission and high seriousness. He de­
scribed Reddie as an aristocrat and a dreamer, a loving tyrant, an intolerant 
autocrat, an educational innovator who founded a school which became syn­
onymous for a New Education. 
Captain В. M. Ward, Old Abbotsholmian, literary executor and only biog­
rapher of Reddie characterised him as a radical who never changed his mind, 
a great admirer of Nelson and the Royal Navy, a personality with a vivid imag­
ination and stimulating enthusiasm, a glorified headboy who considered 
everybody his junior. He was greatly interested in religion, mysticism, occult­
ism; his favourite authors were Carlyle, Ruskin, Carpenter and Blake. As he 
was very methodical and precise, he paid too much attention to details and 
always tried to organise everything himself; he could not delegate which par­
tially explained his being overworked so often. 
As to his outward appearance, Reddie was tall, sturdy, very masculine, the 
living example of mens sana in corpore sano; he had black hair, dark, piercing 
eyes and a clipped moustache. He was always dressed in the Abbotsholme 
uniform which Demolins described earlier in this section. He was charming and 
courteous, a perfect host, a natural, sometimes naive and childlike person who 
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was averse from artificiality, an interesting talker who was apt to monopolise 
any conversation. A friend had come to Abbotsholme to discuss an important 
matter with C R . ; it took him a fortnight to interrapt Reddie's verbal avalanche 
and broach his own problem; when his host saw him off at the station, Reddie's 
farewell words were: "My dear fellow, I really feel I must warn you against 
cramming your ideas down other people's throats." 1 3 7 
As befitted the last in the great tradition of Victorian headmasters, Reddie 
was full of idiosyncrasies such as the quill or reed he used for writing, his ex­
cessive attention to details, the innumerable rules and regulations, the blue 
chalk he used in class, his propaganda for phonetics and spelling-reform, the 
abolition of capital letters, the introduction of summer-time, the use of a verti­
cal instead of a horizontal musical notation and the perpetual calendar. 
In his way of thinking, which was meditative, poetic, subjective, intuitive, 
speculative and mystic rather than scientific, he often gave the impression of 
being a dualist. In chemistry he spoke of male and female, in human nature of 
positive and negative. All experience was catalogued according to these cate­
gories. Yet one hesitates to call him a dualist. His educational ideal was to 
educate the whole man. The more the intellect is developed, the more it is 
essential that the emotional nature must also be trained, was one of his princi­
ples. In his lessons he tried, with the help of the Socratic method, to teach what 
he called the hang-together of things. 
He saw life and creation in terms of systems, organisations, fixed patterns. 
He believed in absolute truth (i.e. what he considered to be true), in absolute 
authority (i.e. his authority), in an absolute morality (i.e. his moral convictions). 
He was a man deeply, though unconventionally, religious, whose approach 
towards religion was too mystical, symbolical, and allegorical for his pupils to 
understand. Religion meant to him "a necessary organisation for man's inner 
life and outer government."138 He hated everything that inclined to dogmatism 
and consequently fell into the other evil of relativism, something that one 
would not expect in a man who believed in "an organised and balanced frame­
work of truth as the supreme and right government of life."1 M But here again, 
Reddie impresses us as a bundle of contradictions. It is not to be denied that he 
was a dictator, an enlightened despot, who could not brook opposition and 
disagreement. He liked to see himself as the captain of a ship; but he did not 
allow anybody on the bridge beside captain Reddie himself. The motto which 
he chose for Abbotsholme was Liberty is obedience to the Law. 
It can be justified that he acted autocratically in the difficult initial years 
when he started from scratch and had to build up everything. His tragic mistake 
and the reason why he failed as a headmaster was that he did not recognise the 
moment when he had to allow other capable officers beside him on the bridge. 
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"He would have liked to copyright Abbotsholme."140 One of his best and most 
devoted colleagues, John Badley, broke with him because "from the Abbots-
holme of those days I carried away the conviction that however wise and bene-
volent in intention a dictator may be, and whatever gain in immediate efficiency 
autocracy may show, in its long-term results autocracy in a school, as in a state, 
must stand condemned."141 These dictatorial, autocratic inclinations did not 
prevent him, however, from inspiring people he met with great devotion and 
love. Section six recorded the impression he made on Homer Hawkins, Sidney 
Unwin and George Hooper. When Badley was recalling his time as master at 
Abbotsholme, he wrote: "To be closely associated with him for two and a half 
years, sharing in the work of translating an educational ideal into a way of life, 
was an invaluable experience. I have always looked back upon that time as an 
apprenticeship to a master-craftsman from whom there was much to be learnt 
in the exercise of our craft."142 This "beaming, happy-to-meet-me personality, 
full of vitality and youth,"143 however, could be a very difficult master-crafts-
man. "The masters had very little to say in anything except teaching in class . . . 
C.R. of course was a law unto himself, and nearly everybody, from the masters 
down to the bootboy, was completely petrified by his mere presence."144 
In his masterly biography of Lytton Strachey, an Old Abbotsholmian him-
self, Holroyd says: "He was worshipped by many of his pupils and held in 
extreme terror by others, including the teaching-staff, none of whom, except the 
biology-master, was permitted to marry."14e 
Wake, in his article mentioned above, quotes a poem by Homer Hawkins 
which might be entitled An Exercise in Hero-worship: 
"I muse on that magnetic force of thine 
That bent each heart and purpose to thine end. 
I feel those piercing eyes transfix me still, 
I watch the leapings of that agile mind; 
Caught in the grip of that compelling will 
My own concerns are lost and left behind 
Ingenuous, profound and quick to rage, 
Unorthodox, religious and ruthless, gay."14C 
Here again, we are struck by the kaleidoscopic variety in Reddie's character. 
He was not only an inspiring, though frightening, headmaster and colleague. 
He was also a stimulating, enthusiastic, demanding teacher. Not interested in 
cramming and rote-leaming, he always tried to be concrete and down-to-earth. 
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In his lessons he strove after first class instruction combined with what he called 
calculated discursiveness, but very often he strayed too far from the point. In 
history he usually began with Henry VII but he never got any farther than 
Henry VIII. His former pupil, Graham Rawson, characterises Reddie's teach­
ing as "brilliant, stimulating, but erratic." , 4 7 Another old boy, I. Barr, testifies: 
"In Cecil Reddie's classes which were usually shown on the time-table as for 
hygiene or economics, we discussed most things in heaven and earth. CR., 
however, had the awkward habit of wandering from such subjects as market 
gardening to the stupidities of the English mind . . . We learned everything one 
does not at a normal school and little of the usual stuff."148 
Another example of Reddie's erratic discursiveness and unorthodox teach­
ing-methods is given by Stanley Unwin: "Some of Dr. Reddie's own classes 
were astonishing. If the subject was hygiene we learnt a great deal about eco­
nomics, and if we were supposed to be studying political economy the time was 
sure to be occupied with hygiene."149 But that Reddie was successful in teach­
ing his pupils to think critically and independently can be seen from this inter­
esting paragraph: "Dr. С P. Gunning, a contemporary of mine (later head­
master of one of the largest and most important schools in Holland) 
emphasized recently to me that we were not only encouraged to think for our­
selves and not be regimented or swept off our feet by herd movements, but 
actually learnt to. In confirmation he cited an incident which I had long for­
gotten, but which he said had made the deepest impression upon him. On 
Mafeking night, when as a Dutchman he felt isolated and miserable, I had gone 
up to him and pressed his hand and told him not to worry. I had read J. A. 
Hobson's The War in South Africa and realised that Britain was not necessarily 
in the right." 
To summarise the many and sometimes contradictory descriptions of Cecil 
Reddie and bring them under one common denominator, one can characterise 
him as the Idealist. A self-confident, sometimes naive idealist who fanatically 
pursued what he considered his ideal, but what others called his utopia. Because 
of this fiercely-burning idealism, he could be the reformer and pioneer that he 
undoubtedly was; because of this uncompromising idealism his outlook became 
restricted and he developed into a well-meaning tyrant with an absolute faith 
in himself; because of this infectious idealism he exercised a hypnotic attraction 
on everybody he met, especially his pupils, whose revered master he was; 
because of this exacting and demanding idealism he forced his fellow-workers 
to give their utmost, which made a long and satisfactory co-operation very 
difficult. 
No one has given a finer sketch of Cecil Reddie's personality than Dr. G. 
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THE NEW SCHOOL, 
ABBOTSHOLME, 
NEAR ROGESTER, D E R B Y S H I R E . 
(rOUHDED Ut OCTOBKB, IBS».) 
Head Master—Dr. CECIL REDDIE. 
(ASÎISTEÛ ВГ A RESIDENT STAFF OF SEVEH.) 
E d u c a t i o n , qodern, new, scientific; on tipse principles— 
" T O DO. T O KNOW, T O BECOME." 
PHYSIOAL-let w e n ^ "J*;*h. Опт boye e e t It tluroush goad alp. good food, good habita. 
^ . Ϊ ^ ™ ^ ™ ^ » Ρ ^ 4 . l ^ e ^ . H , u ï . l n e " f c « ? h S . e a l t t e s . Workshoi«, aarden · g ive this. The boye swim, flflh, boat. In the River Dove. Our Farm suppliée egga/ ìnl lk, butter. 
MENTAL—We teach Word· l . ТНШОЧ (Nat. Bclenee.) A boy should see and handle thing« before 
In relation to 2, WORDS (Languagea.) h e leama their French and Oennan names. 
Thing«. а, ИШАВОГГШа (Mathematlos.) Algebra, If crammed, rains the reason. 
АИТ18ПО-И вгУ boy can learn to Draw as easily as to write. All our boys learn to draw. 
e v e r y boy should learn to love and reverenee Beauty. Our boys l ive amid beautiful things. 
Bvery boy should learn Muelo. All our boys learn to breathe, to speak, and to sing. 
SOCIAL—A boy should learn to use hie leisure. Our boys are not left to herd together. 
They l ive w i t h their Elder·. They eat the a a m e food, eta.fr and boy · work and s l a y together. 
Our boys earn ta lk to their elders With modeaty but without constraint. 
MORAL & RELIGIOUS—All education is religious. Bduoatlon m u s t be unseotarlan. 
All miMducatlon is Irreligious. Let us shield the young troia the dlspateo of 
Partial education is mlseduoatlon. parties about creeds. 
Our MOTTO Is " OlAD DAY." We w i s h our boys to l ive In t h e l ight, that t h e y m a y love the l ight. 
The N e w School has dust enlarged Its border·. There will be a l imited number of vaoanoles for t h e Summer 
Term, beginning April 2eth. Application should be made as soon as possible to the Secretary. 
Lissant Cox who, standing beside the bier of Abbotsholme's first headmaster, 
bade farewell with these words: 
"We are here, as a measure of our devotion, to pay our tribute of respect to 
Dr. Cecil Reddie, the illustrious founder of Abbotsholme School. It is just forty 
years ago, as a small Abbotsholme boy like many of you here, that I first saw 
him. It was but a few days ago when I saw him in the Abemethy Ward of St. 
Bartholomew's Hospital, London, where he said: "Goodbye." He would not 
say: "Au revoir." I am glad some of you saw him in 1929. To those who never 
did see him, you must picture him when he was young and in his prime - a tall, 
spare, very virile man. The Celtic strain which he inherited through his father 
appeared in his dark hair and very dark brown piercing eyes. A fine forehead, 
sensitive mouth and powerful chin reflected his complex personality. 
He combined immense tenacity of purpose with great originality of mind. 
Decision was always easy to him, initiative a normal instinct. Possessed of a 
very retentive memory, he was a brilliant speaker and a fierce hater of what he 
held to be shams. He loved detail and never suffered fools gladly. He was very 
musical and deeply religious but quite unorthodox. His lifelong interest was in 
helping boys; in their companionship he had his greatest pleasure, and though 
he often chastised them he devoted his life to them. He gave little instruction, 
but placed ideals before us, and his favourite ideal was that we should be givers 
of life and not mere getters. Of his contribution to education it is impossible to 
speak at length. His ideas, his reforms, many of them are now incorporated 
into present-day methods and principles of education. Let it suffice to say, and 
it is high praise, he has left a permanent mark on English education — nay, on 
all education. 
His child, Abbotsholme, remains. What are we going to do with it? Shall the 
answer be in his own words: "A beautiful, wholesome life in clean country air, 
where work and play are balanced, where honest crafts and fine arts are 
equally honoured, where all, in affectionate harmony, co-operate for mutual 
good and the common weal; where the community is not too vast, so that the 
individual is not lost, but can grasp the interrelation of all; where the whole 
place and the whole life is organised to illustrate the studies, and the studies are 
organised to interpret the life." That is the vision splendid to which he devoted 
his life and which he has bequeathed to us."1B0 
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CHAPTER II 
INFLUENCES 
Though Reddie was in many ways an original and independent personality, it 
is natural that he stood on other people's shoulders. In him converged the beams 
of many lights. His love of nature and country life reminds one of the Neo-
Romantics; his stress on moral and religious education of the Evangelicals; 
the importance he attached to the formation of character, manual work and the 
linking of heart, head and hand of the Briton's practical idealism. He never 
called himself Herbert Spencer's disciple but many parallels may be drawn be-
tween the two men's educational ideas. Their aim of education was the same, in 
Spencer's words "to prepare us for complete living;"x both men pleaded for a 
rational curriculum based on the laws of mental development; they agreed in 
their rejection of an exclusively classical education, leaming-by-rote and book-
learning; they stressed the great value of concrete experiences, object-lessons 
and observation; they propagated the introduction of science, physical education 
and the teaching of health and hygiene; finally, both were very critical of con-
temporary education: "The training of children - physical, moral and intellec-
tual - is dreadfully defective." 2 
One of the most influential critics and reformers of Victorian society was 
Matthew Arnold, the great son of a great father. Like Reddie he believed that 
the end of education was "the highest and most harmonious development of 
[man's] powers to a complete and consistent whole;" 3 both men held that the 
aristocracy could not any longer lead the nation because, in the words of Arnold, 
it lacked "openness to ideas and ardour for them;"4 like Spencer and Reddie, 
Arnold regrets the neglect of science in many nineteenth century secondary 
schools; Reddie follows Arnold in his rejection of cramming for competitive 
examinations; both men used foreign countries as mirrors to show England her 
shortcomings, Arnold turned to France, Reddie to Germany. 
1
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Any nineteenth century educationalist must have been influenced, conscious­
ly or unconsciously, by intellectual giants like Spencer and Arnold; some other 
important influences an Reddie were those of Ruskin, Carlyle, Carpenter, Mait-
land, Herbart, the Public Schools and Germany. 
Section 9: John Ruskin 
A full discussion of all aspects of Ruskin's versatility would be outside the 
scope of this study. Section 9 will concentrate on his social and educational 
criticism, the field in which he strongly influenced Cecil Reddie. In the introduc­
tion to Abbotsholme he spoke of Ruskin, Carlyle and Disraeli as of those "from 
which we obtained our first clear ideas of a remodelled national life, and of a 
reformed education as one of the means for creating it." 5 Reddie may, therefore, 
be considered as one of Ruskin's disciples. A brief outline of Ruskin's social 
and educational ideas will carry the implication that these ideas left their trace 
on Reddie's life and work. Chapters III and IV will substantiate this implication. 
Ruskin was primarily a critic of art, the great champion of Turner and the 
Pre-Raphaelites, but his teaching extended over a much wider area. Art had a 
moral function, it perfected man's ethical state and it was the exponent of na­
tional virtue or vice. Great art could only be produced by a healthy nation. Bad 
Victorian art was an indication of the evils of Victorian society: utilitarianism, 
immorality, loss of religion, shallow education, materialism, neglect of beauty, 
self-interest and the competitive spirit. Thus the critic of art became a critic of 
society. 
In Fors Clavigera, letter 48, Ruskin described his fellow-countrymen in hys­
terical terms: "This yelping, carnivorous crowd, mad for money and lust, 
tearing each other to pieces, and starving each other to death, and leaving heaps 
of their dung and ponds of their spittle on every palace floor and altar stone."β 
Obviously the right sort of population for the country that Reddie called "that 
cesspit and madhouse England." (Vide: Chapter I, page 40). Ruskin deplored 
the English "narrowness, selfishness, minuteness,"7 of sensation, its "insanity of 
avarice," 8 the fact that it had made "a money-making mob" я of itself. In the 
same book, Sesame and Lilies, he reproached his nation with having despised 
science (p. 67), art (p. 71), nature (p. 73), and compassion, (p. 75). He com­
plained that the "national wish and purpose are only to be amused; our national 
religion is the performance of church ceremonies, and preaching of soporific 
truths (or untruths) to keep the mob quietly at work while we amuse ourselves." 
(pp. 87-88). 
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As far as education was concerned, Ruskin was not optimistic either; "modem 
'education' for the most part signifies giving people the faculty of thinking wrong 
on every conceivable subject of importance to them." (p. 48). Like Reddie, he 
thought that educational reform could lead to national regeneration because 
"the more I see of our national faults or miseries, the more they resolve them-
selves into conditions of childish illiterateness and want of education." (p. 90). 
"There is only one cure for public distress - and that is public education." 
(p. 109). 
Ruskin (and it will be seen that Reddie followed him in this) considered 
morality as the focus of all educational processes. For him education was 
essentially a moral concept, an ethical rather than an intellectual process. The 
outcome of this process should be not that men know more but that they 
behave differently. A truly educated man was a moral man; character was more 
important than intellect. He identified education and moral training and hoped 
that this moral training would lead to "the possession of a power over the ill-
guided and illiterate." (p. 111). All other forms of education, religious, intellec-
tual, aesthetic, were to be subordinated to the only end of all education. In his 
Lectures on Art he formulated this end as "the law of rightness in human con-
duct. For there are many religions, but there is only one morality, which has 
been, is, and must be forever, an instinct in the hearts of all civilized men . . . 
and which receives from religion neither law, nor place."10 
Education should not aim at advancement, financial gain and higher social 
status. The essentials of education were admiration, hope and love and they 
were to be attained "by the study of beautiful nature; the sight and history of 
noble persons, and the setting forth of noble objects of action."11 These prin-
ciples were fully realised at Abbotsholme where the school estate and its 
beautiful surroundings were deliberately used as object-lessons and where 
religion and moral education were built up round the example and doctrine of 
great men. 
In Time and Tide Ruskin gave an idyllic picture of his ideal school. Here 
again one is struck by points of similarity with Abbotsholme. "Your schools 
must be in fresh country, and amidst fresh air, and have great extents of land 
attached to them in a permanent estate."12 Like Reddie, Ruskin stressed the 
need for physical education and hygiene; "the body must be made as beautiful 
and perfect in its youth as it can be . . . riding, running, all the honest personal 
exercises of offence and defence, and music should be the primal heads of the 
bodily education." ^  Food and furniture should be good but simple. 
Another parallel with Reddie is offered by Ruskin's insistence on manual 
10
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work, on learning by doing, and on the central place of handicraft. He attached 
very little importance to cramming facts and the study of Latin and Greek. He 
believed that educating the whole, harmonious man was possible only within 
the context of manual labour and muscular activity. In Fori Clavigera, letter 
67, he wrote: "It is physically impossible that true religious knowledge, or pure 
morality, should exist among any classes of a nation who do not work with 
their hands for their bread." 1 3 And in Modern Painters he declared succinctly: 
"No saying will teach the truth. Nothing but doing."1 4 
Like Reddie again, Ruskin preached correlation and integration of studies. 
What he preached was practised in Winnington School for Girls where "he 
merged morals, religion, political economy, mythology and crystaUography 
with playground activities and schoolgirl prattle." 1 5 In a later section it will be 
seen that Reddie combined this idea of an integrated program with the Herbart-
ian principle of concentration. 
Both reformers detested the Victorian competitive mentality. Consequently 
they rejected emulation in education, competition in sports and examinations 
which tested knowledge only. No stigma of failure should ever be attached to 
a student. Prizes should be given only for great diligence and obedience. In 
Fors Clavigera, letter 37, Ruskin gave as one of the first principles of education 
"the habit of instant, finely accurate, and totally unreasoning, obedience." w 
This "Befehl ist Befehl" attitude appealed to Abbotsholme's autocratic head­
master who chose Liberty is obedience to the Law as the school motto. 
Neither Ruskin nor Reddie believed in the concept of equality. In Lectures 
on Art, the former wrote: "Education, in its deepest sense, is not the equalizer 
but the discerner of m e n . " " And in Time and Tide: "There is a strange notion 
in the mob's mind, nowadays, . . . that everybody can be uppermost." Educa­
tion was not meant to be a means of getting on in the world, "but a means of 
staying pleasantly in your place." 1 8 In order that all children should receive an 
education which would help them to fit into their environment, Ruskin sug­
gested three types of schools: "One for children who will probably have to live 
in cities, one for those who will live in the country, and one for those who will 
live at sea."1 Я He accepted a stratification of society in distinct classes and 
suggested that "the training of all these distinct classes will not be by Universi­
ties of general knowledge, but by distinct schools of such knowledge as shall be 
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most useful for every class."20 When Reddie's John Bull is discussed, it will be 
seen that he also suggested three types of schools for definite classes which 
were endowed with definite abilities and which had definite needs. 
This list of parallels between Ruskin and Reddie is by no means exhaustive 
but will suffice to show the former's influence on the latter. Ruskin, in his turn, 
professed himself the disciple of a man to whom he dedicated his Muñera Pul-
veris: "To the friend and guide who has urged me to all chief honour, Thomas 
Carlyle." 
Section 10: Thomas Carlyle 
Reddie considered Carlyle, whom in another context he called "the greatest 
Prophet of England,"21 as one of his important formative influences; here some 
parallels may be drawn between the Sage of Chelsea and the Headmaster of 
Abbotsholme. 
Carlyle, great reformer and Victorian prophet, admirer of heroes and critic 
of democracy, was convinced of the spiritual malady of his time. He devoted 
his life and work to provoking "the established order out of its self-complacen-
cy."22 Like Reddie and Ruskin he was a savage critic of his country. In Past 
and Present23 he called the English "a dumb people" (p. 193), "wretched, thick-
eyed, gross-hearted mortals" (p. 242), whose characteristics he further stric-
tured as thick-skinned, seemingly opaque, sulky, almost stupid, cloudy-browed, 
thick-soled, (p. 194). 
Carlyle had studied German literature and history, and this had given him a 
great respect for Germany, "learned, indefatigably deep-thinking, where ab-
stract thought can still take shelter."24 According to Reddie himself, Carlyle 
drew much of his inspiration from German culture: "He was the immortal 
Historian of the great Frederick,... he imparted to the English world the 
quintessence oT the supreme epoch of Germany's spiritual evolution. . . and 
announced the glad tidings of the German Illumination."25 
This Victorian admiration of Germany is a remarkable phenomenon. Ger-
many was seen as purer, simpler, much more innocent and romantic than, for 
instance, England where Blake's dark, satanic mills of industrialism spoiled 
country and people. Henry Adams, private secretary to his father who was 
Lincoln's ambassador at the Court of St. James's, explained in his autobiogra-
phy this preference for Germany as follows: "The literary world then agreed 
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that truth survived in Germany alone, and Carlyle, Matthew Arnold, Renan, 
Emerson, with scores of popular followers, taught the German faith . . . The 
satirists and idealists seized the press, and turned to Germany because at that 
moment Germany was neither economical nor military and a hundred years 
behind Western Europe in the simplicity of its standard."29 
Carlyle was termed above anti-democratic. This offers another parallel with 
Reddie. Carlyle was afraid of mob-rule, and did not want to see political power 
in the hands of a multitude which he despised. Like Abbotsholme's despot, he 
preferred an autocratically ruled, strong, paternalistic state. In Past and Present 
he wrote: "The true liberty of a man, you would say, consisted in his finding 
out, or being forced to find out, the right path, and to walk thereon. To learn, 
or to be taught, what work he actually was able for; and then by permission, 
persuasion and even compulsion, to set about doing of the same. That is his 
true blessedness, honour, "liberty" and maximum of wellbeing."27 Because 
Carlyle identified democracy with anarchy, rebellion of the masses, sansculot-
tism, and negation of government, he opted for strong leaders, the Heroes; this 
cult of the superman was afterwards to earn him the name of prophet of fascism. 
Carlyle interpreted history as the biographies of great men. He ridiculed English 
aristocracy for neglecting the duties of leadership. In Past and Present he ex-
claimed: "Give me a leader; a true leader, not a false sham-leader; a true leader 
that he may guide me on the true way.'128 According to Carlyle, social recon-
struction was possible only when the country was governed by an aristocracy of 
talents; "find in any country the Ablest Man that exists there; raise him to the 
supreme place, and loyally reverence him; you have a perfect government for 
that country."129 This Carlylean gospel of the Hero was also Reddie's. He 
founded a school for the Directors of the nation. He wrote in Abbotsholme: 
"Society should be hierarchic (not aristocratic, nor plutocratic, nor demo-
cratic), and should be governed by the capable."30 He considered Cromwell, 
the subject of à biography by Carlyle, as "perhaps the greatest of all English-
men . . . There never was in history an Englishman who had such an amazing 
power and influence" (Sermon 31 March 1918); he defined democracy as 
"the power that resides in the mass of people of resisting in a sort of lethargic, 
inert way to what they feel is not right. That is the only power that a demos can 
possibly have. When a demos tries to act in any different manner, it can only 
act through a few or one leader and that man must be in some sense or other 
a real aristocrat." (Sermon 13 November 1917). 
Both Carlyle and Reddie placed religion and morality in the centre of life. 
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"We have forgotten God. . . we have quietly closed our eyes to the Eternal 
Substance of things and opened them only to the Shows and Shams of things."31 
Both believed that the materialism, the empty religiosity, the indifference and 
the selfishness of their time were the results of a decline in religion and morals. 
The Spirit was the only reality. Carlyle wrote Sartor Resartus to state his belief 
that so-called reahty is nothing but clothings of the spirit; in Abbotsholme Red-
die expressed the same idealistic philosophy of life when he wrote: "We had not 
yet acquired the philosophic mind which perceives that only the Idea is real, 
the Substance merely shadow."32 A religious and moral rebirth, and a national 
regeneration could be achieved only by strong leadership and hard work. One 
of Reddie's favourite readings in the Abbotsholme liturgy was a passage from 
Past and Present, entitled "Reward" and beginning like this: "For, properly 
speaking, all true Work is Religion . . . Admirable was that of the old monks: 
Laborare est Orare, work is worship."33 Because morality was the basis of 
man's social relations and his religion, moral reform should precede political 
reform and it should begin with the individual. Hence the importance that both 
reformers attached to education. Though Carlyle did not found a New School 
in which a New Man was to be created, he fully realised the central place of 
education in any reform-movement. In Chartism he asked: "Who would sup-
pose that Education were a thing which had to be advocated on the ground of 
local expediency, or indeed on any ground? as if it stood not on the basis of 
everlasting duty, as a prime necessity of man. It is a thing that should need no 
advocating, much as it does actually need. To impart the gift of thinking to 
those who cannot think, and yet who could in that case think; this, one would 
imagine, was the first function a government had to set about discharging." ** 
And on the next page, "education is not only an eternal duty but has at length 
become even a temporary and ephemeral one which the necessities of the hour 
will oblige us to look after. These twenty-four million labouring men, if their 
affairs remain unregulated, chaotic, will bum ricks, and mills . . . what intellect 
were able to regulate them.. . only twenty-four million ordinary intellects, 
once awakened into action; these, well presided over, may." But education 
should never be divorced from religion. "Irreverent knowledge is no know-
ledge . . . is no culture of the soul of a man."38 Reddie's religious and moral 
education discussed in Chapter IV will identify another Carlylean influence. 
Section 11: Edward Carpenter and The Fellowship of the New Lije 
Reddie's interest in social problems led him to attend lectures on Socialism 
at Göttingen University. According to Stewart, this interest dated from the early 
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80's when Reddie had his first contact with Socialist-Utopian ideas.30 These 
ideas appealed to the student of the works of Carlyle, Ruskin, Carpenter, 
Morris and Whitman. When Reddie returned to England in 1885 he was in-
troduced to a society interested in social questions, which brought him into 
contact with several persons "who exercised an immense influence upen our 
mind."37 This society was The Fellowship of the New Life, and one of the 
personal influences was Edward Carpenter. Reddie characterised him as "one, 
who had had a distinguished career at the University, had developed original 
but very sane and wholesome views on social questions. If they were tinged, 
perhaps, with some elements of democratic enthusiasm, they were quite free 
from anything approaching public theft or violent prescriptions of any kind. 
They owed their origin, doubtless, to a profound knowledge of our social chaos, 
and a powerful sympathy arising from strong affections."38 According to Red-
die, Carpenter "aimed mainly at a reorganisation of the social Environment, in 
order to achieve emancipation of the unit."38 Together with Campbell (Vide: 
Section 12) and Geddes,39 Carpenter "exercised, perhaps, the most decisive 
influence upon our educational ideas... we received from [him] a strong 
desire to assist in social reconstruction."40 
Edward Carpenter, writer and veteran Socialist, was bom the son of a Naval 
officer at Brighton, in 1844. After studying mathematics at Cambridge Uni-
versity he took orders in 1869 and became a curate. It was at this time that he 
fell under the spell of Walt Whitman whose Leaves of Grass made a great im-
pression on him. Gradually the idea developed that he should go and live with 
the mass of the people and the manual workers. In 1874 he resigned his Fellow-
ship of Trinity Hall and his curacy and accepted an appointment under the Uni-
versity Extension Lecturing Scheme. In 1877 he visited the United States. His 
many working-class contacts encouraged him to take up a new life, a simple, 
rural, self-supporting life. In 1883 he settled at Millthorpe, Derbyshire, near 
Sheffield, where he worked in the fields, and grew vegetables and fruit which 
he sold himself. It was here that he wrote his best-known work, the prose-poem 
Towards Democracy published in 1883. Carpenter described this book as an 
endeavour to give utterance to "the illuminant splendour" which he had ex-
perienced; "all I can say is that there seems to be a vision possible to man, as 
from some more universal stand-point."41 In the book he expressed his mystic 
belief in a "region of consciousness removed beyond what we usually call mor-
tality, into which we humans can yet pass."42 
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In addition to Socialism and mysticism Carpenter was very much interested 
in politics, the cause of the coloured races and oppressed nationalities. When 
the Great War broke out, the Socialist world was naturally divided. Between 
September 1914 and February 1915 Carpenter wrote a series of articles, The 
Healing of the Nations, in which he pleaded for world peace but clearly stated 
that, though being himself a Germanophile, the defeat of Prussianism was 
essential for British and European freedom. 
In his numerous books he showed himself a champion of simple-life Social-
ism, an adherent of the "return to nature" philosophy, a social and educational 
reformer, a propagandist of the dignity of labour, an advocate of brotherhood 
among individuals and nations, and a man who believed in a reconciliation of 
the intellectual with the emotional, the rational with the intuitive. 
In the Abbotsholme archives is the typewritten copy of an obituary which 
Reddie wrote when Carpenter died in 1929. This article for Everyman is en-
titled Some of my recollections of Edward Carpenter. It contains Reddie's 
description of their first meeting in February 1886 when Carpenter lectured in 
Edinburgh on private property. At that time Reddie lived in the slum village 
below Dean Bridge where he had gone to leam how the labouring class actually 
existed. Carpenter visited him there and in August Reddie spent some days at 
Millthorpe. In 1887 they met again at Clifton College. When in 1888 Reddie 
was overworked, he asked Carpenter for help, and the latter advised him to 
leave Clifton and offered his home for rest and a holiday. Reddie stayed at 
Carpenter's cottage for three months and when other visitors were due, re-
moved to a farm where he lived for another three months with a miner's family. 
In Reddie's own words: "Edward Carpenter and I visited each other frequently. 
Amongst many things we discussed education; and this had a decisive influence 
on my future, for it led to the starting of a New School." Through Carpenter, 
Reddie was put in touch with Muirhead who was to help him in founding Ab-
botsholme. Just before Abbotsholme was opened, Carpenter withdrew because, 
as he said, he had so many other interests. The real reason may have been that he 
realised that Reddie's ideas differed from his. Reddie wanted to reform the 
Directing Classes; like Carlyle he had little faith in the masses; he began at the 
top and hoped that from there his ideas would trickle downwards. Carpenter 
intended to build up agricultural community-groups among the lower classes; 
he began at the bottom and did not accept any form of hierarchy or stratifica-
tion. 
After 1889 Carpenter visited Abbotsholme several times. According to 
Reddie, he was pleased that the school carried out so many of his ideas, such 
as his gospel of potato-digging, by which he meant the educative influence of 
work on school-farm and estate in comradely co-operation with gardeners and 
labourers; work in workshops where the boys made useful things, for instance 
furniture, beehives and so on; Abbotsholme's opposition to one-sided, excessive 
intellectuality and its stress on integration of reason and emotion. Reddie 
advocated Carpenter's idea that human beings are all a blend of both sexes; 
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ала, perhaps most important of all, the simple, honest, sane life in contact with 
nature, away from contaminating towns. 
Reddie hailed Carpenter as one of the greatest teachers of his time, a man 
who recalled "the symbolic figure of the son of the Nazareth carpenter." 
Reddie on returning to England in 1885 was introduced to the Fellowship 
of the New Life, a movement of which Edward Carpenter and his brother 
Alfred also became members. Stewart describes this Fellowship as "a move­
ment devoted to purifying cupidity in society by the labours of reformed and 
redeemed individuals who, through a self-supporting life based on manual 
work in communities, through education and religious communion and stead­
fast attention to social change, could reconstruct society."43 
This Fellowship was constituted on 7 February 1883. Its central idea was 
the subordination of the material to the spiritual; its aim, the formation of a 
perfect character in its members through community-life, education, simple 
living and manual labour. Individual reform would be the pre-requisite for any 
other form of reformation, social, educational or political. The original mani­
festo stated: "It will work towards the establishment, through its members, of 
a residential industrial settlement on co-operative lines, by way of illustrating 
its ideal."4 4 One of its leaders wrote: " In economics we are Socialists; in our 
ideal we are Communists; in politics we are, some of us, Anarchists of Peace." 4 5 
The Fellowship's principles found a practical application in the Garden City 
Movement, and Reddie lived at Welwyn Garden City from 1927 to 1932. 
The original founders of the Fellowship were Thomas Davidson and Frank 
Podmore. Soon disagreements arose over the movement's policy which led 
Podmore to form the Fabian Society. In the words of Armytage: "From now 
on the two groups - The Fellowship of the New Life and the Fabian Society -
went their separate ways. As Bernard Shaw, who joined the Fabian Society in 
May 1884, put it: "One to sit among the dandelions, the other to organize the 
docks." 4 0 
When Davidson returned to New York, the English branch of the Fellowship 
was led by M. Adams and J. Oakeshott who, in 1889, founded the quarterly 
The Sower, later Seed Time. It was in this periodical that Reddie and Carpenter 
first gave notice of a Fellowships-school to be founded at Abbotsholmc. 
In 1891 the Fellowship organized a co-operative boarding-house in Doughty 
Street, London, where eight or ten members, including Ramsay MacDonaJd, 
lived together, but within a year it had to be closed. 
In its brief life, Adams dissolved the Fellowship and discontinued Seed Time 
in 1898, the Society led a struggling existence. "With falling receipts, and a 
programme which consisted mainly of intellectual discussions . . . the Fcllow-
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ship's following dwindled to a remnant."47 It had served its purpose, however, 
for according to Armytage "the histology, as well as the history, of socialism in 
Britain has to a great extent depended on the Community pioneers."48 
For the present purpose the Fellowship was important because it formed 
part of Reddie's background. Its belief in the power of the individual to recon-
struct society, its stress on community-life, manual work and simple living, and 
its faith in the power of education greatly appealed to him. Abbotsholme was 
originally a Fellowship-school which was to propagate the ideal of universal 
brotherhood. According to the Fellowship's principles, all schools should be 
communities, miniature kingdoms or republics. Reddie naturally preferred the 
monarchical state-form. He shared Davidson's and Carpenter's belief that only 
individual reformation could lead to social, educational and political reform. 
What Reddie rejected in the Fellowship's ideals was its egalitarianism. He 
accepted a strictly stratified social hierarchy, and contrary to the Socialist 
philosophy of the Fellowship, he concentrated on the upper stratum of society, 
the Directing Class. Although Reddie was originally a "red-hot Socialist... 
sincerely devoted to the coming revolution," this seems to have been just a 
phase, "and already it was passing when I First met him in 1890." 4e 
Section 12: Edward Maitland and Theosophy 
When in Abbotsholme Reddie wrote about the time just before his Göttingen 
period he said that "our educators were not limited to official teachers at the 
University and the Books."60 There were also friends who influenced him. One 
of them was James Archibald Campbell of Barbreck, Argyllshire, an artist, 
mystic and clairvoyant, "who at this time touched with a master-hand the part 
of our nature which had been most starved or crushed at school. He was a man 
of extraordinary gifts, mainly, perhaps, in the direction of Art and Poetry, but 
touching also on philosophy and Religious Mysticism." 51 Beside such names as 
Stanley Hall, Madame Michaelis and Rein, Campbell's also figured on the list 
of Members of Abbotsholme School Council. On Monday 18 January 1932 
Lissant Cox had a talk with Reddie who was then in hospital. In a typescript in 
the Abbotsholme Archives Lissant Cox recorded: "He placed Campbell as the 
greatest [influence], characteristically saying that he appeared to have done the 
least but had had the greatest influence, and this the world did not understand." 
In Abbotsholme Reddie formulated this influence as "the suggestion of a 
harmonious union between ethics, aesthetics, philosophy, and religion.'"12 
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Chapters III and IV of this study will show that this harmonious union was fully 
realised at Abbotsholme. 
In view of Reddie's great interest in mysticism and the occult it may be as-
sumed that Campbell influenced him along these lines also. "Undoubtedly it 
was Campbell who started Reddie the scientist on the trail that led to Jacob 
Böhme, William Blake, Edward Maitland, and Anna Kingsford, the spiritualist 
borderland, the theosophical country, and the Eastern religions."53 The pur-
pose of this section will be to disentangle these diverse and unusual influences. 
On 12 January 1904 Reddie wrote a letter54 to Samuel Hopgood Hart, the 
father of two of his pupils, and a leading figure in the field of psychic science, 
occultism, mysticism and so on. From this letter may be quoted some revealing 
passages. "I have been lately studying once more, after a long interval, various 
works on occultism . . . I am now very anxious for some help and sympathy . . . 
I feel very much in a fog upon the whole subject of religion. Until quite lately 
I regarded the Kabbalah, in the main, the most fruitful source of mystical and 
philosophical religion. Lately I have been reading up the other side in works 
such as Haeckel's and Herbert Spencer's . . . I was bom under Libra, the Bal-
ance, and my whole temperament leads me always back to the one great prob-
lem of balancing the claims of philosophy and poesy, the union of which, to my 
mind, constitutes the reality known as religion.. . I am very isolated in my 
efforts and should be very glad to be more in touch with those like you 
who are strong on the intuitional and mystical view of things to help counter-
balance the influence of other friends who are almost completely in the opposite 
c a m p . . . I shall be very interested to know how things are going with the 
Esoteric Christian U n i o n . . . Some six months ago I wrote for twelve copies 
of The Perfect Way65 and was informed the book was out of p r in t . . . In 
the main, I am now vegetarian. . . Last Term for six weeks I got about 
half the school to try the experiment of a pure vegetable diet with re-
markably successful resul ts . . . It is curious how I have got mixed up with 
such a remarkable number of different societies in different parts of the world 
representing different shades of occult thought . . . I should be very gjad, there-
fore, to hear from you first about yourself and the movement we are interested 
in, secondly about the whole progress of things in the mystical direction and 
thirdly about the books and the Society.66 I had a most remarkable experience 
here eighteen months ago in the visit from the other world of a Spirit who gave 
me the most minute information . . . I was much encouraged to learn that the 
powers on the other side were keenly interested in the success of my educational 
efforts and were fighting strenuously on my behalf. . . Funnily enough, the 
chief advice to me was to do nothing, to sit still and leave them to fight for me. 
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This I have been doing since and, funnily enough, the fortunes of the School 
and generally my own personal health have been steadily improving." 
Theosophy has played an important part in educational reform in Britain. 
The Theosophical Society was founded in New York in 1875 by Madame H. 
Blavatsky and Colonel H. Olcott. The ideas of this movement were spread in 
England by Anna Kingsford, Edward Maitland and Annie Besant who became 
World-President in 1907. By that time there were already some 650 branches 
of the Society all over the world. In Britain theosophy was connected with the 
Fellowship of the New Life and the Garden City Movement,67 (Vide: Section 
11); it also came into contact with a group of educational innovators, called 
the Conference of New Ideals in Education. Among the members of this or­
ganisation were Wyatt Rawson, Edmond Holmes, Thorold Coade and Beatrice 
de Norman. Within this group The Theosophical Fraternity in Education was 
started in 19Γ5 by Miss de Norman, (after her marriage in 1919, Mrs. Ensor). 
Since 1920 the Fraternity gradually developed into the New Education Fellow­
ship, which changed its name into World Education Fellowship in 1966. The 
Fraternity and the N.E.F. represented theosophy's contribution to British edu­
cational reform. According to Mrs. Ensor, the first members of the N.E.F. 
were mainly theosophists and they gave the Fellowship "a spiritual impulse 
which made it a creative and powerful force."58 
What is theosophy? In other words, what part of Reddie's philosophy may 
be called theosophical? Theosophy, the Wisdom of God, is not based on a 
definite creed or on a dogmatic foundation. It is an attempt to understand the 
nature of God, Man and the Universe. This insight can be achieved through a 
synthesis of elements from occultism, gnosticism, mysticism, spiritualism, and 
the sacred liturature of the East. God is a universal, omniscient, ever-present, 
infinite principle from Whom sprang creation. This principle works and enfolds 
itself in everything that is created, also in human beings who exist in the form of a 
physical, astral and mental body. The physical body lives and moves in our 
everyday-world; communication with the astral body on the second plane of 
the universe is possible via the occult, clairvoyance, telepathy, spiritualist ex­
periments etc. Man's mental body explores the spiritual plane of the universe. 
Perfection can be achieved because theosophists believe in re-incamation and 
Karma, which is "Die Summe der guten und bösen Taten eines Lebens die . . . 
die Voraussetzungen für eine neue Existenz von bestimmter Wesensart und 
bestimmtem Schicksal schaft."6" According to theosophy there have been 
several perfect or near-perfect humans in the history of the world, beings in 
which the First Principle maximally manifested itself, heroes like Christ, Socra-
tes, Buddha. 
In 1882 a book was published entitled The Perfect Way, or the Finding oj 
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Christ.*0 One of the writers, Edward Maiüand, (1824-1897), had travelled a 
good deal and written several works when he saw the apparition of his father 
in 1876; he then realized that he belonged to the order of the mystics. He 
thought he had acquired a new sense through which he could come into 
contact with the other world. He found he could recall the memory of his past 
lives in trees, animals, a prince; he had lived in ancient Thebes; he was a re-
incarnation of Marcus Aurelius and St. John the Evangelist. In 1874 he met 
Mrs. Kingsford, a vicar's wife who had become a Roman Catholic and was 
baptized by no less a person than Manning. She also received illuminations.61 
This meeting was a turning point in both their lives which they henceforth 
devoted to the causes of theosophy, vegetarianism, anti-vivisection, women-
suffrage, and the mutual exchange of illuminations and relevations (they were 
in contact with Swedenborg) which they described in books such as The Perfect 
Way. 
After reading this work, Madame Blavatsky invited Maitland and Mrs. 
Kingsford to join the Theosophical Society as President and Vice-President of 
the British Branch. In 1883 they were elected, but in 1884 already they with-
drew from the London Lodge because they did not succeed in introducing their 
form of Christian Theosophy. They then founded the Hermetic Society, to 
promote the comparative study of the philosophical and religious systems of 
the Eastern and Western world. When Anna Kingsford died in 1888, Maitland 
received astral intimations which resulted in the foundation of the Esoteric 
Christian Union (1891), in which, as we saw, Reddie took a great interest. This 
Union fell into abeyance after Maiüand's death in 1897. In the Abbotsholme 
Archives are Reddie's copies of Kingsford and Maiüand's publications which 
prove how thoroughly he had studied them. 
The corbels in Abbotsholme Chapel are decorated with portrait heads carved 
in stone; Dante, Cromwell, Goethe, Carlyle, Ruskin, Nelson, Shakespeare, 
Blake and Maitland. They are Reddie's heroes, the great prophets of humanity, 
who were to inspire all Abbotsholmians. Maiüand's portrait is behind the chair 
in which Reddie used to sit According to Lissant Cox and Colin Sharp: "Ed-
ward Maitland was his personal friend, a prophet whom he admired and 
thought of as another St. John the Evangelist."62 
It seems reasonable to assume that Reddie's interest in the occult, spiritual-
ism, Eastern religions, mysticism and theosophy was greatly stimulated by 
Maiüand, who visited Abbotsholme several times. His influence on Reddie, 
however, was not only a matter of stimulating certain interests. Reddie's reli-
gious theory and practice (Chapters III and IV) show that he had absorbed 
Maiüand and Kingsford's Christian Theosophy, which they defined as "the 
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Science of the realisation of man's potential divinity, the process that is of 
Christ."63 In the Chapel Services at Abbotsholme Reddie gave concrete form 
to Maitland's Esoteric Christianity, this "new and higher religion in which 
philosophy, religion and poetry shall be fused into a unity." ** 
Section 13: Johann Friedrich Herbart and Wilhelm Rein 
When Herbart died in 1841, he had very few direct disciples. According to 
Schwenk only two were really important, Ludwig Strümpell and Karl Stoy.*"5 
After the master's death his ideas were mainly spread along two lines. 1. Peri-
odicals; In 1861 Friedrich Allihn and Tuiskon Ziller began the publication of 
the Zeitschrift für exakte Philosophie im Sinne des neueren philosophischen 
Realismus (1861-1875). It was revived from 1883 to 1896 by Allihn and Otto 
Flügel. In 1894 the latter, together with Wilhelm Rein, founded the Zeitschrift 
für Philosophie und Pädagogik. 2. A Herbart Association; The "Verein für 
Wissenschaftliche Pädagogik" was founded in Leipzig in 1868. Since 1869 it 
published a yearbook, from 1917 to 1927 a quarterly. Stoy, Ziller, Rein, Dörp-
feld, Strümpell, Willmann, Lietz and many other Neo-Herbarüans were mem-
bers of this association. Its first president and the greatest Herbartian theoret-
ician was Ziller. He may be called a Neo-Herbartian because he developed 
many of Herbart's ideas to such an extent that the master himself would not 
have recognized them as his own, e.g. the theories of concentration, of formal 
steps and of cultural epochs. Stoy, on the other hand, was much more orthodox. 
Wilhelm Rein was Stoy and Ziller's pupil. "In der Tätigkeit Wilhelm Reins 
fand der Herbartianismus seinen Höhepunkt und seinen Abschluss."ββ Since 
1885 he was Stoy's successor in Jena; from 1907 till 1922 president of the 
"Verein für Wissenschaftliche Pädagogik;" through the pedagogical "Seminar" 
and the Trainingschool of Jena University, through the summer-courses which 
he organised there and through his numerous publications, Rein did much to 
disseminate Herbart's teaching, or rather "was im Herbartianismus der Ziller-
schen Richtung als richtig galt."67 
Herbartian ideas were propagated in Britain by educationalists such as 
Adams, Findlay, Hayward and Dodd. The last three had studied at Jena under 
Rein. It took some time before Herbart's ideas had spread to England. Ac-
cording to Findlay: "In 1890 scarcely any English teacher knew of Herbart's 
existence," but by 1896 "almost everyone in the Training Colleges was talking 
and teaching the new pedagogics. No such stirring of dry bones had been wit-
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nessed before in Training College circles."eB Herbart influenced English edu-
cation along three lines. A. Methodology: "If the teachers of this period had 
been submitted to a projective test and given the cue 'Herbart,' there seems 
little doubt that the most common response would have been 'the five steps.'" ^ 
Unfortunately, and this was not a typically English misunderstanding, "the 
steps assumed a rigidity that was wholly undesirable."e9 B. Curriculum: Her-
bart's influence manifested itself especially in the field of moral training. This 
is borne out by the great attention paid to the humanities because according to 
Herbart and his pupils, it was these subjects which above all formed the char-
acter. C. Theory: The theories of cultural epochs, concentration, correlation 
and interest were practised with more or less success in English schools. 
Chapter I described Reddie's visit at Findlay's suggestion to Jena in 1894. 
There he came in contact with the Herbartian theory through Rein's Pädagogik 
im Grundriss, which greatly impressed him: "We saw a new instructional 
heaven and earth . . . We returned to England and to Abbotsholme feeling we 
had behind our aims the arguments of an entire philosophy. We could now say 
to our staff, not merely we think this, let us do that; but this is what an entire 
army of thinkers in Germany, America, and all enlightened countries are 
doing."70 More visits to Jena followed, Rein "lent" one of his best teachers, 
Hermann Liete, to Abbotsholme, he visited the school himself and even sent 
his son as a pupil.71 From all this it may be inferred that the ties between Ab-
botsholme and Jena were close. 
It would be an irresponsible exaggeration to depict Reddie as a systematic 
thinker in education, philosophy and psychology. He lacked the mentality, the 
peace of mind and the time to develop into a comprehensive philosopher of 
education. He was a practical reformer, headmaster of a New School, an ec-
lectic who picked up notions and suggestions wherever he found them, thought 
about them, and when he considered them adequate and appropriate, built 
them into his frame of ideas. Among the many influences affecting Abbots-
holme's headmaster, one of the most important is Herbart's, working through 
Rein. 
Reddie may be called an English Herbartian. At Abbotsholme he practised 
what he had learnt at Jena. When one of his masters, F. EUis, described Teach-
ing at Abbotsholme in 1895, he wrote: "Cecil Reddie was a close follower of 
German psychological ideas as worked out by Dr. Rein of J e n a . . . he insisted 
on careful preparation of each lesson as a distinct whole, arranged in distinct 
phases so as to render it more easy of assimilation . . . He constantly discussed 
with his masters method in general and method as applied say to the teaching 
of vulgar fractions . . . he avoided abstractions." та 
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However, Reddie did not allow himself to be completely absorbed by what 
Herbart and Rein thought. He tried to preserve his independence. In Abbots-
holme he wrote: "We set to work to reorganise our curriculum, and above all 
our method of class-instruction, for that rather than the work-plan was our 
weak spot. We do not mean to say that in all respects we regarded the Jena plan 
as superior to our own. We did not adopt their theory of concentration as then 
developed in Jena, whereby all the work centred round the history. But we 
remodelled our Humanistics, in which region we had been least well educated 
ourselves, leaving our Naturalistics, in which branches Jena had appeared to 
us less strong, in somewhat the same state as before."73 
In a footnote to the 1894 Revised Prospectus Reddie mentions Rein's Päda-
gogik im Grundriss as one of the books "with whose views the Aims and Meth-
ods of this school are in close sympathy.74 . . . the impression wrought upon us 
by the book was deep; it was confirmed by intercourse with the distinguished 
author."75 It would be outside the scope of this study to attempt a discussion 
of Herbart's lifework; the interested reader is referred to recent studies by Stras-
ser and Monshouwer, Asmus, Brückmann, Caselmann, and Schwenk. (Vide: 
Bibliography). On the other hand, it is interesting to draw some parallels be-
tween Rein's theory, laid down in his Grundriss and Reddie's practice, realised 
at Abbotsholme. 
In the introduction to his book, Rein confesses his faith in the great influence 
of education on the moral uplift of mankind. He quotes Kant: "Der Mensch 
kann nur Mensch werden durch die Erziehung,"78 Plato: "Es gibt nichts Gött-
licheres als die Erziehung" (p. 6), and Frederick the Great: "Die menschliche 
Gattung, sich selbst überlassen, ist brutal. Bloss die Erziehung vermag etwas." 
(p. 7). Reddie also thought to save mankind by his educational reform. New 
Schools were to educate New Men, who would become the Directors of a New 
World. 
The core of Herbart and Rein's educational system is morality, training of 
the will, character-formation. On p. 68 Rein speaks of "die sittliche Bildung des 
Willens als oberster Erziehungszweck." He refers to Herbart who defined char-
acter-formation as "machen, dass der Zögling sich selbst finde, als wählend 
das Gute, als verwerfend das Böse." (p. 115). Chapter III will discuss Reddie's 
most important publications. His works provide numerous quotations illus-
trating the central place assigned to moral education. Two examples may suf-
fice; in the first schoolprospectus of 1889 he says that all the physical, artistic 
and intellectual activities at Abbotsholme will be handled from the ethical 
stand-point,77 and the Revised Prospectus of 1894 states that "it has been 
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already pointed out that the training of the will or character is the fundamental 
aim of the Education given."78 According to Herbart and Rein moral educa-
tion must result in "Wollen," in "Gesinnung." (Grundriss, p. 66). Rein uses the 
term "Gesinnungsunterricht" (p. 101) which contains religious and secular 
history and literature. Reddie in his turn uses material derived from literature, 
history and the Bible for his Chapel services. 
Rein holds that school and home should not be separated by a deep chasm. 
He calls the school "eine erweiterte Familie . . . sie muss danach streben, mit 
Pestalozzi sagen zu können: Unsere Zöglinge sind mit uns ein Herz und eine 
Seele." (p. 21). This is also Reddie's view: "The School should be a Home and, 
as a home, it should be beautiful and harmonious."79 Masters and pupils will 
form one great family, characterized by "hearty affection.... harmonious 
fraternity . . . fearless frankness and cordial trust" ^ 
On p. 24 of his Grundriss Rein divides schools into "Volksschulen - Mittel-
schulen - Höheren Schulen . . . Keine dieser Schulen will für einen speziellen 
Beruf vorbereiten, sondern nur tüchtig machen für eine bestimmte Arbeits-
sphäre der Gesellschaft." He bases this tripartite system on his division of 
society into three classes, lower, middle and upper. In the following chapter it 
will be seen that Reddie similarly divides schools on a hierarchical basis into 
primary, secondary and tertiary and he admits that his division was suggested 
by Rein's classification. 
Rein hopes to postpone special education as long as possible. "Niemand 
darf zu früh aus der Erziehungsschule81 in die Berufsschule übertreten, sondern 
der spezielle Fach- und Berufsbildung muss durch eine umfassende Allgemein-
bildung ein möglichsit breiter und hinlänglich vertiefter Unterbau geschaffen 
werden." (p. 24). In 1889 Reddie was trying to divide education into general, 
from 11 to 15, and special, from 15 to 18, but in 1894 he gave up this idea and 
relegated special education to Universities and similar institutions. 
According to Herbart and Rein education and instruction should not be 
separated. Instruction forms the circle of thought which develops "das Wollen." 
(Grundriss, p. 77). Proper instruction is always educative. This idea recurs in 
Reddie. On 10 December 1915 he addressed his pupils as follows: "It is the 
creation of a circle of thought which is to dominate your wills, and to teach you 
how to succeed and this is one of the chief functions of the Educationists . . . 
The English system most singularly fails in this because it only utüizes imitation 
and ignores completely the circle of thought . . . Half the business of education 
is to give people a circle of thought, a set of ideas, a scaffold of notions . . . 
which will impel you to certain actions." M 
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Rein divides this circle of thought into: A. Erfahrung - Dinge der Umgebung 
- Natur - Erkenntnis - Erweiterung der Erfahrung - Naturwissenschaften -
Realistische Richtung. B. Umgang - Menschen der Umgebung - Menschen -
Leben - Teilnahme - Erweiterung des Umgangs - Historische Fächer - Huma-
nistische Richtung. "Erfahrung" and "Umgang" result in "Allgemeine Bildung, 
vermittelt in den Eraehungsschulen." (p. 98). He insists on concentration and 
correlation of these two circles. In his Grundriss he devotes á special section 
to this topic, "das Nebeneinander der Lehrstoffe - Die Verbindung der Lehr-
fächer - Konzentration." (p. 90). Reddie also divided his curriculum into 
Naturalistics and Humanistics. "We adopted the scheme of two circles of 
thought, one connected with Space centering in the school, the common home 
of all; the other connected with Time, and travelling from the school as starting 
point to England, France and Europe, Germany and the World of To-day, and 
finally to Rome and the Origins of Culture."83 School, school-life and estate 
were to be object-lessons round which instruction could concentrate. Every 
morning was devoted to lessons, the afternoon to workshop, excursions and 
sports, the evening to social activities such as play-acting, singing, music, de-
bating, etc. Life at Abbotsholme afforded plenty of opportunities for "Erfahr-
ung" and "Umgang." 
Another Herbartian idea which Reddie reflected is that of the so-called 
cultural epochs. According to Rein: "Es würde also in erster Linie das Ziel des 
Unterrichs durch eine Stoffauswahl nach dem historischen Prinzip (Kultur-
stufen) zu erreichen sein." (Grundriss, p. 89). In a sermon delivered on 14 
October 1900 Reddie defined this idea as follows: "Every child passes through 
the stages that the race has grown through so that every human being as a rap-
idly repeating instrument, records the general thought in all stages through 
which man has passed." That he also practised the Neo-Herbartian "Formal-
stufen" theory appeared already from Ellis' observation quoted above. 
Health and Hygiene formed a subject very dear to Reddie. Here again can 
be traced Reinian influence. Grundriss laid down that the educator should 
never neglect "die Sorge für das körperliche Wachsen und Gedeihen . . . son-
dern als ein treuer Begleiter wachsamen Auges die Entwicklung der Kinder 
begleiten." (p. 131). School-hygiene was to be preventive: "Was hilft das wenn 
sich dasselbe noch so hoch hebt in der geistigen Kultur und die Stärke, die 
Gesundheit, die Spannkraft des Körpers hält damit nicht Schritt?" (pp. 132-
133). Rein recommends 'Regelmässigkeit und Einfachkeit in der körperlichen 
Pflege . . . gymnastische Frische und Rüstigkeit zur Kräftigung und Stählung 
der Muskeln." (pp. 21-22). Old Abbotsholmians testify that the favourite 
subject in Reddie's lessons was hygiene and physical health and from the Ab-
botsholme time-table it is apparent that physical and manual education was 
thought no less important than intellectual training. Life at school was Spartan, 
the food simple. The headmaster was very proud of his school's excellent health-
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record but his enthusiasm also led him to ridiculous extremes, such as that 
applicants for teaching-posts had to state their chest measurement, height, 
weight and complexion. 
Another parallel is afforded by Rein's prescriptions for the organisation of 
life at school. 1. "Schulandachten und Kindergottesdienst": The following 
chapters discuss the central place of the Abbotsholme Chapel Services. 2. 
"Schulfeste": It is sufficient to leaf through some volumes of The Abbots-
holmian to realise the importance which the school attached to annual festivi-
ties such as hay-making, Old Boys Gatherings, etc. 3. "Spaziergänge und Schul-
reisen": The first prospectus of 1889 gives as a fixed item of the programme 
"excursions . . . to places of interest in the country round."84 4. "Ämter": Ab-
botsholme had its headboy, prefects, librarians, and leaders of activities in 
every field. 5. "Anfertigung von Schiilerbildem": From the corbels in the 
school-chapel the heads of great heroes looked down upon the pupils. Reddie's 
religious and moral education did not lose itself in vague generalities and ab-
stractions but was concentrated round the lives and examples of great men, the 
prophets of the race. 
Finally Herbart and Reddie were alike interested in education for the Di-
recting Qasses; in emphasizing the educational importance of the teacher's 
personality; and in common educational categories such as "Regierung, Unter-
richt, Zucht," (Herbart) translated by Reddie as Government, Instruction, 
Training.86 
In their Herbart als Opvoedkundig Denker, the authors wonder "of de grote 
schoolhervormers, zoals Dewey, Kerschensteiner, Montessori, en Ligthart, 
werkelijk in een zo grote tegenstelling tot Herbart hebben gestaan." ^  Our thesis 
is that Reddie belongs to this great tradition of reformers. From the above it will 
be clear that our answer is a definite No. This opinion is corroborated by Wil-
helm Rein himself who, in his preface to Reddie's translation of Emlohstobba 
testified: "The spirit which reigns in that Home of Education speaks to us 
audibly in these pages, and brings before our eyes an institution on English 
soil, which is carrying into practice the high aims so long familiar to us Germans 
in the works of our great teachers, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Fröbel etc." я т 
Section 14: Public Schools 
The preceding chapter suggested that one of the reasons for Reddie's edu­
cational and national reform was his rejection of the nineteenth century Public 
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School. He founded Abbotsholme as a corrective to this type of institution; on 
the other hand, in the 1910 prospectus of his school he called Abbotsholme a 
Modem Public School. A discussion of this unique British institution may 
contribute to a better understanding of Reddie's lifework. 
It is generally recognised that "English Public School" is a misnomer. It is 
private in almost every sense of the word; its tradition is aristocratic, the fees 
it charges are too high for the public at large and it is not necessarily subject 
to State inspection. "It is called English because it teaches Latin and Greek, 
Public because it is private, and School because it devotes itself largely to the 
cult of athletics."e8 
From the fourteenth until the end of the eighteenth century the term indi­
cated beside the old Cathedral and monastic schools like York, Canterbury 
and Sherborne, an endowed, free Grammar School, a school founded for the 
benefit of the public, where under the terms of the endowment education was 
free. From the early eighteen hundreds, however, the term was narrowed and 
indicated a type of educational institution which seems difficult to define. 
Sidney Smith was the first to attempt a definition when he wrote in The 
Edinburgh Review of 1810: "By a Public School we mean an endowed place 
of education of old standing, to which the sons of gentlemen resort in consider­
able numbers, and where they continue to reside from eight or nine, to eighteen 
years of age . . . The characteristic features of these schools are their antiquity, 
the numbers, and the ages of the young people who are educated at them." ^ 
The Fleming Committee, appointed in 1942 to consider the relationship of 
the Public Schools to the general educational system, defined Public Schools as 
schools which are in membership of the Governing Bodies' Association or 
Headmasters Conference. 
According to Ogilvie "a Public school is an independent, non-local pre­
dominantly boarding school for the upper and upper-middle classes." ^ 
A great authority on Public Schools is Edward С Mack who defines these 
schools as "highly individualised institutions which looked for guidance to 
their own past, taught chiefly the classics, relied for discipline largely on flog­
ging, and, through being miniature worlds, imbued their pupils with self-
reliance and group-solidarity."*1 
A full and detailed definition can be found in A New English Dictionary on 
Historical Principles: "Originally, a grammar-school founded or endowed for 
the use or benefit of the public, either generally, or of a particular locality, and 
carried on under some kind of public management or control; often contrasted 
with a "private school" carried on at the risk and for the profit of its masters 
or proprietors. In recent Engjish use (chiefly from the 19th century) applied 
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especially to such of the old endowed grammar-schools as have developed into 
large boarding-schools, drawing, from the well-to-do classes of all parts of the 
country or of the empire, pupils, who in the higher forms are prepared mainly 
for the ancient Universities or for the public services, and to some large modem 
schools established with similar aims. As it is a general characteristic of these 
large schools that order is maintained and discipline is administered to a great 
extent by the elder pupils themselves, this has come to be a recognised feature 
of the English public school." ^ 
This is the type of school of which Ogilvie says: "The Public School as a 
distinct category of educational institution emerged from amongst the general 
body of schools providing secondary education.93 
Around 1820 there were seven schools which were considered a class apart 
because they had a number of characteristics in common: Anglican, boarding-
schools, situated in rural districts, catering for the upper and upper-middle 
class, a rich tradition, a long history, a curriculum based on the study of the 
classical languages, not subsidised by the state. They were popularly known as 
"The Seven": Winchester (1382), Eton (1440), Shrewsbury (1552), Westmin-
ster (1560), Rugby (1567), Harrow (1571), and Charterhouse (1611). Later in 
the nineteenth century these seven were joined by St. Paul's (1509) and Mer-
chant Taylor's (1561), both London day schools. 
A second group of schools of high standing provided education for non-
Anglicans; Stonyhurst (1794), Downside (1795), Oscott (1797) and Ample-
forth (1802) are well-known Roman Catholic examples in this category. 
In a third category we find Christ's Hospital (1552), a London Public School 
for poor pupils. It moved out of London over a generation ago. 
These three groups of Public Schools and the Cathedral and monastic schools 
mentioned above monopolised the educational field. "During the nineteenth 
century and until the beginning of the first world war the public schools domi-
nated secondary education. . . Thus from Victorian times the public schools 
became the preserve of those who held a certain position in society or who 
could obtain entry by paying the fees. They attracted many of the best teachers 
and dominated the entry to Oxford and Cambridge." ^  Beside them there was 
a host of often decayed, backward day- and boarding-schools, and of course 
private tuition. 
In the middle of the Victorian Age it is seen that the existing Public Schools 
show a definite increase in their pupil numbers and also that other schools were 
founded. Why was this? 
In Section 1 mention was made of the enormous problems confronting the 
Victorians who lived in a society which was being transformed in a few genera-
tions from a rural into an industrial economy. Problems such as the growth of 
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population, increasing urbanisation, inadequate education, the miserable state 
of public health, the development of the railway-system, the need for factory 
regulations and many others, called for a new social class which could think 
out and provide the necessary solutions. In the beginning of the nineteenth 
century only medicine, the Bar, the Church and the Armed services were con­
sidered as professions. In the course of the century, however, we see attorneys, 
solicitors, surgeons, apothecaries, civil engineers, architects, accountants and 
civil servants successfully demanding entrance to the professional class. This 
rapidly expanding class, which gloried in its newly acquired higher status, 
wanted for its children, (especially its sons), the best education their money 
could buy. This demand was met by supply. Many old, endowed schools were 
enlarged and reformed, new schools were founded. Because of the social 
prestige attached to the Public Schools, these new schools also adopted the 
name. 
These mid-nineteenth century Public Schools, either newly founded or "pro­
moted grammar-schools who raised their fees and took boarders, thus becoming 
non-local," м often called themselves New Public Schools. Some of them were: 
Cheltenham (1841), Marlborough (1843), Brighton (1845), Lancing (1848), 
Hurstpierpoint (1849), Clifton (1862), Fettes (1870). Reddie also used this 
term in the 1889 prospectus, though in his case the adjective "new" carried 
wider implications, as will be seen below. 
Before the great reformer, Thomas Arnold, became headmaster of Rugby 
(1829), Public Schools, in spite of their great prestige, beautiful historic 
buildings and fine spacious grounds, did not always come up to the mark. The 
curriculum was narrow and concentrated on classical languages and history. 
The reason for this was that the statutes of most old Public Schools required an 
M.A. of Oxford or Cambridge for headmaster and often also for masters, which 
meant that these schools were staffed by classical scholars who knew little out­
side their own subject. French was compulsory at Rugby, optional at the other 
Great Nine. English was not considered a "real subject" and consequently was 
not formally taught. Until 1850 only Rugby taught mathematics, two periods 
a week. It was optional at Eton and did not exist at Harrow. A gentleman 
studied the classics; mathematics and modem languages were all right for the 
non-gentry who had to hunt for jobs after they left school. 
Outwardly these pre-Amoldian Public Schools maintained a certain degree 
of religiosity; tins did not conform to what was practised inside them. Religious 
services, school prayers, Confirmation and the Bible in Greek were parts of a 
religious tradition but did not mean very much for the school community. 
Religion had become conventional lip-service instead of a living, real influence. 
Arnold and Rugby did much to change this. "He elevated the chapel. . . into 
a most powerful agency of moral and aesthetic inspiration."9e He aimed at 
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forming Christian gentlemen and all the good new Public Schools of the second 
half of the nineteenth century followed his tradition of making the school "the 
training ground for character."*7 
Although in the course of the century the numbers of teachers in holy orders 
declined, the headmaster was usually a clergyman. In 1893 out of 22 head­
masters of famous Public Schools only 5 were laymen; for teachers the numbers 
were 641 and 542.0 8 Victorian headmasters were towers of men and absolute 
monarchs. "It is a tradition of English life that the Headmaster is an autocrat 
of autocrats and the very mention of the title conjures up in the minds of most 
people a figure before which they trembled in their youth and with which they 
have never felt quite comfortable even in mature life." M From this it may be 
inferred that Abbotsholme's headmaster was no exception to the rule. The high 
salaries in the top schools, £ 4,000 or £, 5,000 a year, attracted capable men, 
many of whom used their positions as stepping-stones to high office. Of the 8 
Archbishops of Canterbury appointed after 1860, 6 had been Public School 
headmasters.100 The Amoldian conception of the headmaster was that he had 
an intense personal relationship with his pupils,101 and that he supplied strong 
leadership to his masters. That was why nineteenth century headmasters tried 
to keep down the numbers of pupils, something impossible in our mammoth 
comprehensives and the principal reason of the increasingly impersonal rela­
tionships in our schools. 
The salaries of masters were not high. There was a staff shortage although 
teaching was the only way out for Oxford and Cambridge graduates who had 
no livings or private fortunes. Housemasters seem to have been better off. Ac­
cording to Bamford there were two streams of schoolmasters, those who were 
the social equals of the parents of their pupils - and the ushers. The conditions 
of the latter were sometimes deplorable and their level of instruction was low. 
The organisation of teaching was according to setting. The subject matter 
was divided into what Reddie was to call "mouthfuls" and pupils progressed 
from set to set by passing exams. In the same form a difference in age of three 
years was common and six years was not rare. Classes were big; the school was 
divided into lower, middle and upper school. The food was bad and accomoda­
tion primitive. Before Thomas Arnold came to Rugby, pupils slept six to a bed. 
Discipline outside the classroom was maintained by senior pupils who were 
called prefects, monitors or praepostors. Punishment was a common feature of 
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schook; lines, expulsions, but especially flogging. Even Arnold was a renowned 
flogger. 
Boys had too much leisure; drinking, fighting, wandering away from school, 
rebellions and sexual perversions evoke the picture of a regular blackboard-
jungle. At some schools and in some periods homosexuality seems to have been 
rife. In Tom Brown's School Days, a veiled description of Rugby, we read: "He 
[a pupil] was one of the miserable, little, pretty, white-handed, curly-headed 
boys, petted and pampered by some of the big fellows, who wrote their verses 
for them, taught them to drink and use bad language and did all they could to 
spoil them for everything." And in a footnote the writer adds: "A kind and wise 
critic, an old Rugboean notes here in the margin: "The small friend system was 
not so utterly bad from 1841-1847." Before that too there were many noble 
friendships between big and little boys, but I can't strike out the passage; many 
boys will know why it is left in."102 According to Mack "this vice began to 
sprout dangerously in the atmosphere of regimented manliness which prevailed 
in the late Victorian school... the problem of homosexuality was already by 
the fin de siècle so serious as to present a grave objection to public school edu-
cation."103 
In the course of the nineteenth century Public Schools came in for a growing 
amount of criticism and it cannot be denied that sincere attempts at reform 
were made, with the result that "by 1852 . . . the position was changing."104 
Reform, however, was difficult. The old endowed schools were not free to 
reorganise their curricula. In 1805 Lord Eldon had ruled in the Court of 
Chancery that Leeds Grammar School was not allowed to spend any part of its 
endowment on paying teachers of German, French or commercial training, 
because this had not been the founder's intention. A school could only enlarge 
the scope of its original foundation or endowment by a private Act of Parlia-
ment or by teaching new subjects in out-of-school lessons. Another obstacle in 
the way of reform was the upper class' attachment to the traditions, the class 
character, the narrow classical training, and the ethos of manliness and patriot-
ism, embodied in the Public Schools. Finally, there were the masters who all 
too often defended the status quo for reasons of self-interest, snobbery or real 
belief in Public School values. 
But in the age of progress new ideas could not be stopped from finding their 
way into the schools. In this context should be mentioned the names of indi-
viduals such as Matthew Higgins, who as Pater Familias started the Comhill 
Controversy,105 Sir John Coleridge, Henry Reeve, Herbert Spencer, Thomas 
Huxley, Michael Faraday, Charles Lyell and Dean Farrar; State Commissions 
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such as the Clarendon Commission of 1861 which studied the Great Nine,106 
and the Taunton Commission of 1864 which inspected all 3,000 secondary 
schools of England and Wales. 
Most of the reform took place before 1875; "Public School history between 
1870 and 1890 faithfully reflects the external conditions and the temper of 
mind of the age. Under the impetus of general satisfaction, reinforced by fear, 
the springs of the critical renaissance of the previous decade had virtually dried 
up by 1875, with the result that the Public Schools experienced few active 
reforms between 1875 and 1900. . . the spread of modem education was 
checked; neither free thought nor intellectualism found much more encourage-
ment than in 1875; and moral idealism found no hospitality at all."107 
It was in this period of educational drought that Reddie was pupil and master 
at Public Schools. In this institution he discovered many defects and short-
comings which cried out for reform. His objections to the Public School edu-
cation of his time, subjective though they are, may be summarised under the 
following four headings. 
1. Religion: Reddie opposed any form of dogmatic and sectarian religion; 
he held it against the Public School that its religious education and instruction 
was abstract, not attuned to the boys' real lives and their affections. 
2. Ethics: He rejected the competitive spirit of the Public Schools; the tyranny 
and cruelty resulting from a deteriorated prefectoral system; the absence of 
sexual instruction; the social apartheid and snobbery which made real and 
human contacts with the rest of the nation difficult if not impossible; the neglect 
of training for leadership; the lack of real character-formation. 
3. Instruction: He denounced the Public Schools' intellectualistic, abstract, and 
rationalistic approach; its neglect of object-lessons; the absence of an artistically 
stimulating environment; the lack of a properly trained staff; the passion for 
athletics which excluded other forms of bodily activity; the ignorance of the 
boy's own body and his personal hygiene. 
4. Curriculum: He ridiculed the narrow classical curriculum with its contempt 
of the Modem Side; the early specialisation; the neglect of the mother tongue 
and modem foreign languages; the craze for cramming facts for examinations. 
Reddie of Abbotsholme and the nineteenth century British Public School 
cannot be separated. One can safely say that if there had been no Public Schools, 
there would never have been an Abbotsholme. 
To let Reddie speak for himself whenever possible, he should have the last 
word: 
"Listen to the four maxims of a great English School perpetually dinned into 
the boys' ears. Be industrious; that is, try and get above your comrades. Be 
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self-restrained; cork up your feelings and be cold, formal, and "moral." Be 
modest; that is, be prudish and affected, be gentlemanly instead of natural and 
healthy. Be pure; that is, conquer and kill one lust (which, somehow, according 
to Christ, seems often to furnish children to heaven) but never a word against 
purity in trade. 
These are the "moral" maxims of an immense school; but, as one boy, 
starved on these husks said: "But, oh, sir, affection is foreign to the whole spirit 
of the place." Could man, or institution, or system, meet more terrible indict­
ment than that young boy's spontaneous remark contains? I am sorry to say I 
can only endorse his opinion. At one school known to the writer, the boys 
were never allowed to work together; for their masters wished eternal competi­
tion. And how could a boy's merits be gauged if he got help, or wasted his time 
in helping a comrade? They wore a stereotyped, and somewhat glum expression; 
for they were trained to self-restraint. They were remarkable for the absence 
of enthusiasm; but this was modesty."108 
Section 15: Reddie, England, Germany: a three-cornered affair 
Section 4 gave instances of Reddie's admiration of Germany and things 
German, and of his biting criticism of England and the English; this section 
will describe how his thought was influenced by his attitude towards both 
countries. 
The starting-point will be that Reddie did not love Germany, nor that he 
hated England; he admired Germany and was, perhaps unconsciously, afraid 
of it; he was a good patriot and by his national and educational reform he 
hoped to give his country the leading place in the world which, he thought, it 
deserved. Putting it metaphorically, he flirted with Germany to show England 
its shortcomings. But like most romantic lovers he strove after the impossible. 
In the object of his love, youth, he tried to bring together the best of two worlds. 
In the New Man who would be created in the New School the best qualities of 
Germany and England would be combined. In September 1909 he delivered 
a speech in the Frankfurt "Musterschule," in the course of which he said: "It 
has been my earnest wish to see united in my boys the virtues of the two 
kindred Nations, Germany and England, which are not only akin in their blood, 
as well as in their ideals, but which have never yet, throughout their history, 
been enemies, though, frequently, cordial allies . . . Both Nations should com­
bine the virtues of each; presenting, each to the other, their best and most 
cherished gifts: German deductive thought, depth of feeling and organised 
talent on the one hand, and English inductive thought, self-control and power 
to observe and to improvise. Such a combination would be ideal... Not by 
envy and jealousy, but by friendly intercourse and incessant exchange of ideas, 
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we shall all be able to further the cause of Human Progress through sane 
education."109 
What was it that Reddie, rightly or wrongly, admired in Germany and the 
Germans? The list is impressive: industry and hard work; thoroughness and 
efficiency; intellectual qualities; social purpose and obedience to the State; 
striving after unity and organisation. These qualities Reddie tried to practise in 
his personal life and in life at Abbotsholme. Everyone who has seen the Ab-
botsholme Reports, the maps, the printed and framed regulations, the diagrams, 
everyone who knows Reddie's authoritarianism, his love of detail, his enor-
mous sense of duty and his complete devotion to work, will be able to judge 
how far he succeeded. 
What was wrong in England and what needed reform? According to this 
highly critical Scot, the English were lazy, ignorant, materialistic, amateurish, 
pampered, selfish, inefficient, unsystematic, unco-operative and lacked leader-
ship. 
To substantiate the above, some quotations are relevant. In his postscript to 
Lietz' Emlohstobba, Reddie wrote that it had always been his educational ideal 
"to combine the German talent for organisation with our English love of free-
dom and self-reliance . . . We English, certainly, do not sufficiently understand 
corporate life. You Germans are not sufficiently accustomed to stand alone. 
If the virtues of both could be blended in each, a more capable generation 
would grow up on both sides of the German Ocean, and the two chief branches 
of the great Teutonic family - the one greatest on land, the other greatest on 
sea - could, if knit in friendly alliance, deliver Europe from the absurdity and 
crime of internecine war.. .110 If Germany, on the one hand, teaches us the 
best method of instruction, we on the other hand can, I think, furnish you with 
a picture of harmonious education. Let us combine the best German School-
instruction with the best all-round English School-life. Then we shall have the 
perfect Educative School as it appeared to the imagination of a Herbart and a 
Ruskin."111 
It was suggested above that Reddie's feelings towards Germany were mixed; 
he admired her but was at the same time afraid that she would dominate Eng-
land. In Abbotsholme he described Germany as "the most powerful, best or-
ganised, and most progressive country in the world." He thought that "Eng-
land will yet have to learn many lessons from Germany, if our Educational 
System, our National Organisation, our Philosophy and our Religion, not to 
speak of our Army (and, we fear too, our Navy) are not to remain very largely 
the "wonder and astonishment of the world for antiquated absurdity"... our 
British ignorance and prejudice are the cause of our backwardness and will be 
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the probable cause of the Decay and Dissolution of our Anglo-Keltic World-
Dominion."1 1 2 
This same combination of respect and fear appears from a passage in Unwin's 
The Truth about a Publisher. "On one occassion, in a state of fury at our in­
competence, he broke the pointer across the table and said that if we did not 
learn to think and to take more pains we should end by blacking the boots of 
the Germans . . . He described how they came over here, worked as volunteers 
in our factories, lived on the smell of an oil rag, picked our brains, and then 
with German thoroughness did the job better than we did." 1 1 3 
Again and again Reddie used Germany to frighten his own countrymen. 
"The Germans do not mean to muddle through; but, having got the army 
perfect, are now bent on having a perfect Navy. Do we ask what for? The 
reply is: To punish people who grab a fifth part of the globe, and who refuse 
to fill it with educated people." 1 1 4 
In his sermons he castigated the English whenever he saw an opportunity to 
shake their self-complacent but false feeling of security and superiority; "an 
English boy . . . is absolutely unable to see anything unless it is in an entirely 
gross, material f o r m . . . the average English boy is perfectly incapable of 
understanding a thing that is said to his brain; the average English boy is sunk 
in the flesh . . . in Scotland . . . you have on the whole a distinctly higher type 
of human being." (28 July 1901). 
On 4 February 1906 he ridiculed English amateurishness thus: "In my hum­
ble opinion, nothing can be done with a country that has such an idiotic way of 
arranging its affairs . . . the square pegs in round holes is what the Englishman 
delights in. It is one of our national peculiarities to like to have a misfit... we 
are extraordinarily lazy and, therefore, ignorant, and, therefore, inefficient, 
because we do not believe that it is worth the trouble to do anything thorough­
ly." 
The annual haymaking was one of the great events in life at Abbotsholme. 
Its educational importance was that it taught organisation and co-operation. 
"It is the one thing Englishmen cannot do. The whole Empire is going to pieces 
because Englishmen are so foolish over this. They are so conceited, self-
opiniated, self-reliant - to give a charming word to it - so insular and filled 
with themselves that they do not take the trouble to co-operate with other 
people." And then follows the ever-recurring, ominous warning: "If we cannot 
co-operate, we will be trampled upon by those who do. Look at the Germans!" 
(1 August 1906). In 1917, when England and Germany had been waging a ter­
rible war for three years, he attacked his country's ignorance, laziness, degener­
ation and praised German industry, energy, and intelligence. "When I used to 
go over to Germany every year to study their educational schemes, on my 
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return I was filled with absolute terror and dismay at the self-satisfaction of 
everyone with their own faults. There everyone was eager and ready to learn 
what could be done to improve education." And then followed the enigmatic 
afterthought: "Now,.. . the Germans alone are fighting the whole world." 
(28 October 1917). 
Reddie's highly critical attitude towards his own country, however, did not 
make him blind to the German danger. "No doubt, the Germans in this war 
planned aggression. I for my part am absolutely certain of the whole thing, 
having heard a good deal of their plans twenty years before the war started." 
Britons are fighting and many are killed "that we at home may escape the 
horrors of German misrule." (4 March 1918). And when the Great War was 
dragging through its last months, he averred that "however much I admire 
German methods and doubly when I think of the muddle we are in, never-
theless, I am perfectly clear in my mind that I do not want to see my country 
dominated by the Germans." (24 June 1918). 
One should be careful not to draw an entirely negative portrait; Reddie 
sincerely tried to be a good patriot but in his dictionary the word had a con-
notation different from most Englishmen's. "Those of you who think that I am 
always running down the English . . . There are some people who think that 
patriotism always means telling lies and refusing to see any faults. That is a 
maudlin point of view." (27 January 1918). Reddie was no Houston Chamber-
lain. "i was so disgusted with this englishman writing scurrilous things of his 
own country, when he would have been better in every way to have kept quiet 
instead of becoming a protagonist against his own country." (14 October 1923). 
Several references have already been made to Reddie's sense of mission, his 
prophet-like attitude, his belief that he had a vocation. He felt called upon to 
reform his country, its education and institutions; he thought that the best thing 
one could do for one's country was to point out honestly and courageously 
what was amiss. England had to be saved from ruin; this was possible only 
when new leaders, new "Directors," were educated and trained. It was the task 
of Abbotsholme to produce these new men who were to occupy all key-posi-
tions in the nation. Reddie's tragic mistake was that he wanted to provide these 
leaders by thrusting upon his country German methods, German characteristics 
and a German philosophy of life. This made it difficult for Englishmen to 
accept him and it is one of the reasons why he was ignored, neglected and in the 
end forgotten. 
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CHAPTER IH 
CENTRAL THEMES IN REDDIE'S EDUCATIONAL THINKING 
Reddie's educational writings are hardly within reach of the student of the 
history of education. That is why this chapter will summarise what may be 
considered his most important publications. They are chosen for the light they 
throw on his educational ideas, and to show how far the theory of this eclectic 
thinker was represented in his writings. Reddie was essentially a practical man; 
he did not find time to build up a theoretical system of his own. His writings, 
however, develop some central themes which form a theoretical background 
to his practical reform. The reader will understand that a certain degree of 
repetitiveness is inevitable. 
Section 16: A New School; 1889 
This account of Abbotsholme's educational aims and methods was printed 
in The Pioneer of April 1889, and afterwards included in A bbotsholme, pp. 2 1 -
34. A truly educational manifesto, it was signed by Reddie, Muirhead, Cassels 
and Carpenter; the internal evidence of Reddie's aggressive style, a footnote 
mentioning "my original program" (p. 26), and the fact that Reddie was the 
educational expert of the four, point to him as the main writer of this scheme 
of education. 
His starting-point is: Why a New School? 
Of late the conviction has grown that the education offered by secondary 
schools is stereotyped, artificial and unsatisfactory. These schools narrow and 
distort the physical, moral and intellectual nature instead of educating it. In 
this New School, however, the powers of the boys will be harmoniously devel-
oped, they will be trained how to live and how to become rational members of 
society. 
The Public Schools have their good sides but they have lost contact with the 
spirit of the time. Too much attention is paid to the dead languages, too little 
to the modem languages, natural science and English history. The pupils do 
not know anything about their personal and social life. Physical education is 
narrow and limited to games. 
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We have no time, Reddie goes on, to wait for internal reforms in the Public 
Schools. They are hampered by tradition; there is a keen competition among 
them; their links with the Universities restrict their scholastic freedom. Reform 
from the outside is not easy either. The parents have no time and do not form 
a unity which can function as a "pressure-group." (this term is not Reddie's). 
The State cannot do much because, in spite of their name, Public Schools are 
practically independent. 
Reddie and his fellow-reformers believe that a school is needed which com-
bines the advantages of the Public Schools with "those which flow from a 
careful study and application of the methods of the modem Science and Art 
of Education." (p. 24). True education has two objects, the general growth of 
man's nature and the preparation for special work in the community. That is 
why the New School's education is arranged in two stages, general and special. 
I . G e n e r a l E d u c a t i o n 
The educational system of the New School will be founded on the humanistic 
or neo-humanistic principle of the harmonious development of the boy's na-
ture. This will be Reddie's ever-recurring and basic idea.1 The boy must there-
fore be trained in four fields: A. Physical and manual. B. Artistic and imagina-
tive. C. Literary and intellectual. D. Moral and religious. Already in this first 
manifesto Reddie states that the central point of all education will be ethical. 
(p. 25). 
A. Because Reddie considers the Public School's exclusive interest in team-
games one-sided, the physical education at his New School will consist not only 
of games, but also of manual work. This is of course a clear echo from Ruskin, 
Carpenter and the Fellowship of the New Life. Handicraft has many advan-
tages. It is healthier; it inculcates respect for manual labour; it develops social 
feelings and it promotes manual dexterity, exactitude, concentration and self-
reliance. 
The boys will also be taught occupations which are related to their personal 
needs, such as boot-making, cookery, tailoring, butter-making and other do-
mestic subjects. In a footnote which is interesting because it is so self-revealing 
Reddie writes: "I have not yet seen my way to carrying out this item in my 
original program, though some cookery and butter-making had been tried 
from time to time. First, there is the general incompetence of servants and their 
class prejudice to bar the way; and, secondly, there is the fact that cultivated 
women are fast forgetting the right field for womanly talents and influence in 
their foolish attempt to turn themselves into second-rate men, and study subjects 
from which even boys and men are now becoming mercifully delivered." (p. 26). 
The pupils are also expected to work in the garden and on the estate, to learn 
how to ride and drive, how to care for farm animals. 
1
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B. The boy's imagination must be stimulated by poetry, ballads and songs; 
his senses and bodily powers must be developed; his reason must be trained. 
Following in the footsteps of Ruskin, Moms and Thring, Reddie will make 
the atmosphere in the school aesthetically stimulating. The boys will work in 
the school's workshop where they learn carpentry, carving, metalwork, model-
ling, drawing and decorating so that their creative instincts are developed and 
they themselves can make their school home as beautiful as possible. 
C. The mother tongue is the foundation of the intellectual education. A 
thorough knowledge of at least one other modem language is required, French 
or German, but preferably both. Latin and if possible Greek will be taught 
only in their elements; as far as mental disciplines go they have no greater value 
than the modem languages. The only reason why the classical languages are 
still taught at Abbotsholme is because they can help the full understanding of 
English and "Modem Latin," i.e. French. Language teaching win be according 
to the natural (what we would call direct) methods. In history, geography and 
all other subjects instruction will progress from the concrete and modem to the 
abstract and ancient. History will be taught in close connection with geography. 
The pupils will meet classical antiquity through translations and classical art. 
They will make excursions and visit British industries in order to get to know 
modem life. 
Natural science will also be taught along inductive lines. Reddie, who was a 
scientist himself, warns against "abstract laws and cumbrous terminology" 
(p. 30) and pleads for "simple concrete examples." (p. 30). All natural sciences 
must, as far possible, be taught together. Section 13 showed that Reddie be-
lieved in the ontogenesis being a repetition of the phylogenesis. That is why he 
recommends the "natural way," by which is meant: "As it has grown in the 
human mind historically, which is the way it tends to grow in each child." 
(p. 30). 
Abbotsholme will be an Active School, with laboratories, workshops, ex-
cursions, a museum, fieldwork and a botanic garden. Memory-work and sys-
tematic knowledge will not be neglected but will not be the chief subjects of the 
curriculum. Because music is an important educational means, "having its 
practical, artistic, scientific, and social sides," (p. 31), it will be taught to every 
Abbotsholmian. 
D. Moral and religious education is for Reddie the alpha and omega of all 
education. This is a second fundamental principle of his theory. In this field he 
evidently believes in a functional, non-intentional approach; "morality cannot 
be taught by lessons and sermons... it is rather the outcome of the whole 
influence of the school." (p. 31). As Abbotsholme will be a home and a 
training-place not a barracks or a monastery, the right moral atmosphere will 
be the result of examples, ideas, sympathy, love, and a harmonious fraternity. 
Morality, which Reddie defines as "the doctrine of right and wrong," (p. 32), 
must be taught in connection with religion, which is rather vaguely described 
as "some general conception of the Universe and man's destiny in it." (p. 32). 
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Religious instruction at Abbotsholme will be undogmatic and unsectarian; the 
fundamental principle will be Christ's teaching that Love redeems man from 
his baser self. Ecclesiastical history and the other great world religions will also 
form part of the curriculum. The liturgy will combine music and art with prac-
tical moral instruction. 
II. Specia l Educa t ion 
A serious evil of other schools is that boys are crammed for examinations 
and the capture of prizes and scholarships. The natural result is that the less 
gifted, who form the majority of any school-population, are neglected. Reddie 
rejects competition because it develops the selfish instincts and makes prize-
winning the end of education. Life is no lottery, education should teach that 
sincere effort is always rewarded. Up to the age of fifteen all boys will receive 
the same general education; after that age some form of specialisation will be 
possible. Boys can be prepared for the Universities of Britain and Germany, 
public examinations, commerce, industry, agriculture and the professions. 
It would be exaggerated to say that everything in this important first prospec-
tus is new; the reader, however, will feel great admiration for the parents who 
sent the first sixteen pupils to Abbotsholme in October 1889. 
Section 17: The Revised Prospectus; 1894 
The official and grand title of this publication, included in Abbotsholme, 
pp. 133-150, is: The New School Abbotsholme, on the Dove, Derbyshire -
An Educative School for Boys - Prospectus. The original prospectus of 1889 
had to be revised because five years' experience had shown that it was im-
possible and undesirable to squeeze general and special education together be-
tween the ages of eleven and eighteen. Hence in 1894 the general aim is "to 
provide for boys, between the ages of 11 and 18, an all-round Education of an 
entirely modem and rational character based upon the principles of Educa-
tional Science, and adapted to the needs of the English cultured classes." (pp. 
133-134). Compared with 1889 the mention of the social class for which the 
school provides education is new. It shows how far Reddie had moved from 
Carpenter, the Fellowship and his early Socialist enthusiasm. He intended to 
reform society, starting from the top by reorganising and re-educating the Di-
recting Classes. Abbotsholme was to be an élite-school, but its élite was differ-
ent from the often snobbish Public School-population. 
Reddie describes School and estate as an ideal miniature kingdom planned 
to hold no more than one hundred pupils; this microcosm will serve as an ob-
ject-lesson from which teaching can start, and round which all work can be 
concentrated. 
Another new aspect is that Abbotsholme will be a "compact and highly 
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organised Educational Laboratory." (p. 135). This interesting point is not 
further elaborated. 
The Revised Prospectus was drawn up because Reddie's view of general and 
special education had changed. In 1894 he thought that "the higher the orga­
nism, the longer should be the period of growth." (p. 137). Boys of the cultured 
classes should grow until the completion of their eighteenth year. From his for­
mulation it may be inferred that this type of boy has a higher organism than a 
lower-class boy. This is evidence that Reddie no longer believed in equality 
and accepted a hierarchical society. Up to eighteen Abbotsholmians were not 
allowed to specialize, but they received a wide, all-round, liberal education. 
Schools must not try to do the work of Universities, Technical Colleges etc. 
However, the school is still in a phase in which every pupil counts. That is 
probably the reason why Reddie feels obliged to mitigate his claims for a 
general education; because of the "unorganised state of the educational ma­
chinery of this country" (p. 138), specialisation in the sense of preparation for 
examinations is allowed, but boys will not be crammed for scholarships or 
competitive examinations. 
In 1894 the teaching-staff consisted of Dr. Reddie, K. Neumann, W. С Pils-
bury, A. J. Homer Hawkins, R. L. Lancelot, S. de Brath, W. J. Morrell and 
H. Newbould. Reddie's sister, Florence, was Lady Superintendent. 
The 1894 prospectus also contained a Plan of Education. The formation of 
a "strong, self-reliant, disciplined and moral Character" (p. 142) is the aim of 
education; two means are available, guidance and instruction. As this edu­
cational plan is fully worked out in Reddie's Short Sketch, it will be discussed 
in section 19. 
As far as the physical, manual, intellectual and artistic education and instruc­
tion are concerned, there are hardly any differences between 1889 and 1894. 
However, writing about ethics and religion, Reddie is much more concrete and 
precise than in the first prospectus. Again he emphasizes that "the training of 
the will or character is the fundamental aim of the Education given." (p. 148). 
To achieve this character-formation there are, besides guidance and instruc­
tion, five special means. 1. The Chapel Services. (Reddie hardly ever distin­
guishes between moral and religious education). These services focus Abbots-
holme life "by setting before the boy definite maxims of conduct associated 
with the actions of ideal persons, the whole series of pictures being grouped 
round the Person and Life of Jesus Christ." (p. 148). 2. Learning by heart parts 
of the Gospel and the Psalms. 3. Undogmatic, unsectarian religious instruction, 
adapted to the boys' age. 4. Special attention to social relations, mutual respon­
sibilities and education of their affections, (p. 149). 5. Absence of prizes and 
marks, because virtue is its own reward. 
Interesting for the further history of Abbotsholme is the paragraph stating 
that School and estate are the property of the Headmaster but that they will 
eventually be placed under a Trust, to be sure that the aims and methods of the 
School will be maintained. 
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Section 18: Answers to the Royal Commission on Secondary Education; 1894 
This so-called Bryce Commission had the following terms of reference: "To 
consider what are the best methods of establishing a well-organised system of 
Secondary Education in England, taking into account existing deficiencies . . . 
and to make recommendations accordingly."2 As Reddie was always com-
plaining about the lack of system and organisation in England and was always 
holding up Germany as an example, the queries which the Commission sent 
him must have been precisely what he would have wished. 
Before replying to the questions he describes in five points what he considers 
the main defects of the present educational system. This description may be 
taken as his philosophy of education in a nutshell. 
1. Secondary education cannot be discussed without taking also primary and 
higher education into account. 
2. Effective education and instruction is only possible when a line is drawn 
"between the work to be undertaken by each type of educational institu-
tion . . . The lack of clearness regarding the work to be done by each school, 
muddles all minds." (p. 155). 
3. Education must be saturated with religion; moral training must be made the 
first aim and last "Secular education does not exist: education is either 
moral or immoral, is either religious or irreligious." (p. 156). Present reli-
gious and moral instruction is described as waste of time and poisoning the 
boy's mind, because it tries to introduce incomprehensible dogmas instead 
of instructing the children as to their duty to their neighbours. When they 
know more about this they will know more of their duty to God. (p. 156). 
4. The entire curriculum must be reformed. Too much attention has been paid 
to books, words, analysis and memory work. Latin and Greek are over-
emphasized, and the modem side has been neglected. Teaching is unplan-
ned, unmethodical, and confused; teachers are forced to cram for examina-
tions and consequently they forget the real educative work which is the 
formation of character. A new education requires a new aim, i.e. the forma-
tion of a moral and religious character, and a new curriculum in which 
modem and technical subjects will have the place they deserve. 
5. The athletic curriculum is equally absurd. Boys no longer play games, they 
are trained for a "football war." (p. 157). The moral purpose of games has 
been forgotten and an athletic mania is degrading English schoolboys. Red-
die suggests compulsory military service as an outlet for all superfluous 
energy. It is a good training in patriotism, discipline and duty, characteristics 
which most Englishmen lack. Very sensibly he warns against the "clapping 
on of 'technical' subjects in a haphazard fashion" (p. 157) because a bal-
anced, organic curriculum is never achieved by "mere accretion of subjects." 
(p. 158). He furiously castigates his country and people for its faults and 
2
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 154. This publication covers the pages 153-191. 
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defects, but a Briton's blood will always out and at the end of his educational 
creed he confesses that all reform must benefit "the immortal English People 
which has been offered the Empire of the World." (p. 159). 
After these introductory statements Reddie replies to the Commissioners' forty-
odd questions of which the most interesting may be noted. 
His definition of a University is highly unusual. "Every educational institu­
tion which instructs people after their school days should form part of a cor­
poration called The University, granting diplomas certifying in simple English 
what a man can do, whether plumbing or carving, or writing Latin Verse." 
(p. 159). All institutions of higher education should be amalgamated into the 
British Imperial University, the work of which will be specialisation. The task 
of the secondary schools is to give an all-round, liberal, general education. The 
present educational chaos is the result of the fact that schools specialise so that 
the "universities have to teach the A.B.C, of every subject, the moment the 
beaten track, for which the schools prepare, is left." (p. 159). Just as in the 
Revised Prospectus, Reddie shows himself an opponent of early specialisation 
because it means a neglect of the moral education. As in his earlier pronounce­
ments he relegates Latin and Greek to the background. To the Commission's 
question "What should be the age of competition for College Scholarships?" 
Reddie answers: "Scholarships are an utter absurdity... No one should be 
bribed to study." (p. 161). In this way money is set free which can be used to 
increase the financial means of national education and to lower education fees. 
Here Reddie again finds an opportunity to denounce competitive examinations 
and the giving of prizes. "It is a horrible crime to make children compete at all." 
(p. 167). 
Regarding Secondary Education he proposes three types of schools, primary, 
secondary and tertiary. In our discussion of A η Educational Atlas we will 
return to this division. But why three types? 1. Children have different capaci­
ties, belong to different physical, mental and moral atmospheres and grow at 
different rates. 2. When children of different cultural levels are mixed, the 
better are more degraded than the worse are elevated. 3. The democratic dream 
of equality is a delusion. People are bom unequal, it is the task of education 
"to draw out of each all we can." (p. 166). Reddie even thinks of the magic 
idea of "doorstroming"3 before the term was coined. The work in all schools 
must be the same up to the age of eleven, so that "we can easily transfer child­
ren from one school to another." (p. 166). 
He diagnoses a fatal tendency to think that intellectual education improves 
morality. On the contrary, "mental power is merely a sword, and a sword is 
neither moral nor immoral." (p. 175). The more the intellect is trained, the 
more the affections should be developed. The chief defect of the educational 
system is that it pays more attention to wits than to morals. 
3
 Easy movement of students between various types of schools, one of the innovations 
introduced by the Dutch Secondary Education Act of 1963. 
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All teachers must be trained at Training Colleges. The universities should 
set up Education Departments and organise training colleges at every possible 
school. Theory and practice must be interwoven. Reddie compares English 
teachers with their German colleagues. The former are butchers, the latter 
surgeons. "The surgeon removes the leg without staining his cuffs; the butcher 
hacks and hews, and bespatters with gore himself as well as his victim." 
(p. 177). The only way out is here also a New School and a New Education; 
"men [must be] trained in the world of real life, in contact with real nature," 
(p. 178), they must not be trained on "words, phrases, conventions and super-
stitions." (p. 178). 
Chapter IV will fully discuss Reddie's views on co-education. Here, how-
ever, his reply to the Royal Commission's question "What is your experience 
of the teaching of boys and girls in the same day-school, or the same day 
classes?" should be noted. 
According to Reddie "the prevalent belief, that boys and girls are meant by 
Providence to grow up together and to be much together in early life, and that 
many evils arise from boys and girls being educated apart; - this belief I con-
sider to be based upon too slender a foundation. I have above suggested that 
children should be educated together until 11 years of age, but no longer." 
(p. 189). Reddie's reasons are: Co-education is unnatural because boys and 
girls have separate interests; they respect each other less because competition 
is apt to spring up; familiarity breeds contempt; the isolation of the male and 
female is essential because control of "the positive energy" and "the peculiar 
electrical potential, which constitutes the essential sex factor" (p. 190) forms 
the character; the vices of boys and girls would be increased if "without long 
centuries of education in these matters, they were thrown more into each other's 
company" (p. 190); in the boy puberty develops slowly, the girl becomes a 
woman in a few months. Co-education accelerates the masculine development, 
whereas it should be retarded. 
Reddie's very complete replies to the questions of the Royal Commission end 
like this: "It is not enough to organise a school. If the latter is to endure it must 
be designed to fit into a system of national education. The Tertiary School I 
am endeavouring to organise is not intended to suit the whims of a few faddists 
but the normal wants of the Directing Classes of a Reorganised English Na-
tion." (p. 191). 
Section 19: A Short Sketch of the Educational Ideals and Methods to be fol-
lowed in a Normal Tertiary (higher secondary) School; 1898 
This publication4 clearly shows Herbartian influences. What is understood 
4
 REDDIE, C. - LIETZ, H. - HOOPER, G.: A Short Sketch of the Education l Ideals and Meth-
ods to be followed in a Normal Tertiary (higher secondary) School, London 1898. Ac-
cording to Reddie, Lietz and Hooper's contribution consisted of advice, suggestion, etc. 
The pages are not numbered. 
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by Normal Tertiary School wUl become clear in section 20 which deals with 
Reddie's An Educational Atlas. In A Short Sketch he describes this school as 
"the normal type of a school for Boys between 11-18 of the Directing Classes 
of the British Empire." The most important sections of this work are entitled: 
1. Guidance. 2. Instruction. 3. Aims of the School life. 4. Methods employed. 
5. Utilisation of the experimental results of educational science. 6. Co-opera-
tion between school and home. 
1. Guidance: According to Reddie boys are guided by force, moulding them 
from the outside, and affection, influencing their hearts. The external force, 
called government, comprises direct control by the masters; the rules and 
customs of the school; the program of work; and the general moral atmos-
phere. Affection is termed training and it consists of the example of masters; 
the affection between teachers and boys, the various social school activities, 
and the Chapel services. 
In a sermon delivered on 5 February 1905 Reddie described the two func-
tions of education, guidance and instruction. One is "to cultivate the heart, the 
affections, the will. . . when you guide, you draw or inchne a person as well 
as you can to do what is right." On the other hand "we have got to govern the 
mind or brain, train it to a certain thought... you have to build up in the mind 
a body of knowledge, or, in the jargon of the paedagogues, the circle of 
thought." 
2. Instruction: The aim of instruction is to cultivate an all-round interest in 
nature and human life, to develop the faculties, and to build up knowledge. 
Instruction must develop a circle of ideas which will fortify the character. 
3. Aims of the School Life: To cultivate harmoniously and completely all 
the powers of the boy, physical, spiritual and intellectual; to train him how to 
live and become a good member of human society. The eclectic Reddie wishes 
to combine the merits of English, French and German schools and to avoid 
their errors such as over-accentuation of sports at English, and neglect of 
man's emotional and affective aspects in French and German schools. 
4. Methods employed: A. Full use of time; the boy must be kept from loaf-
ing, he must be occupied all day long. This is a point where another reformer, 
Ellen Key, disagrees with Reddie. "Was ich in der Tageseinteilung vermisse 
sind die Stunden in denen die Knaben ganz über sich verfügen können, ohne 
alle bestimmten Beschäftigungen sein, frei lesen, umherstreifen oder träumen 
und unabhängig voneinander sein dürfen. Für Entwicklung eigenartigen Na-
turen ist es vieUeicht in Abbotsholme nicht um vieles besser bestellt als in den 
Schulen des alten Typus." Б В. Wise allotment of time; the boys must be saved 
from the effects of too much and too little effort, from weariness and ennui. 
С Wise supervision; overstrain of body (modem athletics), of brain (modem 
cramming), of will (modem temptations), must be prevented. D. Skilful se­
quence of studies; the work must be arranged in steps suited to the age of the 
5
 ΚΕΥ,Ε.: Das Jahrhundert des Kindes, Berlin 1902, pp. 304-305. 
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boy, so that his growth is free from strain. E. Skilful interlocking of the differ-
ent branches of instruction; studies are divided into two groups: humanistic 
studies such as history, morals, religion, and naturalistic studies, e.g. geography, 
mathematics and nature-study. Within each group all work is integrated and 
treated as a unity. Instruction will be theoretical as well as practical, outdoors 
as well as in class, through contact with realities as well as through words and 
books. 
5. Utilisation of the experimental results of educational science, such as 
pictures, methods of observation, methodic units - mouthfuls — "each deliver-
ed in distinct steps in obedience to fundamental psychological laws first clearly 
announced by Herbart, Rein and others in Germany," teaching geography in 
the language of that country and language instruction according to rational 
methods. 
6. Co-operation between school and home: This sounds novel and promising, 
but what Reddie means is different from what the unsuspecting reader may 
think. The boy should never waste his time; he is given holiday tasks which may 
only be omitted when good books are read, wholesome out-door exercise is 
taken, time indoors is spent on music, drawing, workshop, and foreign trips are 
made to France at the end of the fourteenth or Germany at the end of the six-
teenth year. Parents are asked to keep in touch with teachers and school so that 
boys cany on at home the daily routine of school; in other words, Abbotsholme 
indoctrination all the year round. 
Section 20: An Educational Atlas; 1900 
The Atlas" consists of an introduction, a prospectus for a tertiary school, 
three time-tables, two school orders, two work-plans, two examination time-
tables, an examination report, a clothes-list, and some forms for teacher-
applicants and their references. 
In the introduction Reddie mentions a definite scheme of work as the prime 
need for every tertiary school; its object is to develop a circle of thought "such 
as would best enable boys or girls [references to the latter are rare with Reddie] 
of our Directing Classes, at the present crisis in our history, to perform their 
duties perfectly." The nation lacks organic harmony. This harmony will never 
be attained by the present exaggeration of individualistic self-reliance and the 
English tendency to pay too much attention to isolated details. The great prob-
lem of the moment is how to balance individualistic free enterprise and "the 
social force commonly called Public Spirit." There are signs, Reddie continues, 
of an evolution towards a greater national integration. The trade unions try to 
0
 REDDIE, C. - HOOPER, G.: An Educational Atlas, London 1900. The pages of the intro-
duction are not numbered. According to Reddie, Hooper put the facts into easily digestible 
form. 
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organise labour; the need is felt for a better traming of the masses and a better 
education of the Directors, "the one class to obey, the other class to rule," and 
attempts are made at a reorganisation of local government. 
The educational system, "if system it may be called," is the cause of unsatis-
factory conditions in the Church, the Army, the Law and the cities. "If we 
mean to have a more organic life, we must begin in our schools and create 
there a new faith." Competition must be replaced by co-operation and true 
public spirit which does not primarily look to individualistic success but to the 
advance of the community. The whole curriculum must be reorganised so that 
a circle of thought is developed which aims at unity and harmony. 
After the introduction Reddie describes his tripartite school system "showing 
how we propose to manufacture the three necessary social classes." His classi-
fication offers an interesting parallel to what Rein calls Volksschulen, Mittel-
schulen and Höheren Schulen. (Vide: Section 13). 
АД children, upper, middle and lower class, boys and girls, are educated to­
gether from three to seven in the Kindergarten and from seven to eleven in the 
Fore School. Kindergarten-education is "racial," the aim is "preparing the 
ground," the Fore School is called "national" and its function is "sowing the 
seeds." When they are eleven years old, the children can go to three sorts of 
schools. Primary education is for the "Handworkers," "the Millions," 'The 
Bones and Muscles" of the nation. These lower class children remain here for 
three years. Then follow four years of compulsory military service which means 
that the morning is devoted to "industry," the afternoon to military service and 
the evening to study. From eighteen to twenty-one the handworkers are in 
Industrial CoUeges. When they are twenty-four they are allowed to marry. The 
middle classes attend their secondary school from eleven to seventeen; their 
military service is three years, followed by three years in a Technical College. 
These "Administrators," "the Thousands," "the Blood and Nerves" of the 
nation may marry when they are twenty-six. Abbotsholme is the example of a 
Tertiary School, for the "Organizers and Creators," "the Hundreds," "the 
Heart and Brain" of Britain. This school covers seven years; when they are 
nineteen-"puberty begins in boys of the better types in this class" - these upper 
class boys do their military service for two years and from their twenty-first to 
their twenty-fourth they study at Professional Colleges. When they are twenty-
eight they have reached virility and are allowed to marry. 
In the appendix to Abbotsholme Reddie mentions the thoughts on which his 
tripartite classification is based. 1. Society must be hierarchic and must be 
governed by the capable, the Directors. 2. An educational system must be the 
simple representation of the existing social organisation. 3. Socibty must neces­
sarily be separated into classes. Every class must have its own school, but the 
university must express the unity which underlies the universe and "the commu­
nion reached by the proper co-operation and interdependence of all classes." 
(p. 636). 4. An educational system must recognize that the physiological and 
psychological forces which operate in the different classes are not identical at 
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the same age. 5. The ideal educational system is the working model of the 
nation it intends to create. 
Reddie repeats the aim of his Tertiary School, the school for the third class, 
the directing class, (Vide: The Revised Prospectus) and compares Abbotsholme 
with a miniature kingdom, the citizens of which are the masters and pupils. 
Education and instruction will start from school and estate as a fundamental 
object-lesson. The school will be organised as an Educational Laboratory. Edu-
cation must be as liberal as possible; some specialisation is allowed because of 
the "present unorganized state of the educational machinery" (p. 6) but it is 
considered a necessary evil. 
Though Reddie was an opponent of examinations, oral and written tests 
were not unknown at Abbotsholme. They were not held to discover the boys' 
relative value but their only purpose was "to train masters and boys in the 
methods of examinations." (p. 11). Reddie was realistic enough to know that 
for the time being and for the boys' benefit his New School had to fit in with 
the existing system. 
His New Education naturally requires a New Curriculum; this must be a 
synthetic curriculum. Every part of it must aim at a common result, the harmo-
nious, all-round growth of the boys. Abbotsholmians will first be organized 
according to their intellectual, physical, mental and moral development; after 
that the work will be organized to suit the pupils, in other words, education and 
instruction will be pupil-centred. The guiding principles of the curriculum are 
"nebeneinander" or "interlocking of the work" and "nacheinander" or "se-
quence." (p. 6). 
An interesting question is broached when Reddie describes the high demands 
that he makes on new teachers. It is natural that he requires competent, healthy, 
well-schooled and well-educated masters. The reader, however, is astonished to 
learn that this wine-loving and cigar-smoking Headmaster prefers teetotallers 
and non-smokers on his staff. That Abbotsholme masters must be Christians 
and gentlemen sounds very Arnoldian. Typical for Reddie is that he adds "of 
punctual and business-like habits." (p. 13). Christian does not mean that the 
candidate must belong to some church or must confess some dogmatic creed. 
"It is meant that he does honestly and earnestly strive in Deed, Word and 
Thought to realise the Ideal Life pointed out by the great moral and religious 
Teachers of Mankind and in particular by Jesus Christ." (p. 13). According to 
the former Socialist Reddie, a gentleman is not somebody who belongs to 
"some Family, School, University, or Social clique" (p. 13), but it is character-
istic that "he has lofty aims, leads a clean life, keeps his honour unsullied, de-
serves the esteem of other men, and the affection of his intimates; that he is 
modest in good fortune, bears calamity with fortitude, and through evil and 
good maintains truth always." (p. 13). 
During the first two years appointments are held from term to term only. 
"Every master's position in the School will depend on his general conduct, his 
attitude to the Boys, his Colleagues and the Headmaster, and upon his ability 
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both to leam and to teach." (p. 13). Around 1900 Abbotsholme-masters were 
paid £ 100 to £ 140 a year.7 
An Abbotsholmian's clothes-list may seem a trivial detail but it throws an 
interesting light on the man who drew it up and on his time. Reddie was a 
fanatical apostle of mens sana in corpore sano. Nothing was too trivial for his 
attention; he prescribed the right position of lying in bed and even how the boys 
should use the latrines, which he called "earth-closets." His "fellows" should be 
provided with (i.a.): Two woollen Norfolk suits, one umbrella, one schoolcap, 
one bowler hat - "for use in vacation" - , nine collars, eighteen handkerchiefs, six 
ties, three woollen vests and three pairs of woollen drawers. It must have 
shocked Victorian mothers to read "for boys under 14 drawers may be desir-
able; for boys over 14 they heat the thighs too much." (p. 15)e. Alle these 
articles of dress had to be marked and Abbotsholme's meticulous headmaster 
even laid down where; the schoolcap, in the middle of the crown; the pocket 
comb, scratched on the back; the socks, top inside, but the stockings, top out-
side] (The italics are Reddie's). 
Section 21: Abbotsholme; 1900 
This remarkable book9 of 600-odd pages was meant as an apologia for Ab-
botsholme and as propaganda for Reddie's New School philosophy. After he 
has stated his sole aim: 'To help in a humble comer, the creation of a nobler 
Englishman, to organise a nobler English speaking Empire, to aid the Ascent 
of Man" (p. X), he gives a short autobiography until 1889. Chapter I is the 
first schoolprospectus, followed by some press-notices of this New School. 
Chapter II is entitled A Pioneer School at Work, and describes the first school 
year. 
Chapter III is about A Dutch Professor's Visit and Verdict. He is van Eyck 
mentioned in section 6. 
Chapter IV deals with founding the Old Boys' Club, and Chapter V gives a 
brief history of Abbotsholme during 1893-1894; Reddie's visit to Rein and 
Jena; Herbart's influence through Rein's Pädagogik im Grundriss; first meeting 
with Hermann Lietz and a visit to Stuttgart. 
Chapter VI compares the Universities of Oxford and Edinburgh, and the 
1894 Revised Prospectus appears in Chapter VII. Chapter VIII consists of the 
Answers to the Royal Commission on Secondary Education; in Chapter IX, A 
French Verdict, Edmond Demolins describes Abbotsholme. 
Chapter X gives a brief history of Abbotsholme during 1894-1895; Court-
hope Bowen's Inspector's Report and a description of the Chapel services. 
Every master at Abbotsholme had to sign a loyalty pledge. In this chapter 
7
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8
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9
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Reddie explains this remarkable custom as follows: "The experimental results 
achieved at Abbotsholme are the property of the school and not of any individ-
ual who is assisting in carrying them out." (pp. 218-219). 
Chapter XI, English Verdicts 1895-1896, contains press notices of the 
school. 
Chapter XII, German Verdicts, is an important and long chapter comprising 
Lietz's Emlohstobba, Roman oder Wirklichkeit. 
Chapter XIII, An English Exposition oj the System in Process of Develop-
ment at Abbotsholme, 1896, is mainly a discussion of a book10 by Stanley de 
Brath, who taught at Abbotsholme from 1894-1895. 
Chapter XIV has A French Savants Verdict and press reviews of Demolins' 
book. Chapter XV is worth mentioning because it includes an article by J. H. 
Gunning in the Tijdschrift voor Onderwijs en Opvoeding, October 1898. Gun-
ning calls Abbotsholme a perfected Noorthey,11 because Abbotsholme is no 
refuge for spoilt children of rich parents and because the school does not cram 
for examinations. 
The last three chapters consist of press reviews, schools and projected 
schools on Abbotsholme lines (Vide: Chapter V of this study), a description of 
the New Buildings and Reddie's paper on Modern Educational Experiments in 
Europe. 
The appendices contain Reddie's letter of application for the headmastership 
of St. Dunstan's (1888); some testimonials; a reference to An Educational 
Atlas, and the catalogue of the Abbotsholme Exhibit at the English Education 
Exhibition of 1900. 
Chapters II and XII deserve fuller treatment. Chapter II describes the phys-
ical, intellectual, artistic, social, moral and religious objectives of Abbotsholme. 
Physical and manual education aim at a harmonious development of the body; 
knowledge and appreciation of and interest in industrial occupations; "a steady 
flow of nervous energy over the whole body during a larger portion of the day 
than is possible under the usual conditions of life at school." (p. 62). 
Intellectual education has the following objectives: training the boy to deal 
with things as well as with words; teaching him to pass from the concrete to the 
abstract; showing the practical application of the various subjects; developing 
the desire to learn for learning's sake and not for marks or prizes. 
In 1889-1890 subjects taught were French, German, English, mathematics, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping, physics, dynamics, chemistry, hygiene, economics, 
geography, history, social health, and "the laws of personal life." (p. 71). The 
school is organised on a physiological basis, "the school order is one of age 
only." (p. 72). 
Artistic education, drawing, music and literature, has a threefold purpose, 
1 0
 BRATH, S. DE: The Foundation of Success, a Plea for a Rational Education, London 
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 A Dutch School on English principles, founded by P. de Raadt at Voorschoten in 1820. 
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namely training the senses, developing aesthetic feelings and discovering latent 
artistic talents. 
The boys are socially educated through "social recreations" which take place 
in chapel every evening. (A casual visitor may have received the impression 
that Abbotsholme religion comprised no more than "secular" singing, reciting, 
debating etc.). The aims are to accustom the boys to "quiet, healthy and ratio-
nal" (p. 75) amusement in the company of older persons; to teach them self-
restraint and to train them to read aloud, recite, play the violin, perform plays 
etc. 
One of Reddie's guiding principles was that "religion must saturate every 
part of life." (p. 77). Life does not consist of religious and secular fragments, 
but is an organic and harmonious whole. The day's routine is "one long yet 
varied religious service." (p. 77). Every morning the school community comes 
together "to direct the mind to the best and most exalted ideas known to us." 
(p. 77). Reddie warns against vexing children with dogmas which even grown-
ups do not understand. 
Chapter XII comprises Lietz's Emlohstobba. This book which Reddie trans-
lated into English in 1897 was prefaced by Rein and is dedicated to: Der Neuen 
Schule Emlohstobba und der Übungsschule des pädagogischen Universitäts 
Seminars zu Jena in Dankbarer Treue. 
Naturally Reddie was greatly honoured by this book about his school (Em-
lohstobba is an anagram of Abbotsholme, he himself figures as Dr. Eidder, 
Neumann as Namuen, Hermann Lietz as Namreh, etc.): "In it he has uncon-
sciously idealised the place and all its inmates. But though we recognize this, 
we are none the less grateful to have our faults left out of sight and our virtues 
magnified." (pp. 254-255). Emlohstobba describes a day in the life of Abbots-
holme. Lietz calls the school which was to inspire him to found the Lander-
ziehungsheim Ilsenburg in 1898, a school where boys are no martyrs, a school 
where instead of a one-sided training of the understanding and memory, man is 
formed harmoniously, a school which will not be found in Germany or France 
but not on the moon either; the "Kingdom on the river Dove" is the New School 
Abbotsholme in the British Isles. 
Reddie's paper on Modern Educational Experiments in Europe (Abbots-
holme: pp. 590-601), was elaborated as The Essentials of a Tertiary School 
and included in John Bull; this work is discussed in the following section. 
Section 22: John Bull, and two other papers on Education; 1901 
This work ^ consists of three papers which Reddie read on various occasions. 
13
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The first, for the Cheltenham branch of the British Child Study Association on 
8 December 1898 is entitled John Bull, his Origin and Character; and the Rise 
and Present State of the Anglo-Keltic World Dominion. As stated above Red-
die's educational reform cannot be separated from his attempts to bring about 
a national renaissance. Hence this very critical paper deserves fuller considera-
tion. 
Reddie's views can be summarised as follows. In view of the present educa-
tional chaos in England, the most important subject of child study must be that 
infant prodigy John Bull. When we have studied this child and have before our 
mental eyes the ideal type we will create, then we can try to construct an educa-
tional system for the whole nation. 
What sort of child is it? What is his nature? "What are the constituent ele-
ments, physical, aesthetic, moral and intellectual, in the British child and what 
is the growth-momentum of each?" (p. 10). 
The aim of education must be the general, all-round, harmonious, non-
specialised culture of the whole man. This object is not attained because of the 
English lack of system. In the primary schools the children are taught mainly 
words and the symbols of things. They have lost all contacts with things at 
home. A school's first duty is to interpret a child's environment and life to him 
and to make him help others in improving both. For this the methods of the 
school are love and discipline. The same evil is apparent in the secondary 
schools. There is too much specialisation, too little general education, too little 
connection between the different parts of the curriculum, between life at home, 
at school and in the country. Also at the unversity-level chaos reigns. 
No reform can be expected from the existing and decaying institutions. The 
Public Schools are backward, they educate a New Boy according to old pre-
scriptions. These schools and the universities are governed by "social cliques 
and the ghosts of antiquity." (p. 21). The only way out is private effort. When 
private schools have introduced reforms, the Public Schools should be com-
pelled to adopt them. Reddie announces that his main theses will be: What are 
the fundamental characteristics of John Bull? What is the ideal John Bull we 
desire to produce in each type of school? Knowing our child and knowing our 
ideal, how can we turn the first into the second? In this paper he will consider 
only the first thesis. 
Reddie then describes the characteristics of Englishmen, English society and 
the English national character. He places himself in Carlyle's Great Tradition 
when he says: "Would not an honest Dictator possessed of common sense, be a 
more effective Ruler than our grasping muddle-headed Democracy?" (p. 23). 
Because it is a salutary experience to see oneself with other eyes, he will de-
scribe what foreigners think of England and the English. The portrait is by no 
means flattering. The foreign view of John Bull is that he is aggressive, into-
lerant, violent, stiff, cold, awkward, insular, prejudiced and hypocritical. 
English society is characterised by the conflict of two ambitions "the love of 
dominion and the hunger for equality." (p. 30). All will rule, none will serve. 
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There is no hierarchy based on virtue, only a social caste-system based on a 
jumble of prejudices. The workmen are lazy and pampered, people worship 
money. "The national Idol is the amateur, the national Horror is the expert." 
(p. 32). The English are not a nation but "a congeries of units with no common 
name." (p. 34). The towns are hideous, the population sordid, the language 
degraded, the spelling absurd, the legal system chaotic, religion declines into 
paganism. The intellectual dullness is largely the outcome of the English wor­
ship of the classical languages and the neglect of their own. The result is that 
"to think luminously we think іл French; to think profoundly and accurately 
we must employ German." (p. 36). Another reason why the national mind is 
shallow and dull lies in the daily reading of what Reddie calls the Reptile Press. 
(p. 40). A real hindrance in the way of a united, organic education is the un­
bounded freedom of the press. 
The most serious defect in the educational system is that religion does not 
have the central place which it should have. Reddie considers religion the be­
ginning and end of all sound education. It must be taught inductively, according 
to the facts of history and psychology, and it must be made into a living force 
in a child's life. 
It spite of all this the Anglo-Kelts (the term is Reddie's) have achieved world 
dominion. The causes for this are hereditary influence, such as the fusion of 
different races; the excellent geographical situation; and historical good for­
tune. Unlike Demolins (who in A quoi tient la supériorité des Anglo-Saxons 
thought that nothing could stop the British from maintaining their world su-
premacy), Reddie prophesies a gradual decay of the Anglo-Celtic civilisation 
because of the racial degeneration, the ungovernable English masses, the cli-
matic influences which make the mind foggy and stupid, and the silly, illogical 
language which results in mis-education. 
But though Reddie is pessimistic, he sees a way-out. "Our task is to devise 
an educational engine suited to our imperial future. We need rulers, not any 
more the healthy but ignorant amateur, but a carefully trained expert... How 
are we to get this? . . . Our primary need is organisation and organisation means 
hierarchy, the hierarchy of virtue." (p. 52).13 These rulers need not be elected, 
because they rule by right divine, the right of capability. All that has to be done 
is to abolish present incapable, cheap-jack education, and to organise sane and 
wholesome education which can create a directing class. There must be a class 
to rule and a class to obey. For this latter class "I know no better agent than 
compulsory military service" (p. 52), because it would cure England's chief 
vices, lack of honourable subordination and lack of unselfish patriotism. 
The second article is entitled The Essentials of a Tertiary School. This long 
essay was an elaboration of a paper read at the Women's International Con-
gress in 1899. According to Reddie we all agree that a school is " a place to 
13
 This term, with its Herbartian echo, was often used by Reddie in the meaning of 
"superior ability." 
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grow men." (p. 54). But the important problem is what sort of men? What is 
our educational ideal? This is ultimately a religious question for the God whom 
we imagine in our minds and adore in our hearts, that is the ideal we must 
realise. What will this New Man, living in a New Community, be like? 
Reddie thinks that this problem is twofold. 1. What is the life and general 
education which will lead to full, harmonious manhood? 2. What is the special 
education which will result in useful citizenship in the community? 
His very characteristic answer is that "it depends on what class of being the 
boy is from birth, it depends on what inheritance he brings into the world from 
his unknown mysterious past." (p. 55). 
By law of heredity there are three classes. The millions, the multitudes who 
work with their hands; the thousands, the officers who organise the millions in 
small groups; and the hundreds, the supreme minds, who can organise whole 
nations. These classes require different kinds of education. Because in England 
the class worst taught is the directing class, Reddie founded Abbotsholme, a 
school for educating organisers of the nation. The problem is now reduced to 
this, what is the general, what the special education of the Directing Classes? 
Reddie repeats his conviction that specialisation is the task of the university 
which means that his school provides general education. To decide the contents 
of this liberal education, one must first answer this question: What is the end 
of life? Why are men bom? 
In the universe and in human life there is a fundamental craving after unity. 
An important agent in the movement to greater human unity is marriage, "the 
outgrowth of physical love." (p. 57). The child that is bom is an attempt to 
realise the longing after unity, it is an attempt to produce a whole man. The 
inevitable consequence is that education's primary objective is the creation of 
a harmonious human being. 
A boy has male and female elements. So has a girl. The perfect balance of 
these elements in one being is unattainable, but education should reach to-
wards this ideal. This is impossible when boys and girls are co-educated be-
tween their eleventh and eighteenth year. Reddie's Tertiary School "must in 
particular aim at producing this balanced, harmonious being" (p. 62), for this 
man only can have the physical, mental and moral perfection which qualifies 
him to lead. In other words, Reddie founded Abbotsholme to educate and train 
a superman, an "Uebermensch," who will govern the British Empire not be-
cause of money, high rank or influence but "because he is possessed of right 
divine." (p. 62). 
In some respects all people are equal, all are potentially divine but they are 
not all at the same stage of evolution. Therefore there are different types of 
schools. Abbotsholme provides an education suited to the potential leaders of 
the nation. They are to direct great groups of people, that is why they are 
trained to organise the school-community, to deal with all sorts and conditions 
of men, to be good community-members themselves. Reddie's supermen must 
come up to the highest requirements such as a strong and healthy physique; an 
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all-round intellect; the capacity to analyse and synthesize nature and man; and 
finally the power to love and to will. When a human being is to be created 
combining the strength of a man and the gentleness of a woman - in a word a 
gentleman — a harmonious environment is necessary. This is the Abbotsholme 
School-state. Building, estate and school-life are the "ever-open, inexhaustible 
textbook . . . the handbook of religion and the living working-model for all 
studies." (p. 66). The New School must be a playroom, workshop, gymnasium, 
museum and laboratory. It must be a faithful representation of family, Empire 
and Church. "When at eighteen he [the Abbotsholmian] leaves his second 
home, this miniature world, he ought to feel the unity of the Universe and the 
Communion of Mankind and his duty to the whole." (p. 67). 
Reddie summarises this important essay as follows. Humanity, "in its prog-
ress towards Divinity" (p. 67), passes through three stages. We must educate 
each class for its own proper work. National perdition can be averted only 
when we train those who are in the last stage, who are nearest the Divinity, to 
be leaders, organisers, inspirers. The contemporary Public School is unable to 
do that. (For reasons given above). Britain's ruling class does not realise that 
the crown it will wear must be a crown of thorns. "If we can get our picked 
boys . . . to become possessed of the right ideals, the country can be saved from 
its present inward rottenness and from the imminent peril of decline and dis-
solution." (p. 69). 
The third and last part of John Bull is entitled The Relation of Primary, 
Secondary and Tertiary Schools to one another. All over England we see 
schools, colleges and Universities springing up, but, Reddie wonders, is there 
any definite plan behind all these haphazard activities? There ought to be a 
national system in which all educational institutions could be fitted. "Schools 
which suited, possibly, the days of the small island and the small shop, no 
longer suit the needs of a big empire and its intricate international commerce." 
(p. 72). This national school-system must give every Englishman the chance to 
be educated and taught. "In the Primary Schools England's sons should be 
trained to be arms and legs of the nation. In the Secondary Schools should be 
trained all those who organise the food or blood supply. . . In the Tertiary 
Schools should be trained those only who are to provide for progress to 
higher existence, individually and nationally." (pp. 74—75). In this article, 
reprinted from the Leek Times, Reddie concentrates on the Primary School. 
Pupils must attend this school until their fourteenth year. By means of English, 
history, geography, natural science, drawing, singing, gardening and carpentry 
they are taught to be good craftsmen. The present educational muddle will 
disappear only when definite schools are established for definite classes en-
dowed with definite capacities. These Primary School-pupils must learn that in 
life they will have superiors above them, "not owing to the possession of money, 
but owing to the possession of virtue." (p. 76). The millions must be taught not 
to rise out of their class but "to raise the whole standard of their class." (p. 76). 
It is exceptional for Reddie to devote some attention to education for girls. At 
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their Primary School they will leam how to cook, sew, wash, in short to orga-
nise the home. Their sacred duty of woman and mother of the future race must 
be impressed on them. Naturally they will not be educated together with boys. 
"She will have her games, dancing and occupations suited to her own nature 
and not a feeble imitation of those developed to suit boys." (p. 76). 
Section 23: Is Abbotsholme an Experiment!; 1902 
This is the title of an article that Dr. Reddie published in The Abbotsholm-
ian, 1902, pp. 4-5. 
Abbotsholme is often called an experiment because it is a new enterprise. 
But life and education, if it is to continue, must always be progressive and ex-
perimental. The reason why the established schools are dead and useless is that 
they do not try anything novel. New and different boys arrive every year but 
they are all forced into the ancient, traditional groove. 
The old schools originated in the monasteries. They made their aims "not 
the study of life or of things, but the study of the phantom of life and ghost of 
things, which the monastic camera obscura might reflect." (p. 4). The monks 
studied words instead of nature; but the words studied were not English, but 
Latin and Greek, dead languages. In English grammar schools the old system 
is continued. Instead of interpreting the boy's life, these schools ignore it. Of 
course the pupils resent it, but as the Public Schools are the gateways to success 
in social life, parents and boys bow to necessity. 
Another fatal defect in the present educational system is its psychological 
absurdity. Boys are made to study the abstract before they have handled the 
concrete. A book is just a mass of words. "If the word is a ghost, the book is an 
army of ghosts, and the education through books, wholly or mainly, must be a 
phantom education." (p. 4). Book-learning, rote-leaming, cramming, they all 
choke the thinking-faculty. 
Reddie then ridicules the primer, which he calls an "intellectual Liebig or 
meat lozenge." These extracts are easy to swallow but the human stomach 
requires real and strong mental food. At Abbotsholme, books are used as 
little as possible. Abbotsholmians must use their eyes, hands and brains instead 
of learning by heart what other people have seen, done and thought. If books 
are of any use, how to use them must be taught first. Boys have to be educated 
through things rather than through words. Sitting with books, studying the 
ghosts of things is unwholesome at a period of life when the body cries out for 
physical activity and muscular work. To sum up: "True education must be 
through Things and Words together, but put Things first." (p. 5). 
Section 24: How should we educate our Directing Classes'!·, 1909 
This paper was read at the Author's Club on 5 July 1909, and printed in 
The Abbotsholmian, Summertenn 1909, pp. 9-25. In his lecture Reddie poses 
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five questions; his answers form a good summary of his social and educational 
ideas of reform. 
I. Who are the Directing Classes and why do ours require a New Education? 
The former Socialist Reddie thinks that equality is impossible; some people 
must lead, others must follow, grades appear everywhere; "Society must be 
hierarchic, and the Pyramid is its useful symbol." (p. 9). It is difficult, however, 
to decide who should be at the top, who at the bottom of the social ladder. 
Among those who try to arrive at a decision Reddie observes two tendencies. 
The masculine type of mind will "offer the crown to the efficient," (p. 9), the 
more sluggish minds favour "the rule of a cultured caste, which restrains genius 
and shelters mediocrity." In the nineteenth century a new power arose, the 
plutocracy, 'the power of riches without duties or responsibilities." (p. 10). 
This class of idle rich tends to surpass the existing forms of aristocracy, that 
of the efficient and that of the cultured. The efficient class calls for reform be-
cause it knows what is wrong; the cultured class clings to tradition because it 
has no idea of what other countries are doing; "the irresponsible Plutocrats, 
for the most part, support stagnation . . . the power of dead riches too largely 
governs Church and State." (p. 10). It cannot be denied that "schools are under 
the thumb of Wealth." (p. 11). This makes reform impossible; as long as these 
rich, idle youngsters want an easy and comfortable life, the schools afford it. 
The reason why schools for the Directing Classes are chaotic is that these in-
stitutions have to reckon with the demands of the cultured, the efficient and the 
plutocrats. This part of English education is consequently the weakest and 
worst, especially compared with America and Germany, England's great rivals. 
The English are virtually the last people on earth to recognise that educa-
tion is more important for national success than armies or fleets. Prussia 
realised this after Jena, France after Sedan; England, however, is too insular to 
see this. Its successes are still set down to the Public Schools, but this is not 
warranted by facts. "There has been an enormous wastage in these Schools" 
(p. 12); Reddie then mentions two glaring defects of the Public Schools, which 
at the same time are the reasons why a New Education for the Directing Classes 
is necessary. A. These institutions inculcate in their pupils a spirit of selfish-
ness. This is illogical as most Public Schools are endowed, which means that 
they are subsidized out of the national budget.14 The Directing Classes are 
consequently educated at the public expense but their schools do not foster a 
sense of obligation to the nation. B. The spirit that reigns at Public Schools is 
insular, narrow, self-satisfied, and intolerant. It is a spirit ideally suited to the 
English temperament which Reddie describes as "steady, plodding, unima-
ginative, unconscious, somewhat stupid, acquisitive." (p. 13). Britain won a 
great empire by individual enterprise; the modem world, however, demands 
14
 Reddie is wrong here. The endowed Public Schools in his day needed no subsidy be-
cause they relied on fees and benefactions. The taxpayer had nothing to do with them. 
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co-operation and organisation, therefore the Directing Classes must be trained 
along these lines. 
II. Is the present speaker competent to handle such a great question? 
Reddie describes his own life; the time spent at three Public Schools and 
Edinburgh University, his German period, three years of teaching, a year of 
lecturing under the University Extension Scheme, the foundation of Abbots-
holme. He mentions the great interest his school has excited all over the world, 
the approval it has met with, the twenty or thirty schools that have sprung from 
Abbotsholme. Because of his many-sided experience and his travels to the 
continent, Canada and the United States he feels competent to state that "the 
English, neither physically, mentally, artistically, nor morally, are superior to 
those of other lands." (p. 16). The boys of Public Schools are good raw material 
but they are handicapped by prejudice, insularity, inertia, foggy brains, snob-
bery, and stifled affections. The causes are exaggerated individualism, the 
spirit of competition, egoism and lack of patriotic self-denial. Of course there 
have been schools which tried to remedy this and which raised a higher stan-
dard. But this does not help when, on leaving, boys enter an obsolete, fossilised 
society. "It is not enough then, to reform the School, we need a reformed 
Nation." (p. 17). The nation must become "an army of Educators," the 
country must develop into a "gigantic Educative Object-Lesson." (p. 17). 
III. What are the universal problems of education and the special needs of 
the English Directing Class? 
All over the world education must train the pupil to understand and control 
himself and to understand and co-operate with his fellows, nature, and "the 
great Goal of Human Destiny." (p. 18). These universal ends can be attained 
by the proper use of body, mind, heart and will. This means that the curriculum 
must include: Economics or Civics; Hygiene or Self-Culture; Naturalistics or 
Nature Study; Humanistics or History; Religion or "the Relation of Poesy to 
Philosophy and their harmony." (p. 18). 
The English Directing Class needs studies which train the intellect, educate 
the affections and inspire respect for justice and honest labour. Compared with 
Germany where the Ruling Class is forced to work and America whose Direc-
tors fight their way upwards, England is in a difficult position. Its youth is 
educated for an easy and luxurious existence, not for the rough life in the 
Empire, though many cannot find work in England and will have to cross the 
oceans. Consequently, a New School is needed. 
IV. What is the type of school required? 
Boys enter this ideal school at eleven and leave it at eighteen. They do not 
specialize but their powers will be developed on all sides. Specialization is the 
task of the university, the New School provides a liberal education. In this way 
overlapping and interference is avoided. It is not right that schools try to 
please "a crowd of competing Universities." (p. 21). They should be autono-
mous and concentrate on the boys' real needs. What are these? First of all in-
dividual health of body, mind and heart. But individual health is impossible 
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without social health; the New School is thus made a "co-operative common-
wealth" (p. 21) where pupils leam how to function in society, where they are 
taught "the hang-together of the common life." (p. 22). Good health, a happy 
life and the spirit of co-operation will produce high morals. An active outdoor 
and indoor life will make the studies real and concrete. These studies are 
divided between Nature and Man. The elements of every natural science will 
be taught. The principal language is English, but French and German are part 
of the programme because they teach clearness and accuracy. Visits abroad 
are encouraged because they break down prejudice and promote international 
friendship. Latin and Greek are studied in so far as they influence English. In 
the humanistic studies, geography, history and languages are correlated and 
concentrated "so that all is real and vital." (p. 23). Art and music will by no 
means be neglected. "Finally, the Chapel Services... crown the work of 
Education and unify all the studies and disciplines of the place." (p. 23). 
Summarizing, Reddie characterizes the New School as a place where pupils 
lead a happy life in clean country air, where play and work are balanced, where 
art and crafts are honoured, where all work together for the common weal, 
where the community is not too big so that the individual is not drowned in the 
multitude, and where the studies interpret life. 
V. What are the difficulties which are in the way of Reform and how can 
they be removed? 
Reddie sees three problems. A. The nation does not realize that the country 
is in a dangerous position and that only highly-trained leaders can help. The 
remedy he recommends is information through the press. B. Parents either inter-
fere with or ignore school and education. Here Reddie suggests Parents' Asso-
ciations, so that schools and parents can work in harmony. C. Schoolmasters 
are ill-trained and not prepared for their job. The only remedy is an Imperial 
College of Education which will meet the greatest want of English education, 
namely trained teachers. "As soon as we have them, they will reform the 
schools." (p. 25). 
Section 25: From the A bbotsholme Liturgy; 1910 
This book16 comprises liturgical services for Christmas, Easter, Pentecost 
and other religious festivals (liturgies which had been printed by the School Press 
since 1903); Reddie's translation and adaptation of the Beatitudes; a great 
number of psalms and chants and David's lament for Saul and Jonathan. Red-
die dedicated the work to "all that have worked wholeheartedly for the build-
ing up at abbotsholme of an ideal education for boys; in the hope that ab-
botsholme may be to them all (in the words of rabindranath tagore's shantinike-
Extra numbers to The Abbotsholmian, 1910. 
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tan - school song) "our own, the darling of our heart"... tagore's school, "the 
house of peace," has practically the same meaning as Jerusalem, (the city of 
peace), all our boys know that our Jerusalem has always been abbotsholme." 
For the present purpose this work is interesting because Reddie wrote a preface 
to it and introduced the several liturgies so that we find here a good summary 
of his ideas on religion and religious education. 
In the preface he states that Britain has had plenty of prophets but that 
it did not listen to them. Its greatest teachers - Shakespeare, Milton, Crom-
well, Blake, Carlyle, Ruskin - are ignored in schools, universities, churches and 
chapels; their works and the study of their lives have no place in "our native 
Book (or Bible) of Religious Education." (p. 5). He regrets that, while the 
British have their own prophets, seers and wise men whose thoughts and ideas 
- "arising from our own soil, in our own climate, amid scenes and occupations 
we all can understand" (p. 5) - are largely neglected, English Christiaas still 
have to listen to the old writings of a "distant, foreign, and despised unsocial 
People" (p. 5), much erf which is hardly understood. In the education of a 
nation the near, familiar and national should precede what is remote, obscure, 
strange and incomprehensible. If one compares the energy, time and money 
employed in teaching youth about Hebrew, Jewish, Greek and Roman heroes 
and literature, with the poor results, it may be asked if not better results could 
be attained "if we started nearer home, and first exhausted the immortal 
treasures of our credible, as well as wonderful, History and Art and Literature." 
(p. 5). The lessons and sermons read in English churches are so vague and 
contradictory that they would have a disastrous influence on the thoughts of 
the listeners, were it not that most people do not take them seriously and only 
listen with polite indifference. 
This book, Reddie proceeds, is an attempt to make religion and religious 
services meaningful for the boys, they should be touched "at all points" (p. 5), 
they should like chapel. Originally, chapel services at Abbotsholme were im-
provised and everybody contributed what he liked best, but gradually the need 
was felt to put these songs, poems, prayers and readings into permanent form. 
Mainly for this purpose The Abbotsholme Press was established in 1902. It was, 
however, never intended to publish the Abbotsholme liturgies; but the pres-
sure of the parents and Old Boys became too great to be resisted. 
As Reddie's unorthodox interpretation of religion includes "all that can be 
comprised under the words Philosophy and Poesy" (p. 7), it is only natural 
that at Abbotsholme chapel-services, school-life and studies should be fully 
integrated. Art, music, literature, ethics, aesthetics, all find due expression in 
chapel. Boys may select and recite readings and lessons; they suggest subjects 
for sermons and are encouraged to criticize them. 
It is interesting to contrast this matter-of-fact preface with the introduction 
to the Advent Liturgy. In this passage, which dates from 1895 Reddie is the 
mystic, intensely religious meditator. 
"iesous (jesus), the greek for jeheshuah (Joshua) or in another greek form 
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iason, who leads the twelve heroes in the argonautic ship to the mysterious land 
of colchis in the east, to find the golden fleece of the holy ram or male lamb, 
elsewhere called the immaculate lamb of god, is the heroic lifegiver. he is bom 
of that noble discontent (greek maria and hebrew myriam) which is ever un-
satisfied with what is; he is begotten of that celestial aspiration or desire for 
more (ioseph), which seeks after wider, deeper, higher being, iesus, at his bap-
tism by John, received the divine afflatus of the holy ghost - the celestial spirit 
of the eternal christos which will surely become incarnate in future generations 
of mankind (in, that is, the son of man) even on earth, the world of appear-
ances, as it eternally reigns in heaven, the true world of reality." 
It may be doubted whether many Abbotsholmians understood this passage. 
This cannot be said of the concise, polished form Reddie gave to the Beatitudes. 
Blessed are the reverent, and modest and humble: 
for theirs is the heavenly kingdom. 
Blessed are they who suffer for the sake of truth and justice: 
for great is their reward in heaven. 
Blessed are the heroes who persevere with manly fortitude: 
for they shall subdue the earth. 
Blessed are they who hunger and thirst after justice: 
for they shall be filled with its spirit 
Blessed are the merciful: 
for they shall obtain mercy. 
Blessed are the pure in heart: 
for they shall everywhere see the spirit 
Blessed are the peacemakers: 
for they are the sons of God. 
Blessed are the life-givers: 
for they shall receive life. 
In his introduction to The Abbotsholme Psalter, Reddie's translation and 
adaptation of twenty-four psalms, he repeats his conviction that the ineffective-
ness of much of contemporary religious and moral teaching arises mainly, if not 
wholly, from its vagueness, "where it is not actually false." (p. 13). He will try 
to make the psalms more intelligible and less like magical incantations. Ob-
solete and misleading terms will be replaced by clear and definite words and 
phrases. His guiding principles will be: 1. To try to reach the original meaning 
of the text. 2. To translate the ancient ideas into modem equivalents. 3. To 
associate each psalm with music peculiar to it Where thought or emotion 
change, the music expresses this. 
Reddie considered the festival of the Holy Trinity the commemoration 
of the fulness of the revelation of God and the evolution of the idea of God in 
man's religious consciousness. In his introduction to the liturgy for this day he 
says that there are three things that must be borne in mind: the manifoldness 
of God which teaches us to respect any honest religious conviction of other 
people; the difficulty of formulating our own religious sentiments and ideas; 
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the uselessness of speculating on questions which we shall never understand. 
We must recognize that every human being has his necessarily peculiar and 
personal conception of the universe, his own origin and destination, and the 
existence of an individual spirit, person, will, power or cause behind natural 
phenomena. We must further realize that the great religions of the world are 
particular conceptions of the universe and man's place in it. Finally, that 
apart from Jesus Christ, the inspirer of the Christian faith, "this religion, when 
it came to be expressed in formal doctrines, seemed to be a more or less con-
fused coalescence of the previous great religions of the world, imperfectly 
understood by many of its adherents. Some of these attempted to systematize 
its teaching with, as a result, a more or less illogical and mechanically con-
nected number of incompatible, or imperfectly compatible, factors." (p. 1). 
This acceptance of Christ and rejection of institutionalized Christianity was 
formulated in 1897. 
The Pentecost Liturgy is regarded as the school's chief religious festival be-
cause it commemorates the highest manifestation of God as the all-pervading 
Spirit of Light, or intellectual illumination. The Holy Ghost is described as a 
divine breath in whom we have our being, the spirit which creates, sustains, 
purifies and perfects the whole creation. 
We shall conclude this section by following Reddie's train of thought as 
reflected in his Christmas sermon of 1898. It fails as a sermon for boys be-
cause it is too abstract, but for our purposes it gives a good summary of his 
religious thinking. 
When one studies the great religions of the world, he says, one always ob-
serves three elements: divine manifestation, real or supposed; symbolism or 
embodied human feeling; allegory or a deliberate expression of transcen-
dental ideas. In heathenism or the religion of the wild, free life, the first ele-
ment is most important. In paganism, the religion of the cultivated field, the 
first and second play a great part. In "civilised" times (the inverted commas are 
Reddie's), the third element dominates. When religion passes into the brains 
of cultivated people, "it has all the juice squeezed out of it" (p. 15), as when 
Hellas' bright Gods were analysed, "torn into Philosophical rays" (p. 15) by 
the philosophers. If religion has no firmer hold on our hearts and bodies, the 
Gods become shadows and are relegated to museums. 
The great vitality of Christianity under stress of dogma, philosophy and 
materialism is due to its grasp of reality or the heathen and pagan elements in 
it. It is a religion of manifestation, of incarnation, of symbolism. Because it is 
founded on actual human life it is not speculative nor allegorical. For ordinary 
people this earthliness and simplicity bring salvation. The invisible Father of 
Love manifested himself in a visible Son whose life was love. Therefore Chris-
tian tradition teaches that divine kindness and wisdom appeared to men in the 
Babe of Bethlehem. He is the "Imago dei invisibilis primogenitus omnis crea-
turae."(p. 15). 
In our days when mechanism and mammon destroy creativity and feelings, 
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the birth of this Human Child to a working mother has a great significance. 
This importance cannot be detached from tradition and symbolism, embodied 
human feelings. "You cannot look back upon Tradition and separate the ele-
ment of "fact" from those elements which the heart has added." (p. 15). Our 
Christian faith is warm-blooded, earth-bom, and Heaven-bom. 
In the religion of the future the key-words will be reality and experience. The 
Christian religion is the transformation of thought and action through Love. 
As the mortal life is founded on knowledge, so is Love the basis of immortal 
life. Religion is the harmony of philosophy and poetry, the synthesis of the 
science of Man and the faith erf Woman. "As the basis of religious Philosophy 
is Knowledge which commands, so the foundation of practical Christianity is 
Love which persuades." (p. 16). 
Section 26: Prospectus; 1910 
Abbotsholme is announced as a Modem Public School on approved and 
original lines, for Boys of the Directing Classes. Although the preface says that 
the school differs fundamentally from other English Schools, Reddie does not 
want to place Abbotsholme entirely outside the Public School tradition, hence 
the reassuring information that "the School has preserved what is valuable in 
the traditional English Public School system." (p. 4). But why a New School? 
many critical readers of this prospectus16 will have wondered. Reddie then 
repeats the fundamental principles of his innovations: a harmonious education, 
a broad curriculum, modem teaching-methods, no specialisation, no book-
learning, great stress on community-life. Because existing schools neglect these 
principles, a New School is necessary. 
It is an interesting and meaningful difference from the 1889 and 1894 pros-
pectuses that the aim of the curriculum is now described as preparing "for 
entrance to Universities and other institutions of higher learning." (p. 7). But, 
Reddie immediately adds, "the School does not undertake to prepare boys for 
Competitive Examinations." (p. 7). A second example of his attempt at com-
promise is that, though he assigns a central place to the mother tongue, "Latin 
and Greek retain the first position relative to a liberal education." (p. 7). He 
still propagates the direct method, a concentrated and correlated curriculum, 
and an important place for natural science. At Abbotsholme there is no modern 
nor classical side. A truly liberal education has no sides and accepts no spe-
cialisation. 
The prospectus pays special attention to rational hygiene, "the laws of 
health." (p. 8). Reddie pleads for an open attitude of frankness and respect 
towards the boys' interest in the facts and phenomena of life. 
18
 REDDIE, C: Prospectus, The New School Abbotsholme, Derbyshire, Abbotsholme 1910. 
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Discipline aims at a self-controlled, self-reliant and straightforward char-
acter. The school population is divided into fags, raids, prefects and stars. 
Beside sports, manual labour such as woodwork, photography, gardening 
and beekeeping is encouraged as much as possible because it involves prob-
lem-solving and stimulates initiative and responsibility. The day's time-table is 
divided into ten hours for sleep, five hours for intellectual work, five for manual 
work, one and three quarters for meals, one and three quarters for recreation 
and half an hour for chapel. In Chapter I mention was made of R:ddie's fana-
tical attention to detail, he even prescribes how every lesson of forty-five minutes 
must be divided: ten to fifteen minutes for reproduction of the last lesson; 
twenty-five to thirty minutes for development of new work, five to ten minutes 
for summary and notes. 
In 1910 fees were high, even higher than in 1939, but Reddie, not unna-
turally, preferred small numbers at high fees to large numbers at lower fees. His 
Socialist days had passed long ago! Boys under twelve must pay £ 120 per 
year, twelve to thirteen £ 130, thirteen to fourteen £ 140, fourteen to fifteen 
£ 150 and the rest £ 160. An original idea is that very good pupils receive 
£ 10, £ 20 or £ 30 a year. This money is saved over a period of three years. 
It is paid in the form of a scholarship for further study or fees can be reduced 
by those amounts over the last three years at school. 
Section 27: The Public Schooh and the Empire; 1913 
This sixteen-page article1T by Reddie is a review of a book with the same title, 
published in 1913 by Herbert Branston Gray, late headmaster of Bradfield 
College. As might be expected, Reddie ridicules the lack of a national school-
system, the consequent educational chaos, the way in which boys at Public 
Schools are "being petted into imbecility" (p. 4), and the idea that co-education 
would be possible between eleven and eighteen. He enthusiastically supports 
Dr. Gray's opinion that national and educational regeneration can most easily 
come from the top of the social pyramid. For our purpose the most important 
part of the review is where Reddie describes the indispensible steps to reform. 
First of all a national College of Education must be established, separate from 
all existing educational institutions; staffed by the best experts available; fur-
nished with the most modem teaching-aids; provided with workshops, labora-
tories, gardens, lands, music-rooms and a museum; linked with test-schools, 
where experimental methods can be tried out Only such a model College of 
Education can supply the teachers which Britain and British education require. 
The first need is trained teachers; the second, up to date schools, granting their 
own diplomas. No large schools because they are anachronisms; only in schools 
of some 125 pupils can modem methods be employed and the whole life of the 
boy be considered. The aim of schools should not be large numbers but the 
17
 The Hibbert Journal, October 1913, pp. 1-16. Reprinted in: The Abbotsholmian, 1914. 
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moral, intellectual and physical culture of the pupils. "Then, and not till then, 
our schools will cease to be shops." (p. 16). The new schools must be "Land-
erziehungsheime" (The term is not Reddie's); they are in the country, which 
is the only fit environment, because it is the place were mankind can thrive. 
Reddie is practical enough to think of the necessary money; he suggests a 
three-fold solution. First, all endowments must be nationalised; next, all ob-
solete and out-of-date schools must be sold; finally, a loan of one hundred 
million pounds must be raised, "secured on the credit of the country . . . this 
would be the most productive investment ever made by this country; for educa-
tion spells Empire- and mis-education spells ruin." (p. 16). 
One of the less pleasant characteristics of Reddie's works is their repetitive-
ness; the effect on the reader of meeting time and again a string of CR's slogans 
is rather tedious. The following enumeration and description of some central 
educational themes, how far they changed, how far they remained the same, 
will therefore be as succinct as possible. 
Throughout his life Reddie fought against the political, social, religious, 
moral and especially educational conditions as they were in his time. He was 
not the man to distinguish between subtle shades of meaning; his educational 
thinking was expressed in terms of " n o t . . . but": 
Educational reform is not an end in itself, but the means to a national renais-
sance; 
Education should not aim at specialisation but should be general; 
It should not concentrate on training the intellect but on forming the character; 
Intellectual education should not be bookish but practical; 
Religio-moral education should not be sectarian and dogmatic, but should ap-
peal to anyone who wants to realise the "Ideal Life"; 
Physical education should not emphasize one particular sport but it should 
develop the body in all its aspects; 
Aesthetic education should not be restricted to looking at pictures but it should 
develop the boy's innate creative instincts and instil a reverence for beauty in 
all its expressions; 
Social education should not be based on rivalry and competition but on co-
operation and good fellowship; 
Schools should not be ivory towers of passive bookwork and learning by rote 
but active workshops of learning by doing; 
Schools should not be cosmopolitan but national; 
Schools18 should not be co-educational but simple-sex; 
Schools should not take children from all social classes but they should provide 
for one particular class; 
The classical languages should not form the core of a rational, synthetic, mod-
For secondary education. 
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em curriculum but science and the modern languages should have a central 
place. 
Although there is less evolution than one would wish in Reddie's educational 
thinking, it cannot be denied that on certain points he changed his mind. 
In the first schoolprospectus of 1889 he divides education into general 
(before the age of 15) and special (after that age). Already in the Revised Pros­
pectus of 1894 he gives up this idea and relegates specialisation to the post-
secondary level; 
Until 1910 he had considered the classical languages as of subsidiary im­
portance only; in the schoolprospectus of that year, however, we read for the 
first time that "Greek and Latin retain their first position relative to a liberal 
education" (p. 7); 
In that same prospectus an entirely new formulation of Abbotsholme's aim 
is to be found: "To prepare for entrance to Universities and other institutions 
of higher learning." (p. 7). A disappointing contrast to the much wider aim of 
1889, when boys were also prepared for commerce, industry, agriculture etc.; 
When the school was founded, it was intended for all social classes but al­
ready in 1894 it professed to be "adapted to the needs of the English cultured 
classes";1β 
Originally Reddie was an out-and-out opponent of co-education. Section 35 
will show that on this point also his ideas evolved; 
In the early 80's Reddie was a Socialist and Abbotsholme was envisaged as 
a community based on Socialist principles. But gradually the ideal of a cor­
porative state and school-community became all-important and over the years 
Reddie's ideal type developed from the original non-specialised all-rounder to 
the "corporation man." 
In Chapter VI four central themes in his educational theory will be further 
discussed. 
1 9
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 134. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRACTICE 
This chapter will concentrate on the question; How did Reddie give concrete 
and practical form to his educational theory? In other words, what was Abbots-
holme as school and living-community like? To start with, a section on the 
most important elements of any school: 
Section 28: PupiL· 
In 1904 Reddie formulated the demands he made on Abbotsholmians; we 
may truly speak of a New Boy. The headmaster wants his pupils to take a 
"broad and comprehensive and imperial view of life and of our English duties 
towards the world and the Empire in particular."1 The sons of Abbotsholme 
should not be insular, their manners should be more attractive and refined than 
are usual in Britain. They should take their responsibilities as members of the 
directing class seriously. They should fight for reform in the religious, moral, 
legal, journalistic, in short, national system. They should strive to develop the 
affections, "a part of our nature which has hitherto received scant recognition 
from English educators."1 
F. Ellis, one of Reddie's masters, gives a more realistic description of the 
pupils; intellectually they were very unequal, they knew less than the average 
Public Schoolboy but had a wider scope. They were characterized by easy 
companionship, wide range of interests, practical sense and adaptability.2 
Graham Rawson, himself a pupil around 1905, describes his fellow-Abbots-
holmians as a "rather tough and not very intelligent lot.3 In 1904 the school 
was inspected by Professor Sir Patrick Geddes. The pupils impressed him as 
"boys with a robust health, vigour, readiness, self-reliance and practical re-
sourcefulness."4 In his Memories and Reflections Badley considers the boys he 
1
 Presidential Address in: The Old Abbotsholmian, 1904, p. 247. 
2
 ELLIS, F.: Teaching at Abbotsholme in 1895, in: 50 Abb.: o.e. pp. 22-23. 
3
 50 Abb.: o.e. p. 32. 
4
 Ibid.: p. 33. 
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taught a fine set, "of less conventional type and upbringing than most of those 
in a Public School; for only parents who thought for themselves and wanted 
something more than the usual training would have chosen a school in which 
there was so much that, in those days, was strange and untried." (p. 111). 
What was the social and cultural background of the parents who sent their 
sons to Abbotsholme in that difficult initial period? One description found 
was Lissant Cox's "the liberal intelligentsia."8 The professional careers of the 
first Abbotsholmians are known. From a list in the school-archives it appears 
that they became schoolmaster, doctor, scientist, actor, sea-captain, farmer, 
parson, bookmaker, builder, engineer, business-man, publisher, artist, civil 
servant, regular officer, art designer, yachtbuilder and professor of bacteriolo­
gy. A mixed company, mainly representative of the intellectual upper-middle 
class. 
In the article mentioned above Ellis suggests that a number of Abbotsholm­
ians were sent down from other Public Schools or had failed to gain entrance. 
Reddie evidently realised the danger of his school becoming a receptacle for 
failures. In The Abbotsholmian, Midsummer 1899, he writes that many people 
suppose that Abbotsholme is a "refuge for physical, mental and moral im­
beciles, a hot-bed of fads and cranks." (p. 104). Nothing, he declares, can be 
farther from the truth. His boys can stand comparison with pupils of the best 
British schools as far as their physique, intelligence and morals are concerned. 
As soon as the silly system of examinations is abandoned, Abbotsholmians will 
also be estimated intellectually at their real value. 
One of the characteristics of New Schools has always been their interna­
tionalism. "Ein grosser internationaler Zug liegt in dem Plan dieser Erzieh­
ungsschule." β Reddie did not object to a limited number of foreign boys; it 
stimulated the ambition of English pupils, it promoted international friendship 
and peace and "the brighter brain of the German, Swedish and French boy acts 
in a very salutary manner upon the somewhat dull Anglo-Saxon."T In 1899 the 
maximum number of foreigners had been 4%, the average V2 %.B According 
to Stanley Saram who was at Abbotsholme from 1910 to 1913, the school 
counted in this period 19 foreigners (out of 34 pupils in 1912): 3 Germans, 5 
Poles, 1 Austrian, 2 Brazilians, 1 Argentine, 2 Chileans, 1 Swiss, 1 Egyptian 
and 3 Americans.9 This great number of foreigners hardly agrees with Reddie's 
principle laid down in 1899: "While, therefore, we shall willingly admit a few 
5
 Typescript in the Abbotsholme Archives. In Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 113, Reddie writes: 
"Our parents were not as others. The results they looked for were not examination lists, 
but health, intelligence, interest in work, growth of character and devotion to the school." 
In view of the school's relatively high fees one is inclined to add that the parents must 
have been comfortably - off as well. 
u
 FREI, W.: Landerziehungsheime, Leipzig 1902, p. 24. 
7
 The Abbotsholmian, Midsummer 1899, p. 105. 
8
 Ibid.: p. 107. 
9
 50 Abb.: o.e. p. 34. 
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foreign boys of merit, we have not the slightest intention of letting Abbots-
holme become a so-called "Cosmopolitan School."10 The fact that he aban­
doned this standpoint may be taken as a desperate attempt to fill his school 
which year after year failed to reach the target of 100 pupils, that Reddie 
considered the ideal size. 
Section 29: Masters 
As was seen above in A η Educational Atlas, Abbotsholme masters were to 
be Christians and gentlemen, of punctual and business-like habits. But Reddie 
demanded more, his teachers should also be trained experts and this proved to 
be impossible. In a sermon on 4 February 1906 he complains that there is no 
place in Britain where people can be trained to teach because the British do not 
believe in expertise. "Therefore, the schoolmasters are amateurs, floundering 
about, picking up knowledge as they go." This is only one out of many negative 
judgments on his colleagues; it is also an additional reason why Reddie intro­
duced the Herbartian system at Abbotsholme and why he tried to exchange 
masters with other countries, especially Germany; Neumann and Lietz came to 
England, Sidney Unwin and Julian Drugman went to Germany. According to 
The Truth about a Publisher, these foreign masters were not always examples 
of good and successful teachers. 'There was the broad and big-headed Herr 
'В'. . . he stalked in with enormous strides, stood to attention in true German 
style, scowled fiercely at us, and then bellowed: Zee parallel lines zay meet in 
zee endlessness . . . " Stanley Unwin never forgot this mathematical rule, "which 
was all Heir 'B' ever taught us." (p. 53). 
If Abbotsholme's masters were no experts, they were certainly all-rounders. 
In 1894 Reddie taught English, Greek, Latin, history, geography, natural, sci­
ence and mathematics; Neumann: music, workshop, biology, geography and 
bee-culture; Pilsbury: art, workshop, mathematics and natural science; Homer 
Hawkins: riding, farm and garden, drill, boxing and bookkeeping; Lancelot: 
music, English, French and German; de Brath: English, French, physics, ma­
thematics and engineering; Morell: English, Latin, Greek, mathematics and 
history. 
It stands to reason that in these circumstances instruction did not always 
come up to reasonable requirements. According to Saram, "you did not learn 
very much in class, but the whole curriculum was so free, that it stood you in 
good stead in after life . . . You were never really hard worked so far as studies 
were concerned, but you left school with a very general education which was 
one of the school's aims."11 G. Dixon, who was a pupil from 1912 to 1917 
1 0
 The Abbotsholmian, Midsummer 1899, p. 105. 
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 50 Abb.: o.e. pp. 33-34. 
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wrote: "The staff with one or two exceptions were pleasant and sympathetic. 
Of course they had no idea of teaching. But one didn't come to Abbotsholme 
to learn. One came to be trained to be one of the Directing Classes."12 I. Ban-
was at the school from 1919 to 1922. According to him, "Abbotsholme of 
those days was educating by not educating. We learned to know the farm, 
garden, books of all and any kind and we discussed and babbled up things 
amongst ourselves . . . we learned everything one doesn't at a normal school 
and mighty little of the usual stuff."13 
Reddie himself seems to have been a vigorous, stimulating and exacting 
teacher (Ellis), brilliant but erratic (Rawson). He set small store by memory 
work and always tried to be concrete and show the "hang-together" of things. 
He was a dictatorial head, and his masters had very little say in anything. They 
were supposed to be more than instructors; the New Masters in the New School 
were inspirers, helpers, guides and comrades. 
From sections 28 and 29 it may safely be concluded that academically Ab-
botsholme was unorthodox and could hardly be recognised as efficient. But 
then, it should not be forgotten that it was this academic standpoint that Reddie 
rejected; he considered intellectual development of tertiary or at most secon-
dary importance. For him real human life and vital human interests were the 
beginning and end of all education. That he succeeded in this is borne out by 
Saram's evidence: "Looking back and trying to see what permanent benefits 
are derived from Abbotsholme, I think one can say that one's sense of service 
was stimulated by the spirit of co-operation which pervaded the school and 
one's sense of administration and powers of organisation were developed by 
being made responsible for various school activities while many of us owe a 
very great deal to C.R.'s personal affection and guidance." M 
Section 30: The Time-Table 
In 1889 an average day at Abbotsholme was organised like this: 
7. Boys rise, (in summer 6.10.). 
7.15. Drill, (or cross-country run). 
7.30. Chapel. 
7.45. Breakfast. 
8.15. Dormitory Parade, (making beds, etc.). 
8.30. School. 
10.45. Break. 
11.45. School. 
1. Dinner. 
12
 DIXON: During the War, o.e. p. 36. 
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 50 Abb.: o.e. pp. 41^2 . 
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 Ibid.: p. 35. 
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1.30. Music recital. 
1.45. Workshop, games, estatework etc. 
6. Tea. 
7. Preparation. 
8.30. Supper. 
8.40. Chapel. 
8.50. Bed. 
9. Lights out 
Over the years this time-table did not change very much; only in 1891 an 
important novelty was introduced. The time from 6.45 until 8.30 p. m. was 
thenceforward spent on social recreations such as singing, reciting, play-acting, 
lecturing, etc. This time-table can fairly be characterized as a balanced division 
of intellectual and physical labour; it lays sufficient emphasis on artistic and 
social education and presents a healthy variation in physical activities by which 
Reddie avoided the Public Schools' one-sided interest in team-games. 
Section 31: Discipline 
Abbotsholme's motto Liberty is Obedience to the Law reminds one of John 
Locke's dictum that when there is no law, there is no freedom. In human and 
cosmic life Reddie saw two forces at work; one disintegrating, the other inte-
grating, the spirit of competition versus the spirit of co-operation, an inhuman 
rat-race or human and humane team-work. To be completely free, man has to 
steel and discipline himself. By submitting to the most important law or life, 
love of fellow-man,15 any human being transcends himself and conquers true 
liberty. This was one of the reasons why Reddie maintained at Abbotsholme a 
strict military discipline. Wholesome, simple food, much physical work, cold 
showers and Baths, in general a Spartan way of life made the pupils strong and 
hardy. "You fellows are living in an exceedingly corrupt and pampering civili-
sation. A number of your own dear friends are really your worst enemies with 
their frantic efforts to save you from contact with real life, from the rough and 
tumble of existence." (Sermon 22 January 1905). 
The activities of the school were organised and controlled by the boys them-
selves. Like most later New Schools, Abbotsholme knew self-government,16 
though Reddie never dreamed of giving up his absolute authority. The masters' 
disciplinary powers were limited; the school was run by Reddie, the head-boy 
and the prefects. The pupils were divided into fags, mids, prefects and stars. 
15
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 110: 'To love is to live, to love is to know, to love is to be able, to 
love is to pray, to love is to be the Man-God." The school-emblem, a five pointed star, was 
surrounded by the words: Glad Day - Love and Duty. 
16
 The prefects met weekly, the schoolparliament every month. 
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Prefects were supposed to educate as well as to govern; they were not mere 
policemen, but also friends to whom every Abbotsholmian could turn for help. 
Each prefect had a certain number of fags, whom he should treat as younger 
brothers. He should take an interest in their well-being, growth and develop­
ment. Normally there should be about one prefect to every eight boys. "The 
Prefects have no power over the boys during class time, except in so far as a 
grave necessity arises . . . At all other times it is the duty of the Prefectorial 
body to maintain discipline, observe the rules and to set a good example to the 
rest of the school."1 7 
Besides Reddie and the masters, prefects were also allowed to punish; no 
butter, no extras at breakfast or tea, no breakfast or tea at all, cleaning the 
bicycle-room, mowing the tennis court and pitch-rolling; caning was allowed 
in exceptional circumstances and only with the headmaster's permission. In the 
school archives are a number of "Punishment-Books," where masters had to 
report pupils' offences and their punishments. Reddie regularly checked these 
books and made interesting comments. In the year 1912—1913 he noted in the 
margin: "Broadly speaking, troubles of discipline are the fault of the master or 
(at least) should be so regarded by him. Naturally, the boys are to ascribe the 
fault to themselves." When some teachers persisted in the habit of turning 
troublesome pupils out of the classroom, the headmaster disapproved and 
rightly observed: 'The boys are here to be taught and we are bound to teach 
them or to control them. To tum them out is usually a proof of our own in­
ability." On 22 March 1914 teachers write down what they think of some 
pupils. The variation in their judgments is typical." V: he does his best; he is 
too passive and never opens his mouth. B: tries hard but underrates himself; 
awakes just to tell you: Time Sir! M: I find his work in the set stimulating; Can 
do things when he likes, which is seldom." 
As far as corporal punishment was concerned, Abbotsholme did not differ 
from other Public Schools where this form of maintaining discipline was com­
mon. On 23 March 1914 Reddie wrote: " I have flogged all set D and have 
birched D. for lying and thieving... I propose to tackle set С tomorrow." In 
1897 some boys had witnessed a younger boy being beaten by seniors. This was 
their punishment: 'The first two were flogged with riding-whip, receiving each 
ten strokes on naked buttocks. The other four were birched on naked buttocks 
receiving twenty strokes each. On account of breaking of the birch, an old one, 
the whip was used in -'s case and he received fourteen as he did not seem able 
to stand the punishment so well as the rest." 
It was not only Reddie's hypnotic personality and iron fist that maintained 
discipline at Abbotsholme, but he also ruled his schoolstate by innumerable 
regulations. "We had a thousand laws to conform to . . . Each and all had to 
be carried out only one way which was according to C.R. the best."1 8 In his 
1 7
 BISHOP, S.: Rules for the Prefects, drawn up in 1920, Abbotsholme Archives. 
1 8
 I.Barr in: 50 Abb.: o.e. p. 41. 
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Göttingen period Reddie had been greatly impressed by the Germans' love of 
system and drill; at Abbotsholme he wanted to found what he called a patterned 
state in which every individual would have his own place and task. The regula-
tions which he made were printed, framed and suspended. There were rules for 
packing and unpacking suitcases, bathing, haymaking, life in dormitory, cloth-
ing, use of the earth-closets, shoe-cleaning, lying in bed (never on one's back 
or belly) and spending one's spare time. In his inspection-report of 1904 Pro-
fessor Sir Patrick Geddes wrote that at first he had feared over-regulation but 
that he eventually realised the educational value of all these rules because they 
were a codification of the practical experience of boys and masters. For Reddie 
rules and regulations were almost sacred, as he preached in a sermon on 22 
January 1905: "Religion consists in taking the trouble to leam the rules of daily 
life, not in going to Church . . . AU that is mere excrescence and the essential 
thing is that we should have a certain way of doing things and that way ought 
to be the very b e s t . . . f or instance, the chewing of food . . . I can assure you 
that it has more to say to religion than the Thirty-Nine Articles." 
Section 32: Curriculum and Methods 
"The country at large thinks that a sort of desultory knowledge of a vague 
sort produces better results than a systematic curriculum. Consequently, there 
is no systematic education of any kind based on a knowledge of what is re-
quired and no preparation is given for a particular program." (Sermon 
4 February 1906). 
Reddie's reformed scheme of a rational, all-round education comprised five 
elements which he elaborated in a sermon on 3 April 1904. Full stress should 
be laid on the physical life, the training of the body and all its powers. Of 
equal importance was the development of the moral nature and the proper 
education of the affections. The aesthetic part of our nature, "that is the prin-
ciple of balance and harmony," should be stimulated. A reformed discipline 
was to train the mental powers. Finally and most important of all, spiritual and 
religious education, i.e. "the training of the poetic and philosophic powers," 
would focus all educational activities. 
At Abbotsholme the mornings were devoted to class-work indoors; the 
afternoons to manual and physical work outdoors, sport, excursions, etc.; the 
evenings to music, literature and social recreations. School, school-life, estate, 
"occupations" and curriculum were considered object-lessons, concrete cases, 
which were to illustrate education and instruction. "The whole estate serves as 
an open air Gymnasium for all manner of field sports, and also as a Classroom, 
Museum and Laboratory." le Reddie based the curriculum on two fundamental 
l e
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methodical principles: sequence (or "nacheinander"), and interlocking (or 
"nebeneinander") of all the work by year and by class. Mental and physical 
work should aim at the formation of a circle of thought; this was best realized by 
concentrating teaching and leaming on Nature and Man. They should not be 
studied from books but the whole school served as a living, working-model. 
The laboratories excepted, Abbotholme had no subject-rooms. Pupils re-
mained in their own classrooms where each had his own table and chair, or-
dered in Stuttgart and specially adapted to the individual height and size. 
Productive and creative thinking, personal initiative and inventiveness were 
highly valued. In a sermon on 4 December 1905 Reddie said: "Your existence 
is in proportion to your knowledge, your knowledge proportional to your ex-
perience . . . our true life is simply a matter of the intensity of it." Individual 
and communal experience gained through Reddie's natural method was the 
centre of the teaching-learning process. A separation between school and life 
was categorically rejected; life had to be brought into the school, which was 
considered as a microcosmos. 
The curriculum comprised English, modem and (less important) classical 
languages, mathematics, natural sciences, history, geography, economics, social 
studies, hygiene, P.E., estate work, workshop, handicraft, drawing and music. 
Abbotsholme provided a liberal education of which Stewart says that "none of 
this kind of thinking was found to any notable degree in the public or main-
tained schools at the time."20 The mother tongue had a central place in the 
curriculum; the teaching of English was related to play-acting, work in the 
school press and library, editorial and journalistic work for the school paper 
and preparation for the relevant parts of the daily social hour. The modem 
languages were taught on direct lines; a limited but active command of them 
was more appreciated than a wide but passive knowledge. Latin and Greek 
were relegated to the status of ancillary subjects. Contact with the formative 
influence of the classics was sought in a study of classical ways of life, art, 
history and literature, the latter through English translations. "Take the case 
of the Classical Curriculum in our Public Schools, . . . I myself went through 
ten or twelve years of it and during the whole of that time our Teachers were 
occupied with unimportant details, such as matters of Grammar, which are 
merely useful to give us accuracy, but as to giving us the ideas hidden in Greek 
literature, it never seemed to have dawned on them."21 
History was not drowned in facts and dates but it combined the study of 
original sources, biographies and historical developments with the reading of 
contemporary newspapers and magazines. Biology and especially hygiene were 
Reddie's favourite subjects. Here again, no books or pictures in the class-room 
but fieldwork at the estate and in the splendid nature around the school. The 
pupils made aquariums and herbariums, they photographed and sketched the 
20
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local flora and fauna, they even started a little Zoo. Naturally hygiene was 
centered in one's own body and one's own life. Geography was no memorising 
of places and products but meant an orientation in the world we inhabit. The 
natural sciences aimed at making the phenomena of everyday life more under-
standable. The necessary models, instruments and apparatus were made by the 
pupils themselves. Also mathematics was approached by the active, natural 
way; workshop, surveying, (cf. Rousseau), budgeting one's own pocket-money, 
and role-playing, e.g. buyer and salesman. 
From the methodological point of view, studies at Abbotsholme existed on 
three levels: 1. The formal lessons in class, "with a set subject for occupation 
out of which the immediate subject-matter and its treatment are decided by the 
need of the group."22 2. Classes according to a sort of Dalton plan "avant-la-
date," where boys could choose from "a limited number of fixed employments 
largely of constructive character set in connection with the classwork."22; 3. 
Hobby-work and the social hour, where the boy "manages himself and finds 
for himself counterparts for the material studied."22 
Section 33: Sexual Education 
The place of sex in the Victorian philosophy of life has been the subject of 
innumerable learned works and frivolous novelettes. The writers of these 
heterogeneous forms of prose agree on this point, the subject was smothered 
with taboos in most strata of society. Also schools shrank from sex; sexual 
education or instruction did not figure on curricula or time-tables. In van 
Ussel's interesting dissertation he says: "De periode waarin we het ontstaan van 
een expliciete sexuele voorlichting zouden verwachten, is het einde van de 
negentiende eeuw. De zg. Victoriaanse preutsheid is op en zelfs voorbij haar 
hoogtepunt. Steeds meer schrijvers wijzen op het belang van het sexuele en op 
de nadelige gevolgen van de verdringing. Een reactie op deze preutsheid zou 
dus "normaal" zijn. De voorlichting [de expliciete voorlichting gegeven door 
ouders of andere opvoeders, die bewust een pedagogische daad stellen waarbij 
zij een omschreven schema volgen] zou dan moeten gezien worden als een pe-
dagogische actie om sommige nadelige toestanden te bestrijden. Deze veronder-
stelling lijkt aanvaardbaar, maar is niet juist."23 
22
 Abbotsholme Methods and Life as formulated by Members of the Teaching Staff, Ab-
botsholme 1933, p. 17. 
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 USSEL, J. v.: Sociogenese en Evolutie van het probleem der sexuele propedeuse lussen 
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struction given by parents or other educators who act in a consciously pedagogic way ac-
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A real innovation at Abbotsholme was that this vital problem of education 
and life was seriously tackled. Reddie's own experiences as a Public School 
boy, undergraduate and young schoolmaster had taught him that the domain 
of sexual education was a terra incognita, and when he had realised his dream 
and Abbotsholme had become a fact, he made it the first school in England 
which considered sexual instruction part and parcel of the curriculum. Ac­
cording to Prof. Findlay, "only on one topic must I add a word: the topic that 
in that day was taboo - namely sex and sex education. I myself was also a 
headmaster at that time,24 but I confess that I had neither the insight nor the 
courage to tackle this problem, with the scientific accuracy combined with 
tender modesty that enabled Reddie to be our guide, in days long before Wells 
and Shaw and all the rest had exploited the theme for the purpose of the 
market-place. He kept nothing back from the boys' intelligence or from their 
refined emotions; the beauty of the naked form was not concealed, nor the 
process by which animals bring forth their young. The relief and release to the 
inner mind of his boys were immense." 2 б 
In a sermon on 3 March 1901 Reddie addressed his Abbotsholmiam thus: 
"Everything connected with your sex life has been taught you quite openly 
without any drawing down of the blinds or supposing that it was not worth your 
attention or the attention of grown-up people. Those emotions are of great 
importance." 
In 1888, one year before the New School was opened, Reddie had drawn up 
a memorandum in which he said on the subject of sexual education that it must 
be handled in two ways: 1. "Definite scientific instruction to be given to all so 
as: A. to prevent mental illusions due to false ideas from within; B. false teach­
ing from other fellows; 2. To organise silently and secretly a body of selected 
natures to undertake the helping of the sick and the watching over the weak."2* 
Sexual instruction must be given in three stages, before, during and after 
adolescence, from 10 to 13, 13 to 16, and 16 to 20. In the first phase, Reddie 
says, the boys must be taught how life comes into being, how it develops and 
what are the dangers that threaten it. The objective is to prevent unhealthy 
curiosity, false ideas and lies. During adolescence the pupils must be enlighten­
ed on the feelings which they now experience so that they can control the new 
urge which moves them, "but they do not yet require to know the laws of later 
life, and it is best at this period that they should think as little as possible about 
these matters."27 These laws of life will be taught after adolescence. In this 
cording to a definite scheme) then would have to be regarded as a pedagogic action in 
order to fight against certain harmful conditions. This supposition seems acceptable but is 
wrong." 
2 4
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period the boy will learn the whole theory and laws of the subject so that he 
will be fully armed when he leaves Abbotsholme and has to live in a "fouler 
environment."28 
As to the formation of cells, this was very delicate and difficult. Reddie want-
ed to reserve all details and "weightier matter"28 concerning sex for these 
happy few. The enthusiasm to become members of these cells must have been 
very great; this, however, was not our naive headmaster's intention for "by this 
means it is hoped that power will be put into the hands of those who can be 
trusted to exercise it well, and will be withheld from a miscellaneous herd of 
whom nothing can be predicted."28 It is curious that a great many sons of the 
Directing Classes, the future leaders of Great Britain, are unkindly referred to 
as miscellaneous herd. 
A good summary of Reddie's ideas on sexual education is the paper he read 
to the Oxford Sociological Society in November 1905, The Training of the 
Affections. It is a catastrophe, he said, that most teachers do not know anything 
about the problems of sexual life and that the nation ignores it. Like anything 
that is hidden and suppressed, sex becomes something sordid in this way. Eng-
lish boys should have a direct and honest instruction in the facts of sex life. The 
laws of sex and hygiene do not play a sufficient part in English school-life. The 
Sunday sermon is the only occasion when the subject is touched upon. By 
denouncing the lusts of the flesh the curiosity of the pupils is excited and they 
are impelled to experiments. Boys are naturally clean but silly tuition may lead 
to sexual depravities. Sexual instruction must begin with flowers and bees and 
work gradually upwards via lower and higher animals to man. Two guiding 
principles are necessary: simple, matter-of-fact instruction and personal, pri-
vate advice. Reddie shows himself Rousseau's disciple when he wams against 
premature experience and an acceleration of adolescence. He pleads for simple, 
wholesome food, hard work and no luxury. The boy must have something to 
love in a manly, unsentimental, healthy way. The rhetorical question "Is it not 
natural for boys to love each other?" sounds somewhat naive; of course. Red-
die, the bachelor headmaster who refused married couples on his staff, has 
heard of excesses but "I ask what would become of marriage if people dwelt 
only upon our marriage failures?"2e 
That sexual education at Abbotsholme was successful is shown in Geddes' 
1904 inspection report, when he writes that he has never known a school in 
which the moral difficulties of the great decisive transition from boyhood to 
virility are so frankly, simply and sensibly met. The most important reason 
for this success was that Reddie very sensibly put sexual education in the wider 
context of emotional or affective education. Thus sexual instruction became 
much more than one of the subjects in the time-table. Moreover, the whole 
ambiance at Abbotsholme had a favourable influence on an open, free and 
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fearless attitude towards sex and the body. In Reddie's What is the educative 
value of life in dormitory, written in 1903, framed and suspended in every 
dormitory, he says: "There is something wholesome, physically, intellectually, 
and morally in nakedness, there is something paralysing in the terror from 
which many people suffer of being seen without their clothes." In the school 
were statues of Greek nudes, the boys swam without the ample bathing-trunks 
of some generations ago, the dormitories of seven pupils were not divided into 
separate cubicles and the war-memorial in chapel is called "The Radiant 
Lover;" it represents a naked youth whose whole body radiates light and love; 
Reddie's philosophy of life did not accept love centred in one part of the body. 
Section 34: Health and Hygiene 
This subject was one of Reddie's hobby-horses. The body was the temple of 
the soul. A healthy body meant a pure soul. He admired the old Chinese system 
in which doctors were paid as long as their clients were in good health. Contrary 
to many schools of its time, Abbotsholme could be proud of its sanitary and 
hygienic conditions, its diet, and its pupils' health. 
In 1912 Reddie drew up a paper entitled What do we mean by Hygiene at 
Abbotsholme!,я° the argument of which is this. Etymology teaches that eco­
nomics means house-rule. The house is primarily the body, then the home, 
school, city, country and empire. Etymology also proves that health essentially 
implies wholeness; to heal is to make whole; holiness originally meant whole­
ness. Consequently, health is the object of both science and religion, and per­
sonal health involves social health, the health of each demands the health of all. 
The teaching of health and hygiene, Reddie continues, should be based on 
three principles. 1. Economics and hygiene are the starting-points, for hygiene 
means the economics of the individual and economics the hygiene of society. 
2. The health of the community must depend on the individual's dynamic ac­
tivity, "for all reform - even food reform - arises from the enthusiasm of a 
few." (p. 25). 3. We must practise what we preach. We must lead a healthy life 
and create a wholesome environment. "Our schools should be Temples of 
Health" (p. 26), especially the schools for the future Directors of the nation, 
for they will be able to spread the gospel of health. 
An outline of the ground covered by the Abbotsholme health and hygiene-
curriculum may show how Reddie practised his theory. The pupils were in­
structed in the way the body and its organs functioned, what was good food 
and drink, how to avoid colds and diseases, how to breathe, to sit, to stand, 
walk and run, to ventilate a room and light a fire, to wash, to make a bed, lie in 
it and sleep, to dress, to build sewers, drains, cisterns, earth-closets, etc., and 
finally why alcohol and tobacco were bad. Reddie would not be Reddie if his 
3 0
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advice did not sometimes run to ridiculous extremes; Abbotsholmians, for in-
stance, were discouraged from using handkerchiefs. They were urged to use 
little boxes with cottonwool and to bum the cottonwool in the evening. In the 
school-archives is an eight-page typescript in which the headmaster explains 
three methods of warding off colds namely gargling; a "nose-douche," which 
meant pouring a certain liquid into the hollow of the hand and sniffing it up 
each nostril; and best of all, "nose-plugs" steeped in a mixture of camphor, 
menthol, eucalyptus and terebene. 
Practical measures to ensure good health and hygiene were a life in God's 
free nature far from dirty and unwholesome towns; fresh and clean water for 
drinking and bathing; hygienic lavatories, sewers and drainage; a dry, well-
ventilated schoolbuilding with many windows and much light; wholesome 
food which meant brown bread, many vegetables, little meat, no sweets; and 
light, woollen clothes which left the body free, the body which Reddie consider-
ed the "representative of the ideal form, the symbol of the divine beauty."31 
Section 35: Co-education 
"I do not believe in co-education, it is an unwholesome arrangement."32 
The main reason why Badley, one of Reddie's best masters, left Abbots-
holme and founded Bedales was Reddie's aversion from women's influence in 
the school and his insistence on single-sex education between the ages of 11 
and 18.33 Abbotsholme is still a boys school though David Snell, since 1967 
Reddie's fifth successor, suggested partnership with a girls school some years 
ago.34 
Although the opening quotation of this section does not sound very prom-
ising it is arguable that Reddie's ideas about co-education developed from a 
categorical rejection to a cautious and partial acceptance. This is why one can-
not agree with van Popta who calls Reddie "een beslist tegenstander van co-
educatie." * 
It is true that Reddie is against co-education between 11 and 18. Before and 
after that period he sees no objections at all. In his Answers to the Royal Com-
mission he gives five reasons why he is against boys and girls being educated 
together at that stage: 1. It is unnatural. 2. Familiarity breeds contempt 3. It 
accelerates male puberty. 4. It is detrimental to the typical masculine and femi-
nine characteristics. 5. It leads to vice. (Vide: Section 18). And in Abbotsholme 
he says: "Up to 11 boys and girls should be educated together, and mainly by 
women. After 11 boys should be trained by men, girls by women. Co-education 
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during this period is unnatural and dangerous. After 18 boys and girls should 
mix at the university." (p. 597). Why unnatural and dangerous? the reader is 
inclined to ask. The answer can be found in Reddie's article Some notes on 
co-education in The Old Abbotsholmian, vol. 2, no. 5. Like his master Edward 
Maiüand, Reddie believed in duality existing in unity. A human being was a 
mixture of male and female elements. "We have ourselves always believed that 
the ideal type was reached by a certain fusion of the male and female qualities." 
(p. 8). But "it looks as if co-education were unsexing women and making them 
unwilling to be mothers." (p. 4). On the other hand, when boys between 11 and 
18 grow up among girls their masculine side is undeveloped. Therefore, "to 
produce the highest masculine type and the highest feminine type, separation 
seems indispensable." (p. 8). 
In The Abbotsholmian, 1899, no. 4, Reddie devotes pp. 107-109 to the 
question of co-education and shows why he is so much against it. 1. After 
eleven, boys need a life and curriculum so different from that required by girls, 
that co-education would be simply " a costly, unnecessary, and probably use-
less experiment." (p. 107). 2. People expect results from co-education that will 
not be realised. On the contrary, physiological troubles and organisational 
difficulties will multiply whereby boys will not be made more refined or girls 
less fragile. 3. It is difficult enough to find good teachers at all. Why increase 
our problems by trying to find the ideal combination, i.e. a teacher who can 
teach both boys and girls? 4. Mistresses are not in their right place at a boys 
school. They exercise a disturbing influence on the staff. "They cannot be 
treated as men; yet they often vaguely expect to be treated at once as men 
and as women." (p. 107). 5. For boys the chief influence from 11 to 18 
should be masculine, for in this period they prefer virile command to fe-
male persuasion. 6. Provided the School gives adequate ethical, religious, 
aesthetic and sexual instruction, there is no need for the supposed influence of 
girls on the morals of boys. Vice is the product of modern civilisation and the 
present ridiculous schoolsystem. Change the system and vice will vanish. Co-
education is no cure for what is caused by silly feeding, insufficient hygiene, 
overstimulation of the nerves by cramming and competition, and lack of out-
lets for affection. 7. Co-education comes from the United States and is gladly 
accepted by English females. American experiences are unfavourable; as to 
England, it "has an overplus of a million women, hunting for a living. Domi-
nating boys at school is a consoling substitute for ruling husbands at home . . . 
The practice appears, however, less monstrous if the boys are mixed with 
girls." (p. 108). No, Abbotsholme's rather misogynistic headmaster refuses to 
have women on the staff and girls in his school. Female influence, if necessary, 
can be exercised through mothers, sisters, ladies attached to the school36 and 
contacts with girls at social functions such as school festivals. 
Reading the above description of Reddie's views of co-education one runs 
36
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the risk of jumping to the conclusion that he was an old-fashioned, fossilized 
and rigid bachelor who was afraid of women. This would not be fair. In op-
posing co-education Reddie was in line with most Public School and University 
authorities. 
In 1924 he visited some Landerziehungsheime in Germany and there again 
he discussed this point with his hosts. Wyneken and Luserke accepted co-edu-
cation on condition that the ratio of girls to boys would be one to three. In this 
form it was practised at Wickersdorf. Geheeb's Odenwaldschule was co-edu-
cational on a fifty-fifty basis; Reddie quite rightly preferred this system, "where 
every lad would have his lassie."37 He disapproved of the situation at Gla-
risegg School, Switzerland, where there were only six girls to sixty boys. The 
former absolute opponent to co-education had apparently shifted his ground 
when he wrote in his diary: "It seems to me that if boys and girls are to be 
educated together there should be a certain maximum as well as a certain 
minimum proportion of girls to boys."*8 
The five schools of the "Lietz-Stiftung" were against co-education but ac-
cepted a small number of girls to keep on good terms with influential ladies. 
Reddie, who had repeatedly been pressed and had consistently refused to make 
Abbotsholme co-educational, observed: "I could not help thinking that Lietz 
was perhaps wiser than I had been in playing with the subject and so disarming 
the enemy." 38 After Reddie had attended a "Gemeinschaftsabend" at Wickers-
dorf he was almost enthusiastic. He used terms such as "perfectly wholesome," 
and "exhilarating as well as spontaneous."30 Though he advised against co-
education between 11 and 18 on biological grounds he admitted: "I cannot 
help thinking that there is much to be said for bringing boys and girls together 
in this manner . . . I found so much to approve of where I least expected to do 
so. I most certainly believe that it must be quite excellent for boys and girls to 
pass a couple of hours together in this way."40 The stride from a couple of 
hours to complete co-education or co-instruction (a distinction which Reddie 
never made) was too great, however, for him to take. 
Section 36: Religious and Moral Education 
The 1889 school prospectus announced: "The religious instruction given 
here will be suited to the young, and therefore as undogmatic and unsectarian 
as possible . . . The religious service will be made beautiful but simple, the 
influences of Music and Art being combined with practical instruction in the 
laws of right conduct."41 Hence, the fundamental principles for religious and 
moral education (Reddie hardly ever distinguished between the two), were to 
be intelligible, undogmatic and unsectarian. 
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To make religion meaningful, the headmaster composed a liturgy of his own, 
which greatly impressed contemporaries and which was the aspect of life at 
Abbotsholme that old-Abbotsholmians never forgot. He considered the Bible 
and the Book of Common Prayer too difficult for young people; therefore he 
wrote his own version of the Decalogue, the Beatitudes, a number of Psalms 
etc. Reddie thought the Ten Commandments a primitive moral code for the 
new generation of schoolboys. In a sermon on 28 May 1905 he said: "Do not 
imagine that I think this such a wonderful code . . . As a matter of fact some of 
the laws are rather unimportant and could be much better put, indeed some are 
obsolete in a civilised country. What do these laws consist in? What strikes us 
at once is their negativeness. What is the use of negative laws? The most im-
portant thing is to think of what we have to do, not of what we have not to do. 
This is one of the cardinal defects of the Laws of Moses; they attract attention 
to what people would probably not think about." That is why he drew up the 
following new version, which was introduced into the Abbotsholme Liturgy 
in 1925: 
1. Thou mayest not set apart for adoration merely some virtues, but shall 
revere and strive to incarnate all my endless perfections: 
Here all sing: I will obey this Law. 
2. Thou mayest not let thyself be slave to any fetish, mascot, or idol; wheth-
er substance or form; whether lofty ideal or splendid imagination; whether 
mere passing feeling or fancy, or sublime or holy conviction. For, if thou dost 
worship what is limited and partial thou canst not worship the unbounded, the 
perfect, the absolute; but will dwarf and cripple thine own soul. 
3. Thou shalt not belittle the holy ideals of beauty, goodness, and truth; not 
even make light of the limited ideals revered by simple honest folk, be they 
great or small; for cold levity and heartless frivolity will fritter away thy life, 
and ultimately ruin thy soul. 
4. Consecrate to the worship of the eternal at least one-seventh of thy life; 
throughout six days thou canst and must work in order to earn thy livelihood 
honestly; but the seventh of thy days should be devoted and hallowed to thy 
spiritual needs; else must thy inner life waste away until finally thou perish 
everlastingly. 
5. Thou shouldst respect and reverence the wise experience of thy parents, 
whether the creators of thy bodily frame or the inspirers of thy inner life; for 
have they not given thee thy being, and dost thou not inherit from them all the 
good they have sought after? They that despise or treat ill their parents, guard-
ians or teachers will suffer dire remorse; for they will find themselves in like 
manner despised by their own children, whether the fruit of their body or the 
offspring of their spirit. 
6. Thou mayest not attempt to hurt anyone, whether friend or foe; be it to 
mar his body, wound his feelings, or disquiet his thoughts; truly thou shouldest 
strive with all thy might to make men wiser, healthier and holier; but thou 
mayest not seek to sway them by violence. For by violence thou wilt make 
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them stubborn against even truth, goodness and beauty. Try then hard, with 
virile urge or tactful suggestion as seems best, to increase their life, their health, 
virtue and wisdom; for thou wilt reap as thou hast sown. 
7. Thou mayest not make fun of the holy magic of Love, nor scoff at what 
thou deemest the folly of lovers; neither mayest thou seek, openly or in secret, 
to separate lovers from each other; not try to poison their faith in one another, 
or in love itself. For Love is of God and all love has in it something of divineness. 
Reverence, therefore, every manifestation of love according to its degree; and 
seek to ennoble it, both in thyself and others, by becoming thyself a lover and 
radiating forth the divine afflatus to inspire others with that heavenly gift; for 
love shall purge away every sin. 
8. Thou mayest not take by open force nor by secret subtlety anything that 
belongs to another; whether his property or his labour whether the work of his 
hands or the creations of his mind; whether what nourishes his outer life or 
what sustains his innermost spirit. Rather shouldest thou strive that others be 
in debt to thee than thou to them; for God loveth the generous giver. 
9. Thou shouldest strive to have a right judgment of thyself and of all men 
and of all things; thou mayest not utter ill-natured judgments of friends or foes; 
aye not even when, peradventure thou speakest truth. For truth spoken in 
malice injures worse than concocted lies. He that damns his friend with faint 
praise and he that seeks to overwhelm his enemy with slander, deadens his own 
sense of justice and thus destroys himself. 
10. Above all things, flee from covetousness; for out of covetousness springs 
forth every kind of wickedness. Do not therefore cherish evil longings for what 
belongs to others, or for power over them; for he that covets riches or power 
and above all, he that covets money and hoards it for usury, murders his own 
soul. All such will be tortured by that cancerous disease of greed - the ever-
growing terror of dying poor. 
Here all sing: I will obey this Law.4* 
Reddie was rightly convinced that religion and morals only made sense 
when they were fully integrated into a person's life. In chapel, the centre of 
every worth-while activity in the school, he did not rely only on the inspiration 
of sacred books, but headmaster, masters and pupils also chose fragments 
from the works of great secular authors. On Good Friday the story of the 
Crucifixion was followed by Plato and Carlyle's descriptions of the deaths of 
Socrates and Cromwell. The use of literary classics in chapel was also intended 
to bring pupils into contact with the products of culture and to integrate 
religious experience in chapel with intellectual activities in class. 
By way of illustration a list of authors chosen by the pupils themselves to 
be read in Morning Chapel follows. The figure after the name indicates the 
number of fragments used: 
Emerson - 14; Ruskin - 14; Chesterfield - 6; Carlyle - 5; Lubbock - 5; O. W. 
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Holmes - 3; Landor - 2; Smiles - 2; St. John - 2; Thackeray - 2; Bacon - 1; 
Downs - 1 ; Henley - 1 ; Isaiah - 1 ; Jeremiah - 1 ; Jerome - 1 ; Dr. Johnson - 1 ; 
Kipling - 1 ; Marlowe - 1 ; St. Matthew - 1 ; St. Paul - 1 ; Shakespeare - 1 ; Shaw -
1 ; Shelley - 1 ; Spence - 1 ; Xenophon - 1.48 
In the school-magazine a certain B.W.D. complains that "the lack of enter­
prise among readers is regrettable. Although they have a whole week in which 
to look up and prepare a reading, the above table shows that the first thirty-
nine out of seventy readings were taken from books where suitable material 
can be found on аду page."4 4 The editors, however, defend their fellow-Ab-
botsholmians thus: "The object of these readings is not to stimulate enterprise 
in finding novelties but to give Bread for Stones and Fish for Scorpions."44 
In that same June term in 1911 the masters' choice of Chapel Readings was: 
Mr. Zair: Fielding's Hearts of Men; Mr. Chapman: Hazlitt's Essays and Ba­
con's Essays; Herr Michael: Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies; Mr. Jones: Essays by 
Bacon, Hume and Dr. Johnson; Mr. Saunders: A. С Benson's A Reaping, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes' Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, Gilbert Murray's 
Euripides; Mr. Hawkins: Tennyson's Poems, Ruskin's Queen of the Air. 
Reddie did not shrink from combining Christian and non-Christian elements 
in his liturgy. One of his favourite readings was from the Bhagavad Gita, the 
"Bible" of the old Rajput religion; in the story of Prince Krishna and his close 
friend Arjuna he found interesting parallels with Jesus and St. John. Greek 
mythology inspired him to a comparison between Jason and his twelve heroes 
who went on a quest for the Golden Fleece of the Holy Ram, and Christ, the 
Immaculate Lamb and His twelve apostles. 
Because religious and moral education was not only an intellectual and 
cognitive but also an emotional and attitudinal process, music and singing was 
an important part of the Abbotsholme Chapel Services. "Our Chapel Services, 
in addition to their religious and moral influence, thus supply an element of 
general culture, antiquarian and historical, as well as artistic.. . 4 5 We have 
endeavoured to associate each Psalm with Music peculiar to i t . . . one result of 
connecting Words with definite Melodies is, that each part reinforces the 
other." 4 8 
In the periodical The Child of July 1914, Dr. A. Gray, an Anglican clergy­
man and headmaster of Bradfield College, gives a full description of the Holy 
Week ceremonies at Abbotsholme. He thinks Good Friday a beautiful climax 
and describes the Chapel Service on that day in these words: 
"The Good Friday service began at 8 a.m. with the 38th Psalm, which was 
followed by the denunciations uttered by Jesus against the lawyers and priests. 
Then came, beautifully read by a prefect, the exquisite passage on "Symbols" 
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from Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. This early service was concluded with the sing-
ing of the 35th Psalm. At mid-day came the most original service of the day, 
beginning with the 39th Psalm, followed by the Seven Beatitudes. Then the 
exquisite passage from Plato's Phaedo, describing the death of Socrates, was 
read by another prefect. The recital of the condemnation and death of the Wise 
and Just Man brought before the mind, and prepared it for, the sacrifice of the 
One greater than Socrates, the closing scenes of whose life were to be dwelt 
upon in the evening. The midday service was fitly concluded by the funeral 
hymn "Now the Labourer's Task is o'er." 
Good Friday's evening service - the longest of the day - was preceded by 
Beethoven's Adagio and Psalm 13. The story of the death of Jesus was broken 
into no fewer than six parts, and was practically the "synchronisation" of the 
whole of the story from The Last Supper to the Death on the Cross. Notwith-
standing its great length - exactly two hours - the reverence and attention of 
the boys were conspicuous throughout The first portion, "The Last Supper," 
was followed by the hymn "Pange, Lingua, Gloriosi Corporis Mysterium," sung 
in Latin to the Gregorian melody. Part two, "His Last Talk," was followed by 
Psalm 89; part three, "The Betrayal," was followed by Psalm 38 sung to an 
exquisite old Gregorian tune; part four, "The Five-fold Trial," was followed 
by Psalm 69; part five, "The Crucifixion," was followed by the hymn "Stabat 
Mater Dolorosa," and immediately afterwards came Psalm 22; part six, "His 
Last Moments," was followed by the hymn "O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden" 
sung in German to Hassler's tune, harmonised by Bach. The hymns and psalms 
relieved the strain inseparable from following the whole of the Sacred Narra-
tive."4'' 
Dr. Gray is convinced that the Abbotsholme Liturgy is at least on a level 
with the more orthodox Anglican Liturgy. The school's religious and moral 
education is undenominational but "centralises the religious life of Boyhood"48 
in an impressive way. He praises Reddie's versions of psalms and chants and 
finds in the school an intense and serious enthusiasm, not only during chapel 
service but also in the whole of the social atmosphere. 
Reddie's rejection of the orthodox ritual and his introduction of non-reli-
gious authors led to extensive secularisation of "Kapelle" in the schools of the 
"Lietz-Sdftung;" this has never been the practice at Abbotsholme. The head-
master was an unorthodox but intensely religious man who left a clear mark 
on the school. In his German diary of 1924 occurs this passage: 
"Under the influence of modem thought, the old religious views have largely 
crumbled into the dust. Mankind, however, cannot live long without religion; 
and as the Roman Catholic Church presents a definite and organised front it 
is for the moment gaining recruits everywhere - the dissenting religions having 
no unity or cohesion. What is wanted is a new statement of religion which will 
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bring the old symbols into touch with modem life by means of a new inter-
pretation of them. Unless we have a restatement of religion in connexion with 
the old hallowed symbols, we shall merely desintégrate into a menagerie of wild 
beasts."49 
Reddie was convinced that he created this new statement, combining old 
symbols with modem ideas, in the Liturgy of his New School. "The New Edu-
cation, in bringing the human mind into more immediate contact with the actual 
world, and learning to use words in connection with actualities, has made it 
necessary that religion should be reformed, or at least, restated." 50 
A special feature of religious and moral education was Reddie's weekly 
sermon. In the Abbotsholme Archives are four stout volumes in which his 
addresses during the period 1889-1927 are collected. When he delivered them 
they were taken down in shorthand, afterwards typed out by his secretary and 
then pasted in. These collections are invaluable for a right understanding of 
Reddie's fascinating and contradictory personality. They usually begin with 
"I want to say a few words tonight on . . . " but these few words normally took 
him thirty, forty and sometimes even sixty minutes. In his sermons Reddie 
completely revealed himself; they are more exercises in thinking aloud than 
carefully prepared and beautifully polished addresses. He discussed every sub-
ject under the sun and Stanley Saram was right when he said that "the range 
of subjects would fill an encyclopedia."B1 The sermons were meant to touch the 
boys' reason and intellect; on 5 June 1921 he said: "I am not in favour of 
making a sermon appeal to your feelings. Perhaps that is due to a certain 
amount of Scottish blood. In the Northern country a sermon is, as a rule, di-
rected to the intellect." In his addresses he spoke about ideas that occupied his 
mind or things that had occurred during the past week; what he said was always 
placed within a wider religio-moral context and always aimed at conveying 
(and sometimes indoctrinating) a definite philosophy of life. The central cate-
gory of this philosophy was love of and duty towards God and fellow-man 
which also characterized religious and moral education at Abbotsholme. "Edu-
cation, which is the true work of the priest, will have nothing to do with a 
minimum of morals, but seeks to make each person rise to the highest level 
that he individually is capable of reaching. . . the method of the educator is 
persuasion, that is. Love."52 
On 10 July 1904 the sermon concerns "What is aimed at in our Chapel-
Services and in our School life with regard to that all-important subject: Reli-
gion?" In everything that exists Reddie sees a polarity; in science between the 
study of nature and the study of man; in plants, animals and human beings 
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between the masculine and feminine principle. In man the masculine and femi-
nine principle is called ratio and feeling.53 The universe appears as the work 
of an omnipotent being which we call God. That is why "religion is the study 
of the whole of things, within and without." Because of the polarity in human 
beings the chapel services must appeal to ratio and feeling; these services must 
provide us with definite ideas about our duties; in chapel we must receive the 
fire and enthusiasm to act and behave according to the highest principle of 
love and duty. If we want a religion that reconciles both poles, we must regard 
religion as the word "that stands for union and perfect equipoise of the claims 
of head and the claims of heart." How do we reach this reconciliation? On the 
one hand we must select "the most beautiful poetic forms of all epochs;" on 
the other hand we must give an ever-progressive interpretation to these forms. 
Our Christian symbols transcend the symbols of all other religions that ever 
existed and contain, under different names, all essential ideas that have ever 
occupied people's minds. Our chapel services must satisfy both man and 
woman in ourselves. Music and poetry must make the heart happy; sermons 
and readings must instruct the intellect. Our life and our religion must contain 
masculine and feminine elements, our life must be one long continuous reli-
gious service. 
Reddie always emphasized the necessary connection between religion and 
practical, every-day life. "In my view no Religion and no Religious Teaching 
can be of the remotest use to anybody unless it is going to touch the entire life." 
(Sermon 17 November 1901). "The object of religion is to turn us away from 
the worship of the tomb and to turn us to the worship of the living." (Sermon 
13 May 1918). 
Because religion and daily life ought to be integrated, he did not distinguish 
between religion and morals. "Religion is simply an attempt to give us a guiding 
principle in life. Religion is a body of knowledge, of action, of custom, of 
feeling . . . the object of which is to enable us to do our duty more easily, to 
find out what we are to do." (Sermon 8 May 1904). "Religion then, is that 
which explains the meaning of the Universe, and the Duty of Man in i t . . . 
Religion includes Philosophy and Poetry, Knowledge and Action, Science and 
Art. It is the Light of the Understanding, the Fire of the Heart, and the Force 
which dominates the Action of Mankind . . . It is impossible for a man to be 
without religion. His conduct is bound by some theory of life."64 
What did contemporaries think of Reddie's religious and moral education? 
His successor Colin Sharp called him a deeply religious man and he thought 
that the Chapel Services were highly creative but too diff icult.66 In Emlohstobba 
Liete testifies to the intensely religious and moral atmosphere at the School 
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and to illustrate that at Abbotsholme religious education was part and parcel 
of life and not just one of many subjects on the time-table, he makes Dr. Bid-
der say: "Well, religion and morals are, of course, inseparable. Whether we 
are in the chapel, offering prayers and thanksgiving, or in class or in the fields, 
studying the marvellous works of God in his history or natural science; or are 
wandering by the river, in the woods or on the hills; or are standing under the 
starry heavens and gazing into the dark abyss; always, and in all places, we are 
offering up Divine Service. Religion is too sacred and subtle a matter, too much 
an affair of the feelings and affections, of the inward life and will, to be ade-
quately handled in class or taught like an ordinary subject, say, mathematics. 
To keep a fellow in for an hour, to give him marks, to put his name in the 
Punishment Book, because he does not "know" such and such a "piece" of 
religion, makes one pause overwhelmed with disgust. In religion's own name, 
and in the name of conscience, let us guard against everything which may dese-
crate religion and conscience; against everything which might cause the most 
sacred ideas to be regarded with levity or loathing. Is not the latter often the 
inevitable result of our traditional religious teaching? Have not, all of us, felt 
that strange physiological sickness, or psychological repulsion, at what our 
teachers were pleased sometimes to tell us was a part of "religion," we knowing 
in our souls it was not?"Be 
In The Abbotsholmian, June term 1910, p. 83, a letter from Lietz is re-
printed in which he refers to the profound value and lasting influence of the 
Abbotsholme Liturgy. "I came to Abbotsholme after painful experiences, with 
sad heart. The Chapel Services at Abbotsholme gave me much comfort and 
uplift. They were indeed for me divine moments. I saw there, and have always 
seen since during my visits, that a noble and sublime spirit hovers over this 
place; that those inside it are filled with reverence for all that is above. This 
was chiefly due to the services in Chapel, where I have often seen the boys 
deeply moved." 
A young Abbotsholmian, P. A. G. Ussher wrote an article in the School 
Magazine, entitled What does Chapel mean at Abbotsholme!'51 He thought 
that the Chapel Services at Abbotsholme are a great improvement on those of 
most schools because all boys take part in the services. The readings are taken 
not only from the Bible, but also from other great modem writers such as 
Carlyle and Ruskin - the readings are not entirely chosen and given by the 
masters but also the pupils have their say. There is no established religion at 
Abbotsholme. "The services, though founded on those of the Church of Eng-
land are different from them in many respects, so that most religious opinions 
are fairly represented. It cannot be said that we are irreligious, as there is 
evening and morning chapel every day of the week." 
In Abbotsholme Chapel one saw besides crucifix, madonna, Greek statues, 
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paintings and flowers also the heads of heroes; great men such as Confucius, 
Buddha, Socrates, Plato, King Alfred, Luther, Calvin, Cromwell, Carlyle, and 
Ruskin. This celestial bodyguard of the immortals, as Reddie called them, were 
to give Abbotsholmians some idea of the unique greatness and splendour of 
God, that One Supreme Being, and were to inspire them to a religious and 
moral life. 
In a sermon delivered on 11 November 1917 Reddie gave a good summary 
of the place of religion and morals in his educational system; "thus the Chapel 
is intended to be the coping-stone of the whole educational building, to bring 
everything to a unifying point and to associate the highest ideals of human life 
and conduct with their ethical and aesthetic, poetic and philosophic expression. 
I cannot conceive of the use of any education that is not unifying." 
When Abbotsholme's religious and moral education and its Chapel Service, 
unorthodox and secularized as they may seem, are compared with the empty 
lip-service at many contemporary secondary schools, it must be admitted that 
Reddie broke new ground and opened new perspectives. For a critical com-
mentary the reader is referred to section 46. 
Section 37: Sport and Handicraft 
In Reddie's philosophy of education sport and handicraft were not an end in 
themselves but a means to an end. Abbotsholme was no agricultural or techni-
cal college but an educational laboratory, "a carefully designed Factory for 
training Rulers,"5' organised so that the potential colonists and the future 
leaders of England learned how theory and practice dovetailed into each other. 
"Our practice, however, is to let every boy according to his size and strength, 
his intelligence and aptitude, do that which he can do best - not to become a 
beast of burden or a mere labourer by being kept too long at one thing or too 
much at what is rough - but in order that he may know what work is." ^  Only 
those who had worked with their hands had a real respect for manual work 
and were consequently fit to rule over the labourers of Britain. 
As shown in section 11, Reddie was a disciple of Edward Carpenter and as 
such an exponent of the "gospel of potato-digging," the cult of manual work. 
That is why "he strove to impress the minds of his pupils with the "panoramic 
reflex of Nature," and to banish from them the notorious psychological troubles 
afflicting those who lacked a hard and steady occupation employing body and 
mind together."60 He detested books, words, the abstract, the theoretical, and 
believed that man fully realized himself only in an active life requiring a com-
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píete use of head and hand. His anthropological ideal was the homo faber, not 
the bookman. 
Tennis, hockey, cricket, football, skating, golf, digging, tree-felling, fishing, 
basket-making, woodcraft, metal-work, photography, boot-making, gardening, 
bee-keeping, looking after the farm-animals, swimming, boating, hay-mak-
ing, . . . the list of physical and manual activities was almost endless. The fun-
damental principle was that the boy was confronted with a concrete problem 
which he had to solve by using his intelligence, muscular power, initiative, 
sense of duty and responsibility and strength of will. Using one's body was no 
end in itself, but a means to character-formation and physical development. 
Two afternoons a week were devoted to sports; the other afternoons were 
spent in the gardens, fields, woods, at the farm, the river, in short in God's free 
nature. One basic craft, namely woodwork, was a compulsory subject on the 
school's time-table; for the rest the boys were free to choose. 
The traditional Public School tended to form an "athletocracy"B1 and it 
over-accentuated team sports. Reddie tried to strike a fair balance; beside 
sports which required co-operation, every Individual form of using hands and 
body had an equal chance. These physical activities were primarily intended 
to bring the boys into contact with things; it was not enough to look at people 
working, but one should lend a helping hand oneself. In this way the pupils got 
a spate of impressions straight from the material world which had to be or-
ganised and canalised. This was done in class. Naturalistics, not only the above 
activities, but also excursions, surveying, botanical field work and practical 
geometry, were co-ordinated indoors with mathematics, drawing etc. Every-
thing possible was done to bring about a cross-fertilization between mental 
work indoors and physical and manual work outdoors. Reddie rightly thought 
that this was the only way to make knowledge real and functional. He knew 
that his ideal of a harmonious education could be realised only by a just and 
successful combination of intellectual, physical, moral, artistic and social edu-
cational means. A rich, varied and first-hand experience would bring about the 
necessary reconciliation between education and reality. 
Section 38: Contemporary Opinions 
In 1895, some years after the school was founded, Abbotsholme was official-
ly inspected by H. Courthope Bowen, a former headmaster and later a Cam-
bridge lecturer on education. The school seems to him in "a satisfactory state, 
and to be making steady and most encouraging progress towards the accom-
plishment of the very high aim which it has set before it." ** The educational 
plan is excellent and its details are cleverly arranged. "I know of no other 
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school in which the predominant aim is so markedly the development of the 
boy's whole nature . . . and none in which the effort to bring his knowledge, 
power and skill into harmonious inter-relation is so carefully maintained."e3 
Courthope Bowen especially praises the out-of-door occupations and the 
manual work though they need perhaps a more thorough organisation. He 
reports on lessons given by the headmaster, Mr. Lancelot, Herr Neumann, and 
Mr. Clifford Pilsbury and ends his report in this way: "I have made it quite 
clear, that I think the School is doing good work . . . all who are interested in 
sound education must wish The New School Abbotsholme continued and in-
creased success." ** And in a supplement the report says: "Eventually, I think, 
you will have to raise your fees to £. 90, £. 100 and £,110. What you provide 
is worth even higher fees." 
In 1897 Edmond Demolins, the father of the French Ecoles Nouvelles, pub-
lished his A quoi tient la supériorité des Anglo-Saxons? On pp. 55-81 he 
describes Abbotsholme and his final judgment (pp. 80-81) is: "Telle est cette 
Ecole et tel est son programme. Cette expérience est extrêmement intéressante 
en ce qu'elle me paraît marquer une évolution nettement accentuée vers un 
système d'éducation plus approprié aux conditions nouvelles de la vie sociale. 
Par son caractère pratique, par sa préoccupation dominante de former l'homme 
et tout l'homme, de développer en lui, au plus haut degré, toutes les facultés, 
toute sa puissance d'énergie et d'initiative, cette Ecole tranche résolument avec 
les divers systèmes d'enseignement." 
The great Neo-Herbartian, Wilhelm Rein, wrote in 1897 the preface to the 
English edition of Emlohstobba. He calls Abbotsholme a "pedagogic kingdom, 
where no disturbing influences upset the educational aims and work of the 
place; where full freedom is enjoyed in carrying out the ideals which the Di-
rector of the School has rightly apprehended to be the true ones; where the 
culture of the intellect is balanced by the culture of the heart and of the body, 
and instruction in workshop and garden is balanced by the refining influences of 
art, morals, and religion."65 From an alumnus of the famous Jena School, the 
Mecca of methodology and didactics, it is high praise that "nothing appears to 
be neglected in this school, which an Educative School should undertake.'"66 
Rein hopes and trusts that Abbotsholme will attract the attention of all who care 
about education, because it is schools like this that produce "vigorous men fit 
to create and to direct a nobler social life in the future.'*67 
In 1904 Prof. Sir Patrick Geddes inspected the school. He praises the out-
of-door activities, the spirit of co-operation, and the great attention paid to 
moral education. He expresses minor criticisms on the teaching of mathema-
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tics, chemistry and especially biology but his final judgment is that "the sub-
stantial foundations have been laid of a great school." e8 
The Abbotsholmian published in 1912 an anthology of letters from parents, 
guardians, Old Boys and others, some of which may be quoted. A Preparatory 
Schoolmaster (not an Abbotsholme Parent): "Your splendid pioneer work at 
Abbotsholme must throw light on many matters which Preparatory Schools, 
bound to the chariot wheels of the Public Schools, cannot experiment upon." 
(2 August 1906, p. 22). An Old Boy: "I can only thank you very much for all 
the good you have done and taught me during five years at Abbotsholme, and 
you may be sure I will uphold the honour and good name of the place and 
remain true to its principles always." (30 August 1901, p. 22). A father: "We 
feel it incumbent upon us to acknowledge the great benefit he [his son] has 
received whilst under your charge .. . Physically - When he went to you nearly 
six years ago, he was considered weakly. Now he is robust, well-grown, mus-
cular and able to do what most other lads can. Mentally - The result of the 
exam for his entry to Cambridge shows that the instruction, training and 
guidance he received has been appreciated. Morally — He has attained the 
"anticipated result" in the development of a self-reliant, disciplined and moral 
character, due largely to the many influences for good, and the generally 
healthy tone of the school." (23 August 1899, p. 23). An American professor 
of psychology to an Abbotsholme parent: "After living in England for three 
years I can realise what courage and perseverance it takes for a man to carry 
through a protest in tangible form against the mistakes of the past. I have had 
from the first the keenest sympathy with Dr. Reddie's work . . . Any influence 
I may have shall go in the direction of strengthening Dr. Reddie's work." 
(30 June 1901, p. 25). A guardian: "I never saw a boy so improved in all my 
life. He is just a credit to you." (Dec., 1904, p. 25). 
Although Reddie always pretended not to be publicity-minded he included 
in Abbotsholme a great number of international press opinions about the first 
ten years of his creation. In 1912 the school published a pamphlet entitled 
Abbotsholme, an Educational Laboratory, in which another series of press 
notices was collected. The Practical Teacher hailed Dr. Reddie as "a genuine 
educational reformer," thanks to him "England has the credit of originating 
what is perhaps the most significant educational reform of modem times." 
(p. 3). The Sphere, in an article of 20 October 1900, described Abbotsholme 
as "a remarkable experiment which has attracted the attention of the first 
educationalists of Europe and America" (p. 4), and according to The Teachers' 
Aid of 27 April 1901 "Dr. Reddie is an interesting outcome of that divine dis-
satisfaction which the modem public school creates." (p. 5). The Pall Mall 
Gazette noted that "as one of our educational pioneers, Dr. Reddie is probably, 
like many another prophet, held in higher honour outside his own country than 
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within it." (p. 6). The Educational Times thought that "Dr. Reddie is doing a 
good work, and deserves to succeed." (p. 9). American papers were even more 
enthusiastic. The School Journal of 29 June 1901: "Since the days of Thomas 
Arnold, no English educator has, by the force of his example, exerted a more 
powerful influence for good in the shaping of the education of boys than Dr. 
Cecil Reddie." (p. 10). The Educational Review of March 1901 gave alyiical 
description of school and headmaster: "The torch of enthusiasm burning in Dr. 
Lietz's Deutsches Landerziehungsheim at Ilsenburg was lighted at the fire that 
glows in a school in central England." (p. 11). 
Of course it should be realised that these contemporary opinions give a one-
sided impression. There were parents and newspapers to express adverse 
criticism, and not unnaturally Reddie did not include these negative opinions in 
his publications. From the above, however, it may be concluded that he re-
ceived a good deal of encouragement from all quarters, at home and abroad. 
The relative failure of his life-work was not due to lack of interest from the 
world outside Abbotsholme; it was rather the result of self-destroying forces 
within the school, the greatest of which was Cecil Reddie himself. (Vide: Chap-
ter I). 
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CHAPTER V 
ABBOTSHOLME AND EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION 
Section 39: Reddie - The New Education - The New School 
According to van Gelder and van den Berg three phases in the history of 
educational innovation can be distinguished. 1. The phase of the individual 
activity of the pioneer. 2. That of co-operation between the like-minded. 3. The 
phase of systematic world-wide educational innovation.1 Reddie should be 
situated in the first phase; the New Education - and New School Movement 
follows in the second; it is to be feared that the world is still waiting for the 
dawning of the third. 
Educational reform is almost as old as education itself. Van Popta rightly 
says: "In alle tijdperken vinden wij weer Ecoles Nouvelles, nieuwe scholen die 
willen afwijken van het bestaande."2 Dissatisfaction with existing conditions, 
passionate longing for a New Man, as well as political, military, religious and 
economic motives, all have stimulated educational reform. "As human socie-
ties are in a continuous change, are historical, so the relation between education 
and society is historical: changes in the educational system are the conse-
quences of changes in the pattern of norms and values, consequently in the 
culture of a society."3 There have always been great personalities who were 
sincerely interested in youth on its difficult way to adulthood. Educational 
history abounds in impressive names: Socrates, Plato, Augustin, Comenius, 
Vives, Montaigne, Francke, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Newman; we 
associate Vittorino da Peltre and Casa Giocosa, Basedow and Philantropinum, 
Salzmann and Schnepfenthal, Fröbel and Kindergarten, Tolstoi and Jasnaja 
Poljana, Montessori and Casa dei Bambini, Decroly and I'Hermitage, Tagore 
and his Sanctuary School. A long and illustrious procession of great figures, to 
which the Anglo-American world in our own time added the names of John 
Dewey, W. H. Kilpatrick, A. S. Neill, John Badley, Bertrand Russell, Homer 
Lane, Cecil Reddie and others. 
1
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The pioneer work of Comenius, Pestalozzi, Basedow, Fröbel, Herbart, von 
Humboldt and many others had been very successful; they had given Europe a 
scholastic system which embraced the Kindergarten, the Neo-Humanist "Gym-
nasium" and the new, liberal University. In the course of the 19th century, 
however, this system became rigid and ossified and gave rise to a more or less 
organised reform called The New School Movement, based on a common 
protest of like-minded educators against traditionalism. 
Cousinet defines New Education as "une attitude nouvelle vis-à-vis de l'en-
fant. Attitude faite de compréhension, d'amour. . . mais surtout attitude de 
respect. Attitude d'attente, de patience, attitude de la main délicate . . . Attitude 
d'acceptation de l'enfance en tant que telle, réconnaissance de la valeur de 
l'enfance comme une période nécessaire dans le développement de l'homme."4 
Rousseau may be considered the father of Child Psychology because he was 
the first to point out that childhood had "une valeur en soi."B This functional 
idea of childhood - Claparède spoke of a Copernican revolution - became the 
central category of the New Education. Until Rousseau, childhood was mostly 
seen as a transitional phase, a time of preparation before adulthood was reach-
ed. After 1762, when Emile was published, the conviction grew that a child 
was a creative, individual human being in its own right and that the educator 
was no longer "l'auteur de l'éducation, il en est le témoin, et le protecteur."* 
The child is capable of spontaneous self-development, the adult may help, but 
must never direct from without. Consequently the New Educators are on the 
whole functionalists; that is why Cousinet can describe the New Education as 
a "hygiène. . . partie de la médecine qui traite des milieux où l'homme est 
appelé à vivre, et de la manière de les modifier dans le sens le plus favorable 
à son développement."7 
Within the New School Movement the variation in ideas, ideals and methods 
was so great that it is difficult to think of this movement as one coherent or-
ganisation or group. It is impossible to squeeze Reddie, Montessori, Kerschen-
steiner, Dewey, Claparède and Tagore into one common pattern. On the other 
hand, the New Schools all had the same starting-point, namely the anti-intellec-
tualist protest against traditionalism in education. "A parcourir les écrits de 
l'Ecole NouveUe, on est frappé de l'importance qu'on y accorde à la lutte 
contre l'école traditionnelle."8 New Educators, such as Reddie, resented in old 
schools, such as the Public Schools, the following points: 1. The teacher and 
textbook centred approach. "The centre of gravity [was] outside the child."0 
2. The prime characteristics of intellectualism, verbalism, authoritarianism, rou-
4
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6
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tine and ignorance of child psychology. 3. The philosophy of education which 
was, in Ferrière's words, "une pédagogie d'adulte imposée à l'enfant."10 4. 
Traditional education too much emphasized the handing on of the treasures 
of history. In this way it was directed towards the past and a mere continuation 
of the existing state of affairs, thus degrading the concept of education to con-
formity with and mere preparation for the adult world. 
The New School Movement should not be treated as an isolated phenom-
enon; it was part of a much more comprehensive evolution in thought which 
took concrete shape in the social, political, economic and intellectual attempts 
at reform in the last years of the nineteenth century. The ideal that inspired this 
evolution was the ideal of a New Man, a dynamic, personal, individual, cre-
ative, free human being. This New Man would be the outcome of the New 
Education provided in New Schools, of which Abbotsholme was the first. 
In Les Ecoles Nouvelles11 Foulquié gives the following characteristics of the 
New Education: 1. Primacy of moral and integral, i.e. harmonious, education. 
2. A psychological approach towards education; Reddie would speak of an 
education based on Child Study. 3. Active education. 4. Natural environment, 
by which Foulquié means "la campagne" (p. 134), "internat familial" (p. 135), 
"coeducation." (p. 137). The last, however, is not essential in the ideology of 
the New Schools: "Le Docteur Reddie, qui est à l'origine du mouvement des 
écoles nouvelles, est hostile à la coeducation." (p. 138). 5. Functional education. 
6. Child-centred education, which does not mean soft pedagogy but the recog-
nition of the intrinsic finality of childhood and adolescence. 7. Autonomy; this 
does not disagree with Reddie's Liberty is Obedience to the Law, as Ferrière's 
definition of autonomy shows: "Le [the pupil] placer sous la tutelle de sa propre 
conscience morale." (p. 125). Besides, did not Rousseau speak of a "liberté 
bien réglée"? 8. Individual education but "dans un esprit communautaire." 
(p. 142). 9. An optimistic and confident atmosphere, by which Foulquié means 
"croyance en la bonté de la nature." (p. 146). The present study showed that 
Reddie and Abbotsholme came up to Foulquié's requirements. 
According to Ferrière it is very difficult to define the term New School, 
Ecole Nouvelle, Neue Schule. "Le nom d'Ecole Nouvelle - en Anglais New 
School — a été choisi par le Dr. Cecil Reddie, qui créa la première institution 
de ce genre en 1889 à Abbotsholme dans le Derbyshire."12 Instead of New 
School, many other names were invented: Ecole Nouvelle (Demolins), Ecole 
Constructive (Ferrière), Ecole Fonctionelle (Claparède), Ecole sur Mesure 
(Claparède), Ecole Active (Ferrière), Arbeitsschule (Kerschensteiner), Land-
erziehungsheim (Lietz), Ecole Sereine (Boschetti-Alberti), Ecole Rénovée 
(Boon), Werkplaats (Boeke). As long ago as 1950 Roger Cousinet wrote: 
"L'Histoire complète de l'éducation nouvelle . . . reste encore à écrire, et un 
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ouvrage spécial y sera nécessaire."13 In spite of excellent studies by Kessler, 
Boyd and Rawson, Stewart, Cousinet, Foulquié and others, the educational 
world is still waiting for a complete history of this very interesting development 
in education. 
Although Kessler said that the New School Movement is "un mouvement 
difficile à saisir,"14 the multitude of new educational establishments that sprang 
up after Abbotsholme may be differentiated as follows: 1. The Rural Educa-
tive Homes or Country Boarding Schools, Landerziehungsheime or Landschul-
heime, and Foyers d'Education à la Campagne, in England (Abbotsholme, 
Bedales etc.), Germany (Ilsenburg, Haubinda etc.), France (L'Ecole des 
Roches, L'Ecole de ГПе de France etc.), Switzerland (Clarisegg, Hof Ober­
kirch etc.), and their offspring in Europe and the Unites States. (Vide: Section 
41). 2. The American Experimental Group centring in Dewey and Chicago 
University. 3. The New Schools of the Doctor-Educators,16 such as Montessori, 
Decroly, Claparède, and all those whom they inspired. 4. Educational institu-
tions for the maladjusted or socially deprived such as Flanagan's Boys Town, 
George's Junior Republic, Makarenko's Gorki Colony, Lane's Little Com-
monwealth and others. 
Probably the greatest driving force of the New School Movement was 
Adolphe Ferrière, who founded in 1899 the International Bureau of New 
Schools at Les Pléiades-sur-Blonay in Switzerland.16 Through Demolins and 
Lietz, under whom he taught at Ilsenburg, he came in 1901 into contact with 
Reddie, "sensing his intellectual daring and magnetism at once."1T One of the 
aims of his Bureau was to describe what made a school into a New School. 
Ferrière's definition ran as follows: "Un internat familiale établi à la campagne 
où l'expérience de l'enfant sert de base à l'éducation intellectuelle par l'emploi 
adéquat des travaux manuels et à l'éducation morale par la pratique d'un 
système d'autonomie relative des écoliers."118 
By this definition he implied a number of minimum requirements for a New 
School: 1. It should be a Country Boarding-School of a domestic character. 2. 
Personal experience and activity should be the basis of this education. "L'Ac-
tivité spontanée personelle et productive, tel est l'idéal de l'Ecole Active. Cet 
idéal n'est point nouveau. C'est celui de Montaigne, de Locke, de Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Fichte, Fröbel en firent le centre de leur système edu-
13
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catif."19 3. It should strike a balance between intellectual activities and physi-
cal and manual work. "Il faut fournir aux enfants l'occasion de travailler de 
leur corps et de leur mains. Ce fut l'idée première des créateurs de l'Ecole 
Active."20 4. Fidi stress should be laid on moral education, which Ferrière 
defined as "une conquête de soi. Encore ime fois, elle n'est point un ensemble de 
préceptes infligés du dehors au dedans mais une croissance qui se manifeste du 
dedans au dehors.'"21 5. The New School should recognize a certain degree of 
pupils' autonomy. "Nous n'élevons pas les enfants, ai-je dit: c'est eux qui 
s'élèvent."22 
In 1921 Ferrière published the outcome of a questionnaire which he had 
drawn up to define the characteristics of New Schools. The list consisted of 
thirty necessary conditions; for schools to be called New Schools the pass-mark 
was 50 per cent. The first ten points are general: 1. An Ecole Nouvelle is an 
experimental pedagogic laboratory. 2. It is a boarding school. 3. It is in the 
country. 4. It is organised in Houses. 5. It is co-educational. 6. Handicraft is a 
compulsory item of the daily time-table. 7. Handicraft will be centred in 
carpentry. 8. A New School gives full opportunities for optional work. 9. Physi-
cal Education will be in the open and, if possible, naked. 10. Excursions, 
camping, hitch-hiking etc. are essential items of the educational plan. 
The next ten conditions refer to intellectual education. 11. Reasoning is 
more important than memory-work. 12. General education comes first; special-
isation according to personal preference, capacity and plans for the future will 
follow later. 13. Instruction is based on experience, experiments and facts, 
theory follows practice. 14. Individual activity is the basis of instruction. 15. 
Teaching is adapted to the pupil's spontaneous interests. 16. Individual re-
search is encouraged. 17. Collective work will aim at the production of class 
books which can be used in teaching. 18. The mornings are devoted to inteDec-
tual work, the afternoons to games, handicraft, excursions etc. 19. Only a few 
subjects are taught every day and 20. Every term. 
The last ten points touch on moral education. 21. The guiding principle in 
this field is individual, free moral choice. 22. The ideal school organisation is a 
democratic republic. The next best thing is a constitutional democracy, in 
which prefects are chosen by the pupils. 23. All citizens of the school-state 
work for each other and the common weal. 24. Pupils are stimulated to make 
full use of their inborn creativeness. 25. Punishment and offence are related. 
26. Inter-personal competition is discouraged. 27. The New School is a place 
of beauty; in Ellen Key's words a "milieu de beauté." 28. Musical education is 
considered important. 29. Initial moral education is realised by stories told to 
awaken value-judgments. 30. The New School is non-confessional or inter-
confessional. Tolerance is a great spiritual ideal. 
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In 1925 only Geheeb's Odenwaldschule met all 30 conditions, Bedales 
scored 25, Abbotsholme ІЗ г, Lietz's schools 22, and L'Ecole des Roches 
17 Vi .23 Although Abbotsholme and Bedales were the only British schools which 
Ferrière included in his list, he was fully aware that the New Education was 
not exclusively a continental movement, for he observes in L'Ecole Active: 
"En Angleterre, il y a une poussée souterraine qui entraîne peu à peu la nation à 
son insu, vers les méthodes de l'Ecole Active. Quelques précurseurs ont rompu 
la glace. Les Reddie, les Badley, les Cecil Grant, ont fait aux travaux manuels, 
à l'autonomie des écoliers, et à la culture de la spontanéité une large place dans 
leurs New Schools." 24 
Reddie's place in the New Education and New School Movement is well 
illustrated by Ferrière's dedication in his Projet d'Education Nouvelle: "Hom-
mage respectueux de l'auteur au grand fondateur des Ecoles Nouvelles."215 In 
1939, on the fiftieth anniversary of Abbotsholme, the founder of the Inter-
national Bureau of New Schools testified to the importance of the founder of 
the first New School: "Son rapport ne périra pas . . . И a exercé une influence 
unique dans l'histoire de la pédagogie du monde entier. Avant lui, l'autorité, 
au sens moyen-âgeux du terme, était souveraine à l'école. Lui fut l'étincelle 
qui mit le feu aux poudres. Il fut le vortex, le tourbillon initial, qui fit entrer 
à l'école le souci scientifique du bien physique et moral de l'enfant... Il fut au 
début et il sera au terme de cette révolution — qui soulève maintenant les écoles 
publiques du monde entier sous le nom d'Ecole Active . . . On a un peu oublié 
Reddie; on le redécouvrira un jour." ** 
This study was written to contribute to a revival of interest in Cecil Reddie 
and his life-work. 
Section 40: What the New Education Movement means at Abbotsholme 
This is the title of an article which Reddie wrote for The Abbotsholmian, 
1906-1907, pp. 19-22. His starting-point is that everybody agrees that edu-
cation should be integral, harmonious, of a piece. The worst crime an educator 
can commit is to split up a pupil's personality into separate, independent, even 
antagonistic elements. Unfortunately it is true that there are very few people 
of one piece. Even St. Paul recognized in himself the Spirit fighting a bitter war 
against the Flesh. If we were really a whole, a fully integrated being, educa-
tion would be a very simple, perhaps superfluous process. But this is not so; 
education is necessitated by the fact that we are divided, incoherent, inchoate. 
23
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That is why education must primarily aim at creating order and harmony in the 
chaos of our life and personality. 
Individual unity, "wholeness or Holiness," is greatly promoted by a harmo­
nious, natural and social environment. But this is exactly the point where, says 
Reddie, Great Britain fails. The nation is characterized by insularity, lack of 
vision and fogginess of thought. In spite of these bad qualities, it succeeded in 
building up an enormous Empire, on which the sun never sets, thanks to its 
favourable geographical situation and great mineral resources. Britain rules 
the waves and one-fifth of the dry globe but this is the very reason that it 
shamefully neglects its national education with the result that the island is inhab­
ited by a small number of educated persons and a mass of "perhaps the most 
ignorant, undisciplined and degraded people in Europe." The country is in dire 
need of a well-educated and well-instructed Directing Class. The most important 
task of these leaders of the nation will be to carry through drastic reforms in all 
fields of Britain's national life. The unpleasant qualities mentioned above are to 
a great extent the outcome of the British educational system. The country can 
only be saved by a new type of education which counteracts the evil influences 
of the national narrow-mindedness by expanding the mind and widening the 
sympathies. In the world-race for power, England cannot afford to fall back. 
FuU realisation of its difficult situation is possible only when the nation has the 
imagination to create new ideals. Compared with Germany, the United States 
and Canada, the country presents the picture of a museum filled with stuffed 
animals or a Chapelle Ardente full of dead bodies. 
Contemporary education, Reddie continues, does not lead to anything; the 
Public School is humbug; it produces only the would-be gentleman, ridiculed 
by educated foreigners because he is so ignorant and arrogant and despised 
by the masses because he cannot and will not lead them. Abbotsholme, however, 
will preach the gospel of the New School. Exactitude, energy, co-operation are 
the qualities which will be the means of the New Education in its attempt to 
create a New Man, who will "see things as they really are." 
Section 41: Colonisation 
There are several reasons why secessions were frequent within the New 
School Movement. One motive, the one behind the rebellions of 1900, 1904 
and 1906 at Abbotsholme, was the dishonourable pursuit of financial gain. In 
1905, after paying all expenses, the school had a profit of £ 1,711; in 1908-
1909 this was £j Ι,οΟΟ.27 The last audit of the school accounts, in Reddie's 
time, dated 30 September 1925, put the value at cost price at £. 32,000. It is 
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unfortunate but apparently human that a successful school like Abbotsholme, 
which Stanley Hall called "the brightest spot on the educational map of Eng­
land.'"38 attracted people who considered it a profitable business enterprise. 
Reddie realized this and saw it as an important motive behind Attempts to 
wreck some of the New Schools:30 "The art of getting rich largely depends on 
the art of being selfish. The reformer is almost always an Idealist, who gives 
more than he gets, and who is then bound to be poor. . . But, to have the 
money-grubber enter, in the guise of superior virtue, and find him, like Judas, 
keen to finger the money-bags and play the traitor, is to intensify the difficul­
ties in the way of Educational Reform." (p. 24). 
Another reason was that the New Schools were extremely personal concep­
tions, "one-man shows," where the centre of gravity was in the Headmaster and 
his radical and progressive educational philosophy. Here again it is unfortunate 
but apparently human that when masters disagreed with their head, the latter 
was apt to speak of "the disloyal (or, as they themselves would say, the in­
dependent and spirited) conduct of some of the Assistant-Masters."30 Besides, 
in boarding-schools, such as Abbotsholme, the masters spent the greater part 
of the day in each other's company, which could easily result in friction be­
tween members of the staff. This might lead to resignation and the foundation 
of a (rival) school of one's own. 
Probably the most honourable reason for secession lay in an honest and fun­
damental difference of principles. This was the case when in 1892 Badley 
decided to leave Abbotsholme. "Happy as I had been there in my work and in 
the whole of the school life, and great as was the satisfaction of putting into 
practice an educational ideal in which I could so heartily believe, I had come 
to feel it was time to leave the place where I had found all this."31 Badley left 
because Reddie was averse from women on the staff and co-education in the 
school; moreover he did not any longer fully agree with Reddie's ideas and 
methods and wanted to put his own in practice. Reddie naturally opposed 
Badley's plans and suggested that he should open a Fore School to feed Ab­
botsholme, an idea to which Badley did not consent. Reddie took this as biting 
the hand that had fed him; he felt betrayed and broke with Badley. For a 
long time the relations between Abbotsholme and Bedales were strained; 
though Badley in his first prospectus (1892) acknowledged "his deep obliga­
tion"32 to Abbotsholme, Reddie wrote an article in The Abbotsholmian of 
1908 in which he denied any similarity between Bedales and his school, 
accused the former of being ungrateful and said that Bedalians exploited "to 
the full the fact that they originally sprang from Abbotsholme." (p. 14). How-
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ever, "it is not true, that they never spoke to each other agam. Apparently 
they met years later at an educational conference when Reddie acknowledged 
that Badley had done a great deal in spreading new ideas in education."33 
Badley never forgot what he owed to Reddie; on the fiftieth anniversary of 
Abbotsholme he wrote that in the new era of education "the main lines were 
from the first laid down by Cecil Reddie, with his vision of a Public School 
freed from hindrances imposed by tradition and so organized as to encourage 
the development of the whole human being. It was this vision, worked out by 
one who had something of real genius, that made so strong an appeal both to 
the idealist and to the practical man, and that has made Abbotsholme a model 
from Miich so many "New Schools" of different types have derived their 
general pattern and their inspiration."34 
This clash between Reddie and Badley does not mean that Abbotsholme 
intended to monopolize the New School idea, but it was Reddie's explicit con-
dition that the parent school should have reached maturity before other schools 
were founded. Already in 1891 he began to plan a scheme for schools on Ab-
botsholme lines and in 1894 he stated that "these children of Abbotsholme 
would spread over the whole land most effectively the principles and practices 
which are peculiar to Abbotsholme . . . We should desire real children and not 
bastards to arise from our labours here. Such colonies moreover would furnish 
the legitimate outlet to masters of ability who had perfected themselves in the 
methods of Abbotsholme.. ,36 The aim in view here is to organise the School 
so that it may reproduce itself, when it had reached maturity... This is the 
Ideal, sketched out, of a rational and natural development of Abbotsholme into 
an alliance of similar schools."3* 
Reddie's first need was the founding of a Fore-School for boys between 
seven and eleven, a sort of reservoir from which Abbotsholme could draw its 
pupils. In spite of many difficulties he succeeded in realizing this plan. After 
Badley rejected his proposal, Mr. and Mrs. Pilsbury (née Lucy Baker), former 
Abbotsholme teachers, ran such a school at Hawarden, Flintshire, called 
Meadowslea Fore School, from 1900 to 1905 when it had to be closed owing 
to Clifford Pilsbury's ill-health. 
Another important development was started when Dr. Hermann Lietz re-
turned to Germany, after having taught at Abbotsholme from October 1896 
to August 1897. He opened the first German Landerziehungsheim at Ilsenburg 
in the Harz, on 28 April 1898. Abbotsholme and Ilsenburg were, in Reddie's 
own words, "in aims, methods and organsation so similar that they can . . . be, 
33
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most usefully, considered as the same."3T This similarity was also recognized 
on the German side. "To think of Lietz without CR. is impossible. His ex­
periences in Abbotsholme altered both himself and his aims . . . Lietz copied 
Reddie's work to its smallest detail. Even to-day traces of the English model are 
visible in all the descendants of this great family of schools."38 Through Lietz, 
Reddie's ideas were widely spread because "the mill at Ilsenburg . . . became 
the starting-point for the entire German Country Boarding School Move­
ment."39 In 1901 Haubindacame into existence, followed, in 1904, by Bieber-
stein. Lietz died in 1919 and was succeeded by Alfred Andressen who, in later 
years, was to give the "Lietz-Stiftung" a distinct Nazi character. In 1939 he 
testified to the debt the German Landerziehungsheime owed to Reddie and 
Abbotsholme: "We are always glad to remember that our founder, Hermann 
Lietz, drew the spiritual impulse for his life work from your founder, Cecil 
Reddie, and still, to-day, we feel ourselves to be his spiritual descendants . . . 
So have Abbotsholme and the German Landerziehungsheime been linked to­
gether for all these years and actively contributed, in their measure, to the 
great idea of spiritual co-operation and human unity." ю 
In 1894 a French sociologist, Edmond Demolins, came to Great Britain to 
study its social conditions. In August he was in Edinburgh where Professor Ged-
des introduced him to Reddie. Demolins never visited Abbotsholme but his 
conversation with Reddie obviously impressed him so much that in A quoi 
tient la supériorité des Anglo-Saxons? he cited Abbotsholme, beside Bedales 
and Colonial College, Hollesley Bay, as an exponent of Britain's superior edu-
cation. In 1899 Demolins "had the rare courage to be willing to learn from 
France's so-called natural enemy, "Perfidious Albion,"41 and he founded 
L'Ecole des Roches, at Vemeuil-sur-Avre, the French equivalent of Abbots-
holme, Bedales and Colonial College. As Demolins was no schoolmaster he 
soon delegated the running of the school to its first headmaster, A. H. Scott, a 
former pupil of Dr. Reddie's. Scott was later succeeded by Paul Bertier. 
The Abbotsholmian published in 1908 a list of colonies under the proud 
title Abbotsholme Offspring,4" New Schools which claimed to be on Abbots-
holme lines. First Abbotsholme was named. 
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2. Bedales School, Lindfield, Sussex, (after 1900 Petersfield, Hampshire). 
Founded in 1893 by John Badley. In 1902 two Abbotsholme masters, Sidney 
Unwin and George Hooper joined the staff at Bedales. 
3. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim no. 1, Ilsenburg. Founded in 1898 by 
Hermann Lietz. Two Old Abbotsholmians, former prefects, helped to start the 
school. Reddie lent two of his masters to assist Lietz from April 1898 to July 
1899. In August 1898 Cecil and Florence Reddie, Karl Neumann and about 
thirty boys and parents from Abbotsholme spent a month at Ilsenburg. 
4. L'Ecole des Roches, Vemeuil-sur-Avre, France. Founded in October 
1899 by Edmond Demolins. Reddie visited this school in 1900, 1902, 1905 
and 1924. 
5. L'Ecole Nouvelle de l'Esterel, Cannes. Founded in 1900 by M. Babet 
and visited by Reddie in 1901. 
6. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim no 2, Haubinda. Founded in 1901 by 
Hermann Lietz. This was an extension of Ilsenburg for the elder boys of 12 to 
16 (4th to 2nd classes). Reddie went to Haubinda in 1901, 1902, 1905 and 
1924. 
7. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim Stolpe, Berlin. Founded in 1901 by Frau 
von Petersenn, whose daughter, Jutta, married Lietz in 1911. This was the 
first Landerziehungsheim for girls. 
8. L'Ecole Nouvelle de ГПе de France, Liancourt. Founded in 1901 by an 
Old Abbotsholmian, A. H. Scott, who was later appointed first headmaster of 
L'Ecole des Roches. Reddie visited Liancourt in 1902. 
9. Institut Grünau, Bern, Switzerland. Founded in 1902 by Dr. Looser. 
After staying with Lietz, he organised his school on Landerziehungsheim-
lines. 
10. Glarisegg Schule, Bodensee, Switzerland. Founded in 1902 by Wilhelm 
Frei and Werner Zuberbühler, formerly assistants of Reddie and Lietz. Reddie 
went to Clarisegg in 1902. 
11. Le Collège Nouveau de Normandie, Rouen. Founded in 1902 by M. 
Duhamel. Reddie thought this former Harrow master too conservative to be 
leader of a New School. 
12. Ecole Nouvelle du Sud-Est, Lyon. Founded in 1903. Up to 1908 there 
had been no contacts with Abbotsholme. 
13. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim no. 3, Bieberstein. Founded in 1904 by 
Lietz. After his pupils had stayed at Ilsenburg (6th to 4th classes), and Haubin-
da (4th to 2nd classes), they moved to Bieberstein (2nd and 1st classes) to 
finish their studies. Lietz and a party of boys went to Abbotsholme in 1905; 
Reddie visited Bieberstein in August and September 1905 and in 1924. 
14. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim Gaienhofen. This girls school was also 
founded by Frau von Petersenn. 
15. österreichisches Landerziehungsheim Freiwaldau. After corresponding 
with Reddie and visiting Lietz, Rudolf Stemadel founded this school in 1904. 
16. Ecole Nouvelle de l'Aquitaine, France. Founded in 1905 by Ernest 
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Contou, formerly with Lietz. He was joined by Friedrich Grander, a former 
Abbotsholme master, who dedicated the study which he published in 1910, Le 
Mouvement des Ecoles Nouvelles en Angleterre et en France, to Reddie, "as a 
testimony of admiration and recognition."43 
17. The Polish Country Educational School Ognisko. Founded near War-
saw in 1906 by Kazimierz Lutoslawski. He visited Abbotsholme in 1904, 1905 
and 1908. Reddie inspected the school in 1906. 
18. The Choate School, Connecticut, U.S.A. Reorganized under Prof. 
Samuel Dutton of Columbia University on New School lines. Reddie visited 
the school in 1907. 
19. The Sanford School, Connecticut, U.S.A. Founded in 1906 by Daniel 
Sanford, author of Two Foreign Schools (Reddie's and Lietz's), visited the 
same year by Dr. Reddie. 
20. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim Wald-Sieversdorf, Berlin. Founded in 
1906, this school catered for girls and young boys. 
21. The Nordhoff School, California, U.S.A.. No relevant particulars. 
22. The New School Torino, Italy. No particulars. 
23. The Interlaken School, Indiana, U.S.A. Founded in 1907 by Edward 
Rumely (who had been in correspondence with Reddie) and Frank O'Hara. 
Reddie was present at the opening and spent a month at the school. 
24. Deutsches Landerziehungsheim Dettinghofen. Founded in 1907. 
The Abbotsholmian fears that the list above is incomplete, which is probably 
true;44 besides, the New School Movement did not stop in 1907. Lietz's nearest 
colleagues, Gustav Wyneken, Paul Geheeb and Martin Luserke had defected 
in 19064e and established the Freie Schulgemeinde at Wickersdorf, visited by 
Reddie in 1924, when he was hailed as the "Grossvater" of the New School 
Movement. In his turn, Geheeb left Wyneken and with his wife Edith Cassirer 
set up the Odenwald Schule near Frankfurt, in 1910. In the Hitler period they 
emigrated to Switzerland where they founded L'Ecole de l'Humanité. Luserke 
broke with Wyneken in the Twenties and established his Landerziehungsheim 
on the island of Juist in the North Sea. Other colleagues and disciples of Lietz 
who started schools of their own were Lohmann, Marseille and Kramer, who 
set up, respectively, Schondorf (1905), Bischof stein (1907), "on a pattern 
very like Abbotsholme's," « and Holzminden (1909). 
Just before his death in 1919, Lietz realized a lifelong wish, namely a Land-
erziehungsheim for the less well-to-do. This was Veckenstedt, a Landwahen-
heim especially for war-orphans. 
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Between 1920 and 1930 the "Lietz-Stiftung" gave rise to a number of 
schools "on Lietz's and so Abbotsholme's principles and they represent in them-
selves an export from Great Britain which has been too often invisible in dis-
cussing progressive Education."47 These schools were Gebesee, Ettersburg, 
Buchenau, Hohenwerda, Spiekeroog and Grovesmiihle. Ward mentions two 
other extensions of the Landerziehungsheim-movement, namely Breitbrunn 
and Burtenbach, both girls schools in Bavaria.48 
When that well-known old Abbotsholmian, Sir Stanley Unwin died in 1968, 
some obituaries spoke of Abbotsholme as the school that was said to have 
inspired Kurt Hahn. This inspiration can be traced back to the year 1902 when 
Hahn, then 16 years old, met three enthusiastic Abbotsholmians, Marcan, Ar-
nold-Brown and Simpson, with whom he went for a walking tour in the Tirol. 
The talks which he had with his English friends proved to be inspiring and 
afterwards Hahn was to testify that although he never met Reddie the latter 
"was nevertheless important to him through those boys long ago, and through 
Lietz." 4e In 1920 Hahn opened his first school at Schloss Salem in Baden, later 
followed by other institutions at Hohenfels, Hermannsberg and Spetzgart. 
Lietz's influence was strengthened when in 1931 the Salem group was joined 
by Dr. Erich Meissner, since 1924 headmaster of Haubinda. In 1933 Hahn had 
to flee to Great Britain where in the following year he opened Gordonstoun. 
Though no less eclectic than Reddie himself, — Hahn admitted being influenced 
by Plato, Fichte, Goethe, Lietz, Abbotsholme, Eton and Rugby, - Reddie's 
influence seems to have been strong enough for Robin Hodgkin, Abbotsholme's 
fourth headmaster from 1956 to 1967, to include Salem and Gordonstoun 
among his school's offspring.*0 
Further colonisation took place in Switzerland where New Schools like Hof 
Oberkirch, l'Ecole Nouvelle de Chailly, l'Ecole Nouvelle de la Suisse Romande 
and l'Institut Monnier near Genève (after 1922 under the headship of our 
countryman Dr. J. W. L. Gunning), declared themselves, directly or indirectly, 
indebted to Reddie. 
Among English schools which owed their inception to Abbotsholme might 
be mentioned beside Salem and Gordonstoun: Clayesmore, Bembridge School, 
Bryanston, Betteshanger, Stowe, Ruskin Home School, West Downs School, 
and Atlantic College.61 
The first Belgian New School on Abbotsholme lines was established in Bier-
ges-lez-Wavre in 1912 by M. Paria de Vasconcellos. In our country J. Kleef-
stra founded Brinioschool at Hilversum in 1897. He had visited Bedales and 
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Ilsenburg and tried to realize the principles of the Country Boarding School, 
in which he partially succeeded. In 1910 he closed his school. Of the other 
Dutch New Schools, we need only mention the Rudolf Steiner or Geert Grote 
Schools, the Humanitarian School at Laren, Bolt's Pallas Athene School at 
Amersfoort and Boeke's Werkplaats at Bilthoven to show that even in this 
educationally conservative country the ideas of the New Education struck root. 
This description of the Abbotsholme offspring must necessarily be incom-
plete; it was not intended to draw a full-scale pedigree. By 1914 there were 
already some fifty Country Boarding Schools in Europe.62 In 1922 Ferrière 
wrote an article in Pour L'Ere Nouvelle in which he stated that sixty-seven 
schools can be included in the list of New Schools with Abbotsholme as 
parent.53 Though not complete, this section will have given some idea of the 
great range of Reddie's ideas and lifework. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMING UP 
Section 42: Abbotsholme: School for the Directing Classes 
In the course of this study it has been shown that for Reddie educational and 
national regeneration were inseparable. His reform concentrated on the élite 
of character and brains; these Rulers, these Directors were to become the new 
leaders of a New England. Traditionally, British Public Schools have paid 
much attention to training for leadership. One of the aims of the prefectoral 
system was to teach boys how to lead others. The disadvantage of this system 
was that only boys in the top form could be prefects. The chances of becoming 
team-captain or vice-captain were even smaller. Reddie, however, wanted to 
train every boy to be a leader. Qualities such as self-reliance, initiative and 
responsibility were developed by giving every Abbotsholmian a certain task. 
Dormitories were supervised by captains and vice-captains; so were sports, 
and every terra boys were appointed "officers of the school;" in short, the 
normal everyday life of the school was organised by the pupils themselves. 
In his How can we create an expert Directing Classi^ Reddie considers the 
Englishman still "the finest specimen potentially of the human race," but what 
he calls the present national chaos makes country and Empire ungovernable. 
The whole machinery of government and the whole national life must be reorga-
nized to suit modem needs. The mis-education of the Directing Classes and 
the absence of educational organisation results in chaos, inaccuracy, dishones-
ty and an antiquated, inefficient national education. "We must reform the 
entire Educational Machine and at the same time reform the whole National 
Life." This New Education for a New Elite was to be given at the New School 
Abbotsholme, a "carefully designed workshop for training Rulers."!! 
In a sermon delivered on 4 November 1900 Reddie fiercely attacked the 
idle rich, whom he called easy, indolent, lounging about, pleasure-seeking 
people who did not set an example. "So we have to set to work to create a 
body of directing persons; the class that has been directing has been proved 
more or less a failure . . . so our line here is to try and train up a body of boys 
who will be able to organize their share of the national life." The cultured and 
1
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governing classes of England were demoralized by their wealth, and by living 
in towns; their homes were unfit to bring up robust children in; their families 
were too small, so that the boys were coddled; the Public Schools where they 
sent their sons provided only miseducation.3 But as this class was the class 
"which teaches, organises and inspires - the social brain and heart,"14 England 
could not afford to have it mis-educated. 
The general education of this directing class, Reddie maintained, should last 
from 3 to 18; the last stage (11 to 18) was the responsibility of the tertiary 
schools, of which Abbotsholme was the first. He described the characteristics 
of Schools for the Directing Classes in a paper read at the International Con­
gress of Women, in June 1899.6 Such schools were to be non-coeducational 
and not larger than some 100 boys who should stay at school during the crisis 
of adolescence and not move from one school to another. Full emphasis should 
be laid on both will and love, memory and imagination, intellect and intuition, 
strength and grace. School-life and all the studies should aim at harmonious 
unity. The whole school should serve as a living working-model of Nature and 
Man and the passage of the boy through the classes should "represent the 
evolution of humanity", (p. 600). Unlike the "weak and coddling Public 
Schools," schools for the Directing Classes would reject "over-refinement, 
fastidious delicacy [and] affected culture." (p. 601). The future leaders of the 
race should be "lords of their lives and givers of their lives, but particularly 
givers." (p. 601). Above all they were to be taught that "social regeneration is 
only possible through education, and in particular that of the directing class. 
That they must aim not at climbing on a smug perch above the weltering chaos 
of our modern life, but at battling with it until we have again order." (p. 601). 
Only a school like this could create Reddie's New Man, the Ruler, the 
Inspirer, the Organiser of Britain. The Rousseau of Abbotsholme wanted to be 
much more than an educational reformer; he dreamed of a new school, a new 
political system, a new social order, a new religion and morality, in short a 
new world. 
Section 43: Abbotsholme: New School 
"Rouse up, О Young Men of the New Age! We do not want either Greek 
or Roman (nor yet Hebrew) models if we are but just and true to our own 
imaginations."6 This is part of one of Reddie's favourite Lessons, which was 
often read in Abbotsholme School Chapel. He himself never doubted that his 
school and the education it provided was really new. In a sermon on 4 February 
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1906 he said: "Some sixteen or seventeen years ago when we projected this 
school and this type of education, so far as I know, there had been no previous 
attempt on similar lines made in this country previously. At any rate, all our 
critics . . . have said so in plain terms and fortunately we have it in print that it 
was quite a new departure . . . All along the line in whatever part you choose 
to name we have broken new ground. We made all sorts of experiments." 
Was this true? Or was Reddie deceived by "that golden glow of ideal inten-
tion which, for the artist, covers so often the achieved reality of his own art 
so that it is hard to see the contours of what he has done amid the shimmering 
lights of what he might have done?"7 It would be pretentious to say that 
Abbotsholme was an absolutely original and unique educational innovation, 
which does not mean that we agree with Boyd and Rawson who call it just 
another Public School.8 There were sufficient differences between Abbots-
holme and existing traditional schools to justify the adjective New. At the risk 
of seeming repetitive Reddie's most important innovations will be briefly 
sketched. 
1. Curriculum: It was much more comprehensive than in most contempo-
rary schools where the attention was divided between the classical languages 
and athletics. According to Stanley Unwin, his former pupil, Reddie always 
stressed that e-duco meant lead out, not cram in.9 Real, first-hand experience 
which had to vitalize theory and learning was the basis of the curriculum. 
Memory-work, book-learning, specialisation and splitting the curriculum up 
in "sides" was avoided as far as possible. Latin and Greek were relegated to 
the background, the modem languages, science and social studies received their 
rightful place. Physical education was not limited to games; it included walking, 
climbing, swimming (at Abbotsholme compulsory), canoeing, cycling etc. Ab-
botsholmians were taught how to use their hands while working on the estate, 
the farm or in the school's workshops. 
2. Methodology: Reddie believed in organisation and a scientific approach, 
also in education. He introduced several Herbartian ideas which he combined 
with his natural method; by this he meant things as varied as swimming in the 
nude, inductive science teaching, direct methods for the modem languages and 
the use of earth-closets instead of the modern water-closets.10 By the use of 
Socratic, self-discovery and problem-solving methods, teachers stimulated the 
pupils to think for themselves, to be open-minded, responsive, critical, self-
confident and to show individual initiative. Before the vogue term project was 
invented, studies were organized in Naturalistics and Humanistics, the two 
circles meeting "where geography touches history."11 
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3. Social Education: Abbotsholme replaced the Victorian and Public School 
element of competition by co-operation, teamwork and comradeship.12 Unlike 
Herbart, Reddie cultivated community-life because he thought this a greater 
educational means than the formal teaching of e.g. civics. For the same reason 
he emphasized self-activity and self-responsibility, elements which Herbart 
very hesitatingly accepted. 
4. Relationship masters and boys: Another departure from traditional meth-
ods was the new relationship between masters and boys. The Public School's 
hierarchy, headed by a privileged few, and its fagging-system were abolished; 
Abbotsholme was a Rural Educative Home, with Reddie as a stem pater famil-
ias who considered boys (and often masters too) as sons of Abbotsholme. 
Although he maintained a strict discipline, he favoured a personal, informal 
relationship between masters and boys; the former were to be guides, friends 
and helpers. 
5. Religion and Morals: Reddie's concept of education was intensely hu-
man; a harmonious, all-round, fully developed human being was the apex of 
the educational process. In his philosophy absolute primacy was given to the 
religious and moral aspect because only this justified a school calling itself 
educative. Every school-activity aimed at the formation of a strong, self-reliant, 
responsible and mature character. He created dynamic, meaningful, though 
unorthodox Chapel-services in which everybody participated; he combined the 
Bible with readings from other great spiritual teachers, and Abbotsholmians 
were presented with the lives and deeds of great personalities as examples to 
follow. His pupils did not pay lip-service to a conventional morality or estab-
lished religion but were encouraged and helped to find a personally relevant 
view of life. 
6. Cleanliness of mind and body: Absolutely new and original were sex 
instruction and the systematic teaching of bodily hygiene.13 
7. Aesthetic education: Latent artistic talents were brought out by music, 
singing, drawing, sculpture, woodcarving, metalcraft, literature and painting 
as an integral part of the school-life. Music, "this most refining of influences, as 
well as most social of arts"14 was considered of utmost importance. All boys 
were taught singing and many learnt instrumental music. Like Dewey who 
valued highly work done by and for the community, Reddie insisted on the 
boys creating and giving a beautiful form to their own environment. 
8. Participation of parents: The school was considered an extension of the 
boy's home, hence close contacts with his parents were stimulated and highly 
valued. They were kept informed of their son's progress through formidable 
i a
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and elaborate reports, "so all-embracing that they took some hours to digest"1 6 
The school even advised parents how pupils were supposed to spend their 
hoHdays. To counterbalance the strongly masculine atmosphere of the school, 
Reddie encouraged mothers of pupils to stay at the school for a couple of 
days. A novel idea was that since 1907 parents were organized in the Abbots-
holme Parents Association, members of which were invited to sit on the Ab-
botsholme School Council. 
9. School-uniform: Abbotsholmians wore comfortable, practical and sen­
sible clothes which could hardly be called uniforms, and which replaced "the 
silly dress of Victorian Public School boys;" i e a Norfolk jacket, shorts or 
knickerbockers, woollen stockings, strong shoes. 
In view of what is said above, Wake's conclusion in The Journal of Educa­
tion is justified: "Though there have been талу writers and thinkers with 
new ideas on education, Reddie was the first17 to put such ideas into contin­
uous practice and to establish a school which, both by inspiring others to do 
likewise and by provoking others to differ, and therefore to think out their own 
versions, has been a major factor in modem educational history."1 8 
Section 44: Abbotsholme: Rural Educational Home 
Reddie's term is used because it stands for an educational creed and is more 
meaningful than Country Boarding School. 
On 3 June 1923 Reddie addressed his Abbotsholmians: "Boys are sent from 
home because of the absolute necessity. Some day they must think for them­
selves, act and feel for themselves, and do everything for themselves, and the 
longer they are kept in the nursery.. . the more they are being dwarfed and 
injured. Some day, when you have sons of your own, it is to be hoped that you 
will want them to escape from apron strings that are wound round and round 
like swaddling clothes - that is the object of school life - you are sent away 
from home in order to have more freedom to decide for yourselves. A school 
is a miniature of the world and an enlarged Home."1β 
England was and is the country of boarding-schools. According to van 
Popta: "In geen land was deze vorm van school reeds zo geheel ingeburgerd 
als in Engeland."2 0 This type of school gives an excellent opportunity for an 
educational innovator, because it is a community in which boys and masters 
have common interests and every one plays his own part. More than in other 
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schools the masters can control the social environment and regulate it as seems 
best to themselves. Besides, as a contemporary of Reddie put it, "the day-boy 
has to divide his allegiance between his master and his father in a way that 
makes all definiteness of discipline and directness of purpose impossible."21 
Although this last remark sounds exaggerated it is undeniable that because of 
the many personal contacts between masters and boys, the close community-
life, and the fact that the school can be made into a real microcosmos, a board-
ing-school is more like an Educative Home, an Erziehungsheim, than a day 
school.22 But why a Rural Educative Home? The preference for a country 
environment for education goes back to practicians such as Salzmann (Schnep-
fenthal), Pestalozzi (Neuhof), von Fellenberg (Hofwyl), Wehrli (Bläsihof) and 
theoreticians such as Rousseau and Herbart. In his Allgemeine Pädagogik the 
latter wrote: "Nirgends ist die Regierung schwerer, als bei Instituten in Städ-
ten . . . denn wo schon die Regierung so mühsam ist, was wird da aus der Erzie-
hung? Auf dem Lande dagegen könnten Institute dem Vorteil des weiten 
Spielraums benutzen."23 As to Rousseau, everybody who has read Emile will 
remember its glowing though one-sided descriptions of the educative influence 
of nature on man. The Back-to-Nature-gospel was preached all over Europe 
and was embodied in movements as heterogeneous as the Boy Scout Move-
ment, The Wandervögel, the Freie Schulgemeinde, the Freideutsche Jugend-
bewegung, and the Landerziehungsheim Movement. English exponents of this 
romantic24 return to nature were Ruskin and Carpenter of whom Reddie was 
the devoted disciple. In his unpublished diary, from which his biographer Ward 
often quotes, he explains his preference for a rural setting for Abbotsholme: 
"In order to avoid the ill effects of modem town life, with its unwholesome 
physical surroundings, with the distractions of its intellectual activity, and the 
dangers of its moral atmosphere, a school should be remote from towns, and 
placed amid the wholesome, beautiful, simple, and fundamentally instructive 
surroundings of the country. In this way our boys can see the world as it was 
before towns existed; and they can come into contact with the fundamental 
industry of Agriculture, the prerequisite of all civilised life. This gives them, at 
first hand, that contact with Nature and Nature's Laws which is the best in-
troduction to the whole field of Nature."26 
In a memorandum dated 6 October 1902 and entitled Schools for Boys of 
the Directing Classes,™ Reddie mentions nine desiderata in setting up such an 
élite-establishment. The first requirement is that the school should be in the 
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country where plenty of clean air, fresh water and warm sunshine will ensure 
the boys' mental and physical health. Another wish is that school-buildings, 
estate, woods, meadows and if possible a river can serve as living models for 
what is studied, affording vital and first-hand experience. It is obvious that the 
principle "A school for the Directing Classes must be self-supporting" (no. 7) 
can be most ideally realised in a rural environment, and that this also holds 
good for "the sons of the Directors must have worked with their hands." (no. 9). 
The close relationship between nature and Abbotsholme education is well 
illustrated by this text from the School Prayer Book: "For the health-giving life 
in the open-air, for the sunshine and clouds, for the mists of early morning, for 
the noontide heat and shadows of night, for the hills and valleys, the woods and 
streams, for all thy beautiful world and for all the joy of life, we give thee, О 
God, our grateful thanks." 
Section 45: Abbotsholme: Pedagogic Laboratory 
In the preface to Abbotsholme, Reddie excuses himself for inflicting another 
book on the public at a time when the reader is drowned in the flood of printed 
matter. In the field of education "we need not a new Theory or another Book, 
but an actual Pedagogic Laboratory. More would be learned by living in such 
a place one day than could be gleaned by perusing a dozen learned works on 
Pedagogics." (p. VII). Such a pronouncement characterizes the practical re­
former; Reddie established Abbotsholme as a laboratory where he could apply 
experimentally his dreams and aspirations and could test his theories and ideas 
such as a scientific approach towards education; the new concepts of the 
teacher as director of group activities (Dewey) and the pupil as active, respon­
sible discoverer; concrete instruction;27 personal experience the basis of educa­
tion and instruction; new methods such as observation, self-discovery, experi­
mentation; smaller classes; a modem curriculum; no rote learning and no 
competitive exams, etc. 
His scientific training in chemistry is the probable background of the un­
fortunate name laboratory with its overtones of quantitative approach, control 
of variables and human rabbits; this, however, was not Reddie's interpretation 
of the term. His school was to be a laboratory because it would not thought­
lessly take over orthodox educational objectives and methods but because 
headmaster and staff would try to find by experiment the best possible ways 
of realizing their educational ideas. The laboratory situation was ideal - a Rural 
Educative Home; Reddie had a theoretical concept - his version of the Herbar-
tian theory; headmaster and assistants, though untrained in sophisticated, sci-
2 7
 DURAND, S.: L'Ecole Nouvelle, Bruges 1951, pp. 42—43: "Ou la connaissance prend son 
point de départ dans le concret, dans le milieu ambiant. Le fait local, et l'événement du 
jour, le vivant saisi en pleine vie." 
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entific, educational research, were dedicated to their task and enthusiastically 
tried to advance practical education, thus realizing one of Ferrière's claims for 
a New School: "L'Ecole Nouvelle est un Laboratoire de pédagogie pratique." 28 
Section 46: Critical Remarks 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English gives the first meaning 
of the word critic as "one who pronounces judgement."29 The act of criticising 
implies that the judge has paid attention to the positive as well as negative sides 
of the person or phenomenon he is judging. The descriptive study above will 
have made it clear that Reddie was a true and important, though largely for-
gotten, educational pioneer. But some critical reservations are called for: 
1. Whatever sympathy one may have with Reddie's catholic (in the original 
meaning of all-embracing), unsectarian and undogmatic view of religion and 
morality, it is to be feared that in trying to avoid rigid and loveless dogmatism, he 
fell into uncertain and wavering religiosity. For a man who considered the 
concrete a conditio sine qua non of all good education and instruction, Reddie 
was too often vague and abstract in formulating his religious and moral con-
cepts. In declaring that "religion is the necessary creation of the poet," ^  he 
was doubdess using the word poet for man's emotional, intuitive, non-rational 
"side." But this may make religion and morality (Reddie usually indentifies the 
two) principally a matter of feelings, moods and subjective states of mind. 
S. Neill's characteristics of the High Church party, "rigid orthodoxy in doc-
trine, strenuous assertion of the rights of the Church of England as the national 
Church, a strong dislike of dissenters, and an inflexible opposition to every 
kind of reform"31 apply to the beginning of the nineteenth century, but Reddie 
still saw contemporary High Church Anglicanism in these terms. Religious 
education at Abbotsholme may therefore be understood as a reaction to what 
was unkindly called "the high and dry" party; in this reaction Reddie went too 
far. 
It is interesting and useful to compare the founders of the great religions and 
other religious thinkers. This comparison, however, presupposes that one is 
introduced into the religious dimension of human life, an introduction which is 
only possible through one particular religion. It is to be feared that Reddie's 
indiscriminate use of various elements from the great religions of the world 
leads to religious relativism and scepticism, which was not his intention at all. 
When it is tried to synthesize the teachings of Jesus, Buddha, Plato and 
others, the most characteristic features and the challenging elements of the 
respective doctrines tend to be lost. Reddie's version of the Decalogue is a case 
2 8
 KESSLER: o.e. p. 17. 
3 9
 FOWLER, H. - FOWLER, F. (adapt.), Oxford 19514, p. 284. 
^Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 599. 
S 1
 NEILL: o.e. p. 232. 
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in point. It is a superficial, "enlightened" popularisation which carefully avoids 
controversial thoughts. A comparison of the first commandment of the "tradi-
tional" Decalogue and Reddie's version is revealing and illustrative. 
2. Reddie was wrong to reject co-education between 11 and 18. His initial 
mistake was that he did not distinguish between co-education and co-instruc-
tion. One may have "technical" or "organisational" objections to the latter, 
while cordially agreeing with the former.32 Reddie's arguments are all variations 
on this theme: "Put your boys and girls together, or your men and women 
together, overmuch, and, if you do not, by such close contact, increase the 
electrical polarity, and hence the danger of disruptive electrical discharge, you 
will by slow electric leakage reduce the danger of explosions at the expense of 
the very electric potential, out of which all virtue has to come. To break a 
boy's spirit is not the way to obtain a powerful character, and to tame the 
savage male is not the way to produce men of valour, ability, and goodness. 
Virtue consists in the control of the positive energy of the man, not in its re-
moval."33 In other words, co-education makes the formation of a proper 
masculine character impossible. This fundamental misunderstanding arose 
partly from Reddie's unfortunate prejudice against women. He did not realize 
that real intellectual and emotional growth demands a dialogue and interac-
tion between the masculine and feminine way of looking at the world. Co-
education enables man to see the opposite sex not as an intruder, not as a mere 
sexual partner, but as a constituent part of his own environment. Working, 
studying, playing - in short, living together prevents false phantasies and un-
real, romantic idealisations. Besides, Reddie's view that education is not a prep-
aration for Ufe but life itself, makes single-sex education a contradiction in terms. 
3. Equally open to question was Reddie's tripartite division of society into 
manual workers, administrators and directors, with the consequent splitting up 
of schools into primary, secondary and tertiary and his concept of an élite 
school for the Directing Classes. Such an absolute, irrevocable and static divi-
sion is unacceptable. 
Children, declared Reddie, "start with different inherited powers; belong to 
different physical, mental, and moral atmospheres; will grow at different 
rates. Therefore [they] must be handled differently at the start; must have 
different degrees of culture in their environment; must have different mental 
meals, and feed at different speeds."3* So far, so good, but one wonders who 
decides to what category a child belongs, and why? Is the decision irrevocable 
and if so again why? Reddie does not answer these questions but baldly con-
cludes that "our schools must be of three kinds . . . because, as a matter of fact, 
children can be so classed and probably always will be."35 
32
 For Reddie's objections to co-education, vide: Section 35. 
33
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 190. 
34
 Ibid.: pp. 165-166. 
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Moreover, he seems not to distinguish between culture and morality: "If we 
mix children in different states of culture, we degrade the better, by the contact, 
more than we elevate the worse. For it is always easier to go down than to go 
up. A good boy may perhaps save one companion. A bad boy will corrupt a 
dozen."3* This would mean that a cultured boy is necessarily good, and that 
the child of a culturally deprived home is bound to be bad. 
Reddie's three schools were to run parallel up to the age of eleven, "as far as 
possible," 36 he cautiously adds. After that they were to go different educational 
ways. This meant that at an early age it would be decided whether a boy, who 
might turn out to be a late developer, was fit to be trained to become a "Führer" 
of his nation. This 11+ decision is too early to be reliable; if based not on 
psychological or educational, but on social class considerations such a decision 
is altogether unacceptable. 
How, moreover, is a Workshop for Rulers - the term is Reddie's - to be re-
conciled with school as a "place for developing general powers of thought, 
feeling, and action;" 37 when school is not a "place for teaching any trade, craft, 
or profession," " it is surely not the place for training Directors either. It is not 
Reddie's elitist education but his halting between two opinions that exposes 
him to criticism.38 
4. Like many New Educationalists, Wyneken is another conspicuous ex-
ample, Reddie undervalued home-education. He was too apt to identify home 
and nursery. Because of possible unpleasant experiences with some weak 
parents he jumped to the general conclusion that all parents coddled their boys; 
he strove so hard to make his school an "Erziehungsschule" instead of the 
"Unterrichtsschule" which he despised that he forgot that education was not 
the unique privilege of schools. Orphaned at twelve, he spent the rest of his life 
at school which, in his own words, was his home; he never married, never 
brought up a family of his own. It is doubtful whether he was really competent 
to judge the respective educational influences of home and school. 
5. Reddie did not sufficiently and clearly distinguish between home and 
school, between the prime right and duty of parents to educate and of teachers 
to teach. He mistakenly claimed that school is an "enlarged home [which] does 
not train for life but is life itself."39 Unlike home, school is a specialized in-
stitution, run by professionals; it is an artificial environment, set up by society 
precisely because a child's home cannot any longer initiate him into society. 
The personal relationships in a school are different from those in the child's 
home; his teachers stand in loco parentis, and no more. The life of a school is 
different from all other forms of life; it is made up of people who come to teach 
and people who come to learn. But above all, the raison d'être of school is 
38
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 166. 
37
 Ibid.: p. 168. 
38
 A discussion of Reddie's political views and consequent preference for a corporative 
state is outside the scope of this study. 
30
 Reddie in a sermon on 3 June 1923. 
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different from that of the pupil's home; the school's main purpose is academic: 
to teach, to communicate knowledge and skills, to develop the intellectual 
faculties. If it fails in this, it may be called a youth-centre or club-house, but it 
does not deserve the name of school. 
Reddie preferred the child-centred school which "suited the child,"4 0 to the 
subject-centred school with clear cognitive objectives and reasonable but de­
manding standards of attainment. One can fully sympathize with Herbart and 
Reddie's ideal of an educative school but it should be emphasized that the 
teacher's understandable desire to educate should never make him forget his 
duty to teach. 
6. Reddie's absolute rejection of competition is unacceptable because it will 
only lead to mediocracy instead of the much abused meritocracy. In education 
individual and social needs meet and sometimes clash. No one will deny that it 
is the individual's inalienable right to be educated to the limit of his natural 
capacities.41 But society often asks for more; Reddie holds, for instance, that 
British society demands able Directors. This social demand may not run par­
allel to what many individuals can supply, and this inevitably introduces the 
principle of selection. But selection and competition cannot be dissociated. If 
one accepts a tripartite division of mankind, as Reddie does, one must also 
agree to some selective principle. If one accepts the possibility of transfer and 
promotion, as, again, Reddie does,42 it is naive and unrealistic to think that this 
can be done without rousing the natural competitive spirits of human beings. 
Reddie rightly rejected the concept of education as preparation for a social or 
economic rat-race; he was wrong when he wrote: "It is a horrible crime to make 
children compete at all." 4 3 
7. If our world was a just world the righteous would be rewarded and the 
wicked punished. This ethical principle is the theoretical foundation of the 
phenomenon of punishment. The human species being what it is, education is 
inconceivable without discipline and sometimes punishment to enforce it. But 
Reddie's use of corporal punishment was cold-blooded; the so-called permis­
sive free discipline is a contradiction in terms but equally absurd was the 
Victorian "spare the rod and spoil the child." Punishment in school is justified 
only as a means to a pedagogical end, i.e. when it emancipates. The cane, or as 
Reddie used, whip and birch, never emancipate. They humiliate, brutalise and 
enslave punisher and punished. Whenever systematic** corporal punishment 
becomes the standard interpretation of the "punitur, ne peccetur" principle, 
any difference in meaning between educating a human being and breaking in 
an animal may thenceforth be denied. 
"To err is human, to forgive divine"; this critical section discussed some 
4 0
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 167. 
4 1
 Сох, С - DYSON, A. (ed.): Black Paper Two, London 1969, p. 34. 
4 2
 Abbotsholme: ox. pp. 166-167. 
4 3
 Ibid.: p. 167. 
4 4
 This adjective is added to exclude occasional and spontaneous cases erf "spanking." 
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points where Reddie, this intensely human man, erred. It is not the task, nor 
the divine privilege of a critic to forgive; he must analyse, evaluate and judge. 
This study tried to draw a fair and objective portrait of Reddie of Abbots-
holme; in such a portrait the less flattering features could not be left out. 
Section 47: Conclusion 
The New School Abbotsholme, Derbyshire, A Modem Public School, on 
approved and original lines, for boys of the Directing Classes. Headmaster: 
Cecil Reddie . . . 
These were the opening words of a study from which Dr. Reddie emerged 
as an extremely complicated personality, the embodiment of Conrad Meyer's 
"Ich bin ein Mensch mit seinem Widerspruch"; a rebel and a traditionalist; a 
romantic and a positivist; a wine- and tobacco-loving ascetic; a fatherly friend 
for his "fellows" who knew times that he went flogging through his school; a 
germanophile who feared Germany and castigated his own country, which he 
dearly loved, with his sharp tongue and sarcastic pen; a pragmatic headmaster 
whose nature "was travelling fast towards poetry and metaphysics," ^  and who 
introduced a mystic liturgy at the New School which was his life-work; a man 
with a great faith in the uniqueness of the individual, but at the same time an 
intolerant dictator whose word was law; a reactionary product of the British 
Public School who took this school as his model, because it kept alive, "in some 
faint degree, the legacy of earlier and wholesomer days;" ^ the progressive, 
radical, yet often Neo-Herbartian founder of the dynamic New School Move­
ment who rejected the Public School because it followed "the general down­
ward course of our national life;"47 a lone wolf who always thought that the 
whole pack was against him, but also a man, orphaned at twelve, who through­
out his life preached love and co-operation - but first and foremost a practical 
Utopian and idealist who made Blake's words his own: 
Bring me my Bow of burning gold; 
Bring me my Arrows of desire: 
Bring me my Spear: О clouds, unfold; 
Bring me my Chariot of fire! 
I will not cease from Mental Fight, 
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand, 
Till we have built Jerusalem, 
In England's green and pleasant Land! ** 
4 6
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 11. 
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This study has not been an exercise in hero-worship, nor has Abbotsholme, 
which blended old and new elements, been presented as the last word in educa-
tion. Anyone who breaks new ground is bound to err, and Reddie of Abbots-
holme was no exception. It detracts nothing from the great merits of an educa-
tional pioneer, who was in the words of the Abbotsholme Service for Founder's 
Memorial Day "A prophet, a man of high aims and noble ideas; who loved 
England, who loved boys; who sought to give beauty, truth and purity; who 
sternly fought for justice and reason against prejudice, and for the needs of life 
and growth against tradition." 
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SUMMARY 
Reddie and Abbotsholme is a study of a highly unusual man and the rather 
unusual school which he founded. The first chapter gives a sketch of Reddie's 
life and personality. Here and where possible throughout the book, the guiding-
principle has been Lockhart's "He shall be his own biographer." 
No man is an island and Reddie did not call Abbotsholme up from nothing-
ness. Chapter II enumerated the influences most formative in Reddie's life and 
work. In his Emlohstobba, Lietz went further. According to him the school was 
not concerned "to claim the doubtful advantage of complete originality. Its 
feeling is rather that of filial gratitude to all the great Masters of Educational Art 
and Science - and not merely those of its own land, such as Wyckham, Ascham, 
Mulcaster, Milton, Locke, Arnold, Ellis, Carlyle, Spencer and Ruskin, but at 
least equally those of other countries, such as Rabelais, Montaigne, and Rous-
seau; Ratke, Komensky, Pestalozzi, and Mazzini; Fröbel, Ziller, Stoy, Dörp-
feld, Rein, and Willmann."1 This list looks formidable but is not exhaustive 
either; Lietz might have added Plato whose educational philosophy finds an 
echo in Reddie's ideal of a harmonious and liberal education, his stress on 
music as an important pedagogical means and his tripartite division of society. 
Reddie's description of his school's originality was disingenuous. 
Chapter III discusses some of Reddie's publications from which can be 
gathered his leading ideas. He thought there was something rotten in the state 
of Britain, its schools, especially its Public Schools, and its homes; the idle and 
pampered governing class was demoralised by its money; masses of people, 
herded together in the big towns, made good education impossible; the country 
was insular and self-satisfied and overtaken in the race of nations; too many 
Britons considered life a race and undervalued the great importance of co-
operation. As to schools, the lines along which they worked were not approved 
by the science of organisation, nor by psychology, methodology, mental and 
physical hygiene, etc.; they were too exclusively interested in dry facts, books, 
and words, instead of living experience, culture and emotions. Early specialisa-
tion made insight into the "hang-together" of life impossible. Competition and 
examinations led to cramming, not to the necessary co-operation. The curri-
cula did not meet modem needs. The average Directing Qass-family, too small, 
living in towns, and too individualistic, had hardly any educational influence 
so that boys were coddled instead of being trained to become leaders of the 
nation. All this made a total reformation of nation, school and family neces-
1
 Abbotsholme: o.e. pp. 379-380. 
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sary. Reddie's New Education and New School for Directors would be the 
beginning of a national renaissance. The favourite toast, often proposed at Ab-
botsholme festivities, was: "The New Education, the New Generation, and the 
long-expected Regeneration." 
Chapter IV deals with the way in which Reddie gave practical shape to his 
theory. His educational ideal was Platonic and Neo-Humanist, the harmonious 
development of Man in all his aspects. That was why he soon rejected early 
specialisation. Man should first be taught how to live; truly liberal education 
was not training for life, but life itself. "Our life here is simply the life of the 
whole in miniature."2 Education and instruction were never split up; Abbots-
holme practised project-teaching before Kilpatrick had developed the idea. 
Religious and moral education stood in the centre of the whole educational 
process; it had no formal place in the curriculum but it was all-pervasive. Red-
die tried to make religion and morality into something concrete, vital, exis-
tential; for instance, Old-Testament prophets were replaced by "the great moral 
and religious Heroes of Mankind . . . the series, as a whole, incarnates, as it 
were, the entire Duty of Man, to himself and fellows and country, as well as to 
the Universe and God. These silent presences. . . set the imagination on fire, 
and inspire us to "Love and Duty," the motto of the School." 3 Abbotsholme 
was unsectarian and undogmatic and in this sense truly catholic. It was the first 
school to give explicit sexual instruction and it very sensibly placed this in-
struction in the much wider context of care for health and hygiene. Though 
Reddie did not undervalue Man as Homo Sapiens, he laid great stress on Man 
as Homo Faber. Thinking was not a mere intellectual process; he also believed 
in 'Tenser avec les Mains," and all forms of handicraft were practised at his 
school. Reddie accepted an evolutionary process of three stages. Not all people 
were at the same stage, which made three types of school necessary. Abbots-
holme was a tertiary school, catering for the élite of mind and character; it was 
single-sex because its headmaster rejected co-education between the ages of 11 
and 18. 
In his book Abbotsholme Reddie states: "The new education is due to a 
democratic and intellectual revolt against conventions." (p. 178). According to 
Durand, this revolt would result in "libération et autonomie."4 Traditional 
education was "objective," "abstraite" and it concentrated on "le passé" and 
"l'essentiel." The New Education, however, was "subjective," "concrète" and 
was more interested in 'Tavenir" and "l'existentiel."6 Chapter V seeks to give 
Reddie and Abbotsholme the place in the New School which they deserve and 
it elaborates the thesis of the introduction: Reddie stands at the cradle of The 
New Education Movement. Abbotsholme's headmaster is unjustly neglected by 
2
 Abbotsholme: o.e. p. 224. 
3
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the educational world at large. It was probably Mack who wrote the most 
comprehensive and extensive book on Public Schools; yet even this Homer 
seems to have nodded occasionally, as in this passage: "The founding of 
Bedales in 1893 . . . was a direct challenge to the established upper-class 
schools, for it was designed to provide an alternative form of education for the 
same classes that patronized those institutions . . . Bedales [became] the parent 
of the progressive school movement in England."6 The subtitle of this study 
calls Reddie a forgotten pioneer, but the list of Abbotsholme offspring given 
in Chapter V testifies to the range and vitality of his innovational ideas. 
By way of summing up, the final chapter develops Reddie's interpretation 
of the terms School for the Directing Classes, New School, Rural Educative 
Home, and Pedagogic Laboratory, four aspects of Abbotsholme which epito­
mize what school and founder stood for. 
β
 O.e. p. 255. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
De publicatie van Readies Sermons zou onder de titel The Progress of a Mind 
een hoogst interessante bijdrage kunnen leveren tot de biografische literatuur. 
II 
Het beeld dat Weniger van de leraar schetst: „Die Antinomien der geistigen 
Lage der Gegenwart sind in ihm lebendig, aber in seiner Person zur Ruhe ge-
kommen" (WENIGER, E.: Didaktik als Bildungslehre, Weinheim 1965, p. 64), 
moet voor onze tijd als irreëel gekarakteriseerd worden. 
Ш 
De idee dat de toenemende aandacht voor pedagogische research noodzakelij­
kerwijs in zich sluit een afnemende interesse in de historische pedagogiek, sug­
gereert een niet gerechtvaardigde tegenstelling tussen twee disciplines. Empi­
risch onderzoek kan, naast andere wetenschappelijke methoden, een belangrijke 
bijdrage leveren bij de bestudering van de geschiedenis van opvoeding en on­
derwijs. 
IV 
De universitaire beroepsvoorbereiding van a.s. leraren kan organisatorisch het 
best gerealiseerd worden in een inter-facultair instituut. 
V 
In-service training voor schoolleiders en docenten moet beschouwd worden als 
een van de hoofdvoorwaarden voor een werkelijke onderwijsvernieuwing. 
VI 
Daar een verkeerde studiekeuze een der oorzaken is van de bij vele studenten 
bestaande frustratie gevoelens is een professionalisering van de functie van 
schooldecaan een dwingende eis. 

VII 
Identificatie van de begrippen onderwijs-vrijheid en didactische-methodische 
vrijblijvendheid is een van de oorzaken van de dreigende malaise bij het Voort-
gezet Onderwijs. 
VIII 
De in Nederland snel terrein winnende opvatting dat termen als leren, onder-
wijzen, kennen, weten etc. schuttingwoorden zijn, kan fataal worden voor ons 
onderwijs. 
EX 
De professionalisering van de functie van katecheet bij het Voortgezet Onder-
wijs zal een belangrijke bijdrage leveren tot het behoud van het vak katechese; 
nauwe samenwerking van theologie en gedragswetenschappen kan in hoge mate 
tot deze professionalisering bijdragen. 
X 
Aan de situatie dat het docentencorps van een bijzondere school voor Voortge-
zet Onderwijs juridisch geen stem heeft bij de formatie en vaak noodzakelijke 
re-organisatie van haar schoolbestuur moet zo spoedig mogelijk een einde ko-
men. 
XI 
Virginia Woolfs onmiskenbare kwaliteiten als romanschrijfster, essayiste en 
critica zouden groter en algemener erkend zijn als zij zich meer van de „Blooms-
bury Group" hadden kunnen vrijmaken. 
XII 
De stad Nijmegen heeft in „Numaga" een buitengemeen actieve lokaalhisto-
rische vereniging, in de Historische Sectie der Katholieke Universiteit een in de 
plaatselijke geschiedenis zeer geïnteresseerde instantie, en in de Kunsthistorische 
Sectie een bij uitstek deskundige adviseuse. De stedelijke overheid kan zich der-
halve niet onttrekken aan haar grote verantwoordelijkheid voor het esthetisch 
wanbeleid ten aanzien van de na-oorlogse wederopbouw van onze stad die eens 
de „Princeps Urbs Gelriae" was. 


